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THE DEVASTATINGLY 
handsome, brilliantly 
talented Phil Lynott was 

telling me why he never missed 
art inch of the Natural 
Blonde apart from descriptions 
like that) . "Belazus, it's as 
real as life itself," he informed 
roe, swinging his legs around 
the nearest standard lamp. 
The Litzies new guitarist is a 
boy called Dave nett. 

Dave. apparently used to play 
with Manfred Mann, which could 
mean he has long pooey hair In 
which case the next Liz:Sr saga 
could be 'My fights irri,th Scott 
Gorham Over the Alberto Balsam." 
The temporary keyboards player is 
Minaret.° Ure, who is well known 
for his keen interest in fashions for 
the petite male and silk bed socks, 
these types are so frivolous gels. 

ON THE recaen Bee Gees American 
tour, Batty called an emergency 
meeting for all the personnel on the 
tour 'poor dears, having to be . 
forced to wear those awful satin 
¡ackete and vnth little brother Andy 
present, informed them that Andy's 
nose powdenng had got so out of 
hand (in fact positively on the nose) 
that if anyone was caught supplying 
him lit's obviously stunting his 
growth, as well as ruining his • • 
marriage plans) would be thrown 
off the tour. 

This . I ..vuuld have thought, 
would Cause a vast increase in 
Andypoos supply from those 
members sick of shocking pink and 
green satin bomber raCketS. Poor 
Andy was so distraught he went 
out and bought himself a million 
dollar yacht end a lion cub to put in 
it. But the eternal circle of life 
continues and little lanettes 
become big Irons and this particular 
one scratched his way through the 
hull, sinking Andy's new little 
number. 

You'd think Mane could get him 
to give everything else up along 
with French kissing. dnnking and 
smoking . . . the quicker she gets 
him into sorne Mormon temple 
underwear the better 

THE WONDERFULLY innovative 
American seres, Jukebox, is 
hindered by one point and that is, 
many find el impossible to 
understand Brin Eldends' Swedish 
accent For example. "ubbly doobly 
don Dowd Bowie dee dobbly 
00 or "here's a new David 
Bowie video" Brat, who lives off 
boiled chicken and has Poloarods 
taken of her before she even sticks 
her beak in Sainsbury's was paid 
around 40,000 dollars for her efforts 
at saying long words like het and 
neat. 

LAST WEEK. while I was in the 
picturesque city of Amsterdam, a 
promoter was bewailing the fact 
that he had brought over ReCM, 

who are frightfully big there 
Apparently their audience turn our 
wasn't quite as big as it coucl have 
been mistaken maybe there were 
12 

• THE STRANGLERS and 
tnencla »hive thee got arW'l 
are playing • charity cricket 
match this Sunday 1161 it's 
at Paddington Recreation 
Ground, London W9 and is 
*sported to «anal midday 
Lots and lots of Mx...nit one 
be given ewer in prizes it, a 
raffle and there will be a 
collection for Help A 
London Child. 

MY ENDLESS NOVEL. 'Cold Wind 
Over Clapham,' which now seems 
destined to become splatinurn drSC 
of romantic fiction, in the saros 
league as 'Gone With The Wind' 
and the Jackie annual. The story 
(for those fools who haven't yet 
grasped it of desperate love, set in 
a hacienda on Clapham Common 
. . between Clarissa la devastating 
blonde) and Roberto a 
swelhbuckler frorn nine to frve 
I who wears thigh length boots all 
the time/. 

Roberto, like all men, is only after 
one thing and Clarissa longs for 
marriage (every woman's destiny) 
or at least a mink coat to be going 
on With. 

This week's exciting instalment 
has Roberto fighting a duel veth his 
agent Juan Marlyn. when he finds 
hint under Clarissa's balcony 
waving his new set of false teeth 
and playing more awful flamenco. 
For the result of this thrilling 
episode. you'll unfortunately have 
to read this again nest week. 

I WAS shocked to hear that Bobby 
in Roney M (the weed who iogs 
around with nine inch hips/ has not 
one baby, not two babies, 0,4 three 
babies and if this isn't smuttiness 
enough he hasn't had them by one 
girl but by two separate ones 
Disgusting is what I say. He ought 
to be made to listen to Cliff Richard 

"GO *?!• YOURSELF" 
IF, LIKE ME. you are a regular 
listener ro the Monday morning 
religious service on Radio 4 OM 
sure many of you must bel you'll 
have been as flabbergassted as I 
was tuning in ro the programme 
which followed • Roger Cook's 
'Rock Bottom - to hear Don Arden, 
mentor of such moneymakers as 
ELO tell presenter Roger Cook "go 

In language seldom heard on this 
most dignified of airwaves the man 
who refers to himself as the "Al 
Capone of pop- in torrents of 
abuse described the presenters as 
"bloodsucking pigs" and is said to 
be having the programme in-
vestigated for "skeletons in the 
cupboard." 

Donald Went on "Roger Cook, 
you are already gantry of slander 
and you won be served with a writ 
shortly." 

"Thar's very kind of you" replied 
Roger, 'We are recording now. 
You paid the Small Faces C20 a 
wee* for eight performances a 

Arden was unmoved_ 
"You live off people's blood. You 

DON ARDEN 

have the wrong' information old 
boy. You're guilty of slander and I'll 
take your last CS for it. You people 
have got a tail on me and if I find 
that tail FS break he neck. If you 
think it's the end after you've oboe 
your programme you're very much 
mistaken. I don t have to answer fo 
you Of anybody. You've been 
warned, take you with one hand 
Strapped up my arse. You're not a 
man, you're a creep. 

"I've been making enquiries 
about you and tell you right now 
that I have heard rumours of 
homosexuality my dear. How about 
theft You'd better cover it up. -

"I think I've been called many 

things but never that," replied 
Roger, "and that's one I'm 
sure you couldn't prove. We've 
been listening to clients of yours 
who've suffered by being 
associated with you. 

"Suffered my arsehole," replied 
Don. 

"Lindsey de Paul says she was 
driven to the point of suicide by rho 
way you handled her," commented 
Roger. 
Don bolted on 
•'Lirsisey de Paul has a personal 

vendetta against roe. Listen, why 
don't you get off my beck you silly, 
ºrrerd homo. Why don't you grow 
up. You are a her. Voir obviously 
have a personal vendetta against 
me. Your voice is full of evil intent. 
We are leaving this now in the 
hands of my lavvyers and the BBC 
Elve." 

Must Say it was the most 
fascinating piece of radio heard 
since Tony Blackburn described 
the new Van Morrison album. 
And also an intriguing piece of 
programme planning by the Beeb 
It was followed by 'Listen With 
Mother.' JAMES PARADE. 

THE CHART — now start on Pase 30 

CLIFFS CROWD 
THE CROWDS, the excitement Chfr 
Reward Pepped out of N. Den,.., 
London. Ateb inferred Osiers 5• 
te copies of ha Steer waxing il 
WMV shop He brought chap. 
London'. pavements and stout floboex 
tried to control the surging crowd end 
queues HUI stretched h.ce round the 
shop. Boy Wonder Cliff. signed 
autographs fOr nvore then rwo hours 
and e now recovering at his Weybeidge 
horns with his right arrn in a Splint. 

for two days that would sort him 
Out Sadly Bobbeee split from the 
girl, believe it or not because We 
didn't get along" If that doesn't 
beat everything 

BONES' M's Bobby 

TALKING OF feverishly 
reproducing, the ravishingly pretty 
Marianne Faithfull has discovered 
she sin have a little burro all of her 
own to make lipstick marks on I Say 
that because all this proves the 
benefits of following my womanly 
duties, such as lying honrontally, 
wearing tons of pink lipstick 
whenever theres a boy about 

THE OWNERS of the Venue 
London s most painful nitespor. 
lone would get more thrills reading 
Country Life at the demist I asked a 
very famous but anonymous DJ 
and disco owner, it they would tu, 
it into a disco for kids, three nights 
a week at only three pounds 
entrancetee. Needless to say ',ley 
were refused, stick to the Goldmine 
if you must go to these dungeons 
of iniquity. 

TALKING OF disc lockeys. I was 
rivetted by Tony Blackburn's 
revelations last week In fact, they 
almost turned my roots black 
According to nay frightfully 
knowledgeable source at Radio 
One, apart from recording at the 
same Idle. David Hamilton and 
lone havent't met yet So that 
smashes that deep friendship. I 
wourdhave thought that as biddy 
David promotes himself rather as 
the thinking man's Peter Powell he 
was stricken to be involved in all 
that talk of Over thirty's discos for 
lonely hearts, hopefully with lots of 
beautiful models and actresses to 
satisfy Tony's longings. 

THE DIN DISC party IVirgin s riew 
lobe was awfurly damp, partly due 
to the fact that it was held on 
Richard Branson's barge 
"Duende-, any linguists among 
you will instantly realise that 
Duende is a spirit In fact, a little 
more than lust any old spirit, it is a 
muse, an inspiration to artists and 
definitely Overrated rf its effect on 
the artists at the party was anything 
to go by 

The wonderful looking Chressie 
Hynde was a teensy but inebriated 
I probably the fumes from the 
rotting wood lying about all over 
the place. She was wandering 
around informing every Torn 
Dickiepoo and Harry a was her 
birthday The newly named Readies 
were there. A chum told me that at 
the gig they sang all their new 
songs three times and then 
promised to play all night, causing 
my friend to quickly dash to the 
ladies to comb her halt teisdy for the 
marathon. Fey Fife, who normally 
walks ar ound in orange tights, red 
ankle boots mauve wigs and puce 
leather mini' dresses, with enough 
eye makeup to make Bet Lynch 
blanch, was shrieking about 
"Soddin' posers everywhere," You 
can certainly tell she didn't go to St 
Clams, 
The Flying Lizards were 

wandering about, concentrating„ 
like most sensible people, on not 
falling headlong into the black pa of 
the canal. Finally. as I went inside to 
search the galley for fig rolls. I 
washed a note stuck to the loo door 
"Dear Richard. popped«, this 
morning going shooting for the 
weekend darling if you want to 
come." Oh, these hip record 
magnates 

IT'S NOT lust hard to get a record 
released in America, it's also getting 
lolly hard to keep it out as the people 
who inbre those records usually 
oboes In New York the wonderful, 
gorgeous Talking Heads got 
thoroughly stropped off at » group 
who released a record called 
'Psycho Keller: whoops, no it's 
called 'Psycho Chicken' and instead 
of the fah fah fah, d goes cluck 
cluck Needless to say, the 
somewhat serious Talking Heads 
think this is an insult to their art 

AS I type this message, t must say 
I'm feeling very noble After coming 
into the Record Mirror offices and 
writing obscene things all over a 
poster of me land as if this wasolt 
quite enough, a pair of glasses on 
mY perfect grecian beekl t had a 
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pathetic cry of help from the rowdy 
Richard Jobeon. "Och aye, ave lost 
me nerds." 11 turns out that the 
clumsy youth has had a book of hos 
song lyrics teat your heart out 
Mant.anil stolen by some mad 
thief. If anyone knows the 
whereabouts of the note book, they 
should contact Pickles record 
company. Virgin Records. 01 727 
8070 there's a reward and no 
questions asked Ido hope that 
someone can help the poor dear as 
he simply cannot manage to 
reme-nbee any of the words, but 
amnesia often sets on when one 
had such an awful shock 

• As if it en't enough to have 
to battle to read the sub-
titles on Jukebox, Jet 
Recorde have signal Bret 
up to nuke an album My 
sources in Net, York 
(where she was recently 
warblingl t.I rne it spun* 
like th• Scunthorpe 
Tornces Chou. However. 
I'm owe sum il eel be a 
transport of nxes.1 ec• 
stresie so to speak. I kat 
hope that the sleeve has the 
words dearly printed. 

SOME GIRLS have the most 
peculiar taste in boy, Nina Hagen. 
the operatic German singer with a 
penchant for thick black woolly 
tights, is now recovering from the 
break up of her romance with Dutch 
tulip. Herman Brood (who I think 
probably used to use her woolly 
lights to pad out his naughty bits for 
phot.1 and is now going .1 with a 
guitarist from her band called 
Ferdinand but romantically 
Ninaboots calls him fief. 

Poor Ferdi can now definitely he 
known as an electric presence r ii•e 
pop world. The other day. 
attempting to get his tune up af ,1,1' 
work. he'd got thr.ghly bored of 
throwing his TV out of the window 
at the Holiday Inn only to have it 
thrown back by the manager 
perched underneath on the patio. 
Finally, in a fit of Germanic pique he 
attached the bare wires to the arnp 
lead, not noticing that the flex had 
been flung to rest in a puddle on the 
bathroom floor . when Feel , 
stood in the bathroom, 
''Whoomph". he was tapped 

LAST WEEK 1 was inundated with 
phone calls, not the usual heavy 
breathers that we normally receive 
at this office but irate hysterical 
9rls who were up in arms again 
about the rumours of Billy Idols 
nude spread. This is getting 
ridiculous, not only do I go to the 
lengths of telling you that he'll 
cover his wobbly bits with a pink 
fan I still have bellowing in my ears 
After all this. Billy will probably 
refuse to show his ankle, let alone 
his knees. 

STILL. ENOUGH thrills until next 
week, I must race borne to Hoover 
the lawn and get the Janet Beget 
oven gloves out. Anverderci 
amours, Love Paula XXX/SXX 

JUICY LU ICY 
AND SO, MY DEARS. The tare hit 
cane, of that I'm CO011in The end, the 
end a nee to which t painein 
REGRETS , I have been suedi But 

sued, my deers, by those uneaten I did 
whet I had to no and TASTE I could 
not mention. 
My Me. my kfe. was BAD intention 

So, my ravings. throughout n all I 
preached dweeneen1 
And eel.« and reach my paean 

lee they sayl tee done it ALL1 I'VE 
DONE MY BEST (ranters) I'VE 
DONE THE PEST Itrumpets) AND 
YES - MUCH MORE THAN THAT - 1 
DID IT MY WAYS! 

Doesn't ri bring tees to your eyes my 
Mengel I don't mind Ming you that it 
do« to those of your faithful 
ocimatendent. But WYOhei them 
acme we must - together or apart 
just remember. as you trawl along 
pop's ginning highww Lyle for -it., 
Lucy wee never easy . but ot was 
**eye FREE! 

So, my dears, unte one de you haw 
the clarion cal that hered, my return, 
111 jut hare to say - be seeing toril 
Until then, my &arks, BYEEEEll 
Sogned Juicy Le. lover 301 

CAR NABY CAPERS 
ALL THE frightfully glarnomus people had ob 
viously decided to stay at home and darn thee 
knotted T-shorts and spoon f.d ',teed podding to 
their parrots, either way they certainly didn't 
appear to be flooding through the hallowed 

portals of the Lyceum. 
The Succhi-Veho fashion show was destined ro 

failure right from the Start Not only had my 
Carmen rollers blown a fuse wilder on in the day 
but then the organosers had felt it the, duty to not 
only invite the fashion press but also a good 
sprinkling of drunken music busioess people, 
none of whom had ever been to a fashion show 
and thought you were meant to throw vegetables 
at any dresses you didn't like. 
We arrived on good time for any thrills . . ah, 

now I laugh ro think of what t anticipated, even 

the buffet seemed to have blenched with 
boredom by the time my charming escort and t 
had finally collapsed at a nearby table with rigor 
mortis rapidly setting in 
Most of the audience was ether oven ready 

swapped e sort of padded Alien style boiler suit 
or were of the tinted variety, with cigarette 
packets stuffed up their lures t.shirts. 

All the girls were bigger than the boys and 
everyone was bigger then me. Who are these 
people, I pondered. The Who's John Entwistle 
WM quote reasonably attempting to hide his head 
behind a potted palm, the delightful Steve and 
Paul were trying to look as though they knew a 
Saint Laurent horn a St Bruno 
As the bar a free it's easy to spot the fashion 

Crowd from the muse business loggers. The 
fashionable ones all look like they left their coat 
hangers in their oackets and the loggers are all 
totally legless at this point. I mean, what is thee 

we re waiting for> It's nearly half past none and 
nine tenths of my din, is sound asleep from stton 
in the same position so my dress doesn't wrinkle. 

At this pant I spotted e femora, face, illustrious 
DJ Chris Hill (definitely drunk) who reefs over to 
our table, staggers down and blows the candle 
out with a slop of his beer (damn, it was making 
my complexion look so lustrous darlings) 
"Bleedin' well better start soon Of I'm Wing to 
James Brown. Look at them bleedon' wooltahs all 
over the gaff," he peers belligerently around to 
several sensitive types who are looking languid 
(for languid, read stiff with boredom). 
Suddenly it starts, everything goes dark, there 

is a thunderous crash and the larers whit: around 
burning a few holes in the gilt of the Royal Boy 
and about ;0 Toe* corne on stage in multi' 
coloured iumpers looking as miserable as I feel_ 
"VVof's this then, knitting patterns ," bellows Hill 
at the stage I wonder whether it's wise to get 
under the table before Mr Sixth, himself hSs us 
both fired out the nearest window. 
Loud disco music starts and I'm waiting for the 

bot I always like best at fashion shows when the 
models all rig around like the Ballwarnesduff 

reeling society. But no, they stroll along the cat 
walk. I start thinking that I'm at a replay of 
Mourttbatten's funeral, there's so much slow 
marching going on. The (tickets all have huge 
padded shoulders and the boy models all have 
huge, thick, er. necks. For the first time in many, 
Chen shrieks 'What's this got to do wit the'0000 
then ," Justin de Villeneuve looks pained in a 
corner. t turned, beet Vogue might calm, a dedicate 
mulberry. God knows what this has to do with the 
Who as yet another "shake your funky biscuit" 
record starts and more 11500 numbers con-

surretwely stroll along 
The there's a glorious blue sin dress Il want 

one en every colour dears) with huge shoulders 
like an extra from 'Love At Forst Bite' It's all very 
dramatic, the fashion press clap eppreciateht, the 
!ewers look baffled - why are they clapping' 
Whore's the hook , You'd look stupid going to 
Tesco in that, 
flu: set, at long last, swings around IO reveal 

the Ouadrophenia logo and a few more 3)year-
old models (they say models take drugs to stay 

stem; this lot looked like they took suPPosiforedd 
the time clad in satin parkas, Carnaby Street style 
cat suits with holes cut on strategic places (that's 
if you could tell where these models' strategic 
places were . . . most of them had the rhythmic 
movement favoured by Bryan Ferry and the 
physique of giraffes). They're wearing hooded 
Italian style r•shets and the ',WSW is 'Babe 
O'Roley', which even t can remember, which puts 
it firmly out of contest with anything mod. 
I look at My Invitation"The Who, in order to 

protect their fans torah blair blah." I fad to see 
what silk suits and satin parkas has to do with 
...Peesus groups of people such as the Clapham 
North Mods but sire Chris Het thinks he struck on 
the idea." t see what it'S get do kW the '000 it's 
almost as boring as the last 20 minutes of 
'0uadrophenia',' he informs me and about BO per 
cent of the L yceum. 

At long last it all came to an end. The lights go 
up, Keith Alden,. the Who's handsome publicist 
IS now behind the potted palm toroth John Ent-
wistle. Chris Hill makes a dash for the bar and I 
went to the ladies' powder room to rub hot water 
on my backside on a futile attempt to rewire my 
emu/anon. 

-1011111111.111.... 
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News Editor: JOHN SHEARLAW 

BANSHEES 
SIOUXSIE AND the Banshees have lost their drummer and weans, not at the beginning 
of thee biggest and most prestigious tour 10 date. 
Jo. McKay and Kenny Morns leh eve band over the weekend after what win descnbed 

as. "cee.rneditated flare up - in Aberdeen. The group had, at net pant, only played one 
concert on the 10111 

But the tour will go on, setts two new members, inning the band this week for the amnion 
of the tour. 

Tour manager David Wood tad Record Mirror at the weekend. -The thing is we have 

C100.000 resting on Mrs tour. and Mrs wairld only have been our second gig 
"All we can do to salvage something n to try with the help of a few friends to get the tour 

gang again m a week OCIO'  
It's now been announced that the tour will resume nest Wednesday ISepternbee 181 at 

Leicester De Mond Or! The Bradford go scheduled foe September 12 has now been put 
back TO September 20 and all other cancelled dates we be subsequently rescheduled 

As we went to press there was still no announcement about who the new members Cil the 
Banshoeswould be 
• See full story page 10 

a RECORD 

M IRROR 
T-SHIRT BARGAIN 

This week: Earth, Wind & Fire 
Offer Price £2.25 
Normal shop price £3.25) 

you save £1.00 
Colour transfer on black Cotton 

In sizes: smell/medium/large 

Send oil to: T-Shirt Bargain, 
Record Mirror, P.O. Box 16, Hadow, Essex 

r EARTH WIND Et FIRE T-Shirt 
l'ouse send roe T-Shorts an the f011Owing size(s) 

Size Size Size 

i- .Lfir'00 02 25 linCI VAT) la each T-Shol ordered Okla 
postage for any number of T-Shins ordered leg one 

" She ordered - £2 45 two T.Shats ordered- L4 70. 
three T Shins ordered- LS 951 

Pease make payable to Record M.o.' 
Pease noes tor return 

w . 

LIZZY BACK 
AT LAST 

SIN LIZZ`r are to yo ar,ear, eel', Inca 10, Qi Jap,jlt - 
a keyboards player and a new guitarist' 
As threats of action ' flew about on both sides fir 

the Atlantic regarding Gary Moore s and Thin buy s ver 
sions of the recent' a was announced in London 'nu 
Lirry will be touring Japaerece a lc, pee, hriC .J0 

Mann guitarist Dave 
Lit,/ sookesman 

would be pining Thin wry before Ine, undertook a H.,: 
loco next year. 

BLONDIE ALBUM 
AT LAST 

Al LAST it's 0, new Blonde alteec and the us, 
eagerly awaited new release of the year will be in the Moos 
horn September 28 
The rdbuen is 'Eat To The Beat recorded in New York 

and it contains the following tracks 'Dreaming', The 
Hardest Part'. 'Union City Blue . Shade' . Eat To Tre Beal'. 
'Accidents Never Happen'. Die Young Stay Pretty', •Slow 
Motion, 'Atomic'. 'Sound Asleep'. 'Victor' and Living In 
The Reas World' 
A single taken horn the album - 'Orearneng - - will be 

retested in a Picture bag on Se/Member 21 
11 hasn't vet been confirmed whether or not the gtoup wttl 

be visiting Briteen to thee promotional sescrearances Mr the 

SQUEEZE TOUR AT LAST 
AS PRIDIUTFO e nr-Cterrr, CAPI:101I latir week Squeeze 

nb. been tOtCed to revise the early part Of the., Elntish tour 
- scheduled to start on October 14 - because they're still 
working on thee new album 

rise tour we now begin al Newcastle City Hall on October 
20, and defies in Bristol. Sheffield Manchester fiverpool, 
Blackpool and Glasgow - original*, the first on the itinerarY 

yell be rescheduled for later in November 
Other confirmed dates are its f tenws• St Andrews 

University October 21, Edinburgh Tdtams 22. Dundee 
University 23, Hull Udayersiti 25, Lancaster Unnenity 26, 
Bradford University 17, Barmengharn Odeon 28 Norwich 
University Of East Anglia 29, Reading University 30, 
So0thampton University 31, Canterbury Odeon November 1, 
Nottingham Unnersity 2, Catalan!, Essex University 3, 
Rnghton Centre 5. Oxford Polytechnic 6 London Ham 
mersafith Odeon 9. Dunstable Queer...al, Hait 03 Exeter 
University 13, Plymouth Top Rank 14, Swansea University 
15 Cardiff Ur-innate 

All the college Ind onerererty dates above win be open to 
the public Mu, I - are already open but check 
locally fa 

HEAD BOMBER 
MOTORHEAL -• .•ising a new album next month 
- Precedng Pep in November 
Motornead recently completed work on Mrs third LP, 

'fiteriber, • wheh is scheduled Ion release on October 12 
They'll then be touring Britain after playing gigs in Europe 

and the tour runs- Bracknell Sports Centre November 10. 
Chester ABC 11. Wolveeharnpton Civic Hal 12, Bristol 
Colston Haa 13. Leicester De Mondo. Han 14. Derby 
Assembly Rooms 15 Birmingham Odeon 16, Lancaster 
Unversty 17, Newcastle City Hall 18. Glasgow Abollo 19, 
Aberdeen Capitol 20. Edinburgh Odeon 21 Hanby Victoria 
Halls 22 Bradford Sr Georges 23 Manchester Apollo 24, 
Sheffield City Hall 25, London Hammersmith Odeon 26, 27, 
Southampton Gaumont 28, Blackburn King Georges Hall 30, 
Leeds University December I. Newcastle City HO 2, Dun. 
stable Oueenswey Han 4, Malvern Winter Gardens 5. 

LON DONA:lased band 
Madmen, whose current 
chart single 'The ennce 0 on 
me Specials' Z•Tone wet, 
have signed a long term deal 
with Still and will soon be 
starting work on a new smote 
and album Madness were 
the first band other than the 
Specials to rapes on 2.T.e 
lean of the Speciele deal with 
their, distributing label 
Chnesalisl, but have been 
approached by several 
companies lor a longer deal. 
AD 19E14 wilt be headlining 
'Rock Aspens The Nuclei., 
Holocaust' ea at the London 

Fuln•rn Pall•c• Road 
Greyhound on September 11 
THE 00081E BROTHERS 
have recruited three new 
membets to the group 
Cornelius Burnous pans the 
line up on tenor keyboards 
and flute John McGee is 
swing on rhythm guitar and 
Chet McCraken we be on 
percussion 

UPM1NSTER'S WINDMILL 
MALL in St Marys Lane 
opens as a We nUIS/C venue 
on September 26 Opening 
attraction will be The Young 
Ones 

air Ot-q5 
• will be 
rie • hack 

Ins month 
,leashed In the East' was 
uided on the band's 
i.iir Japanese vna The 
25033 copes will also 

•.ide a three - track FP 
tiding the live track 'Hell 

For Leather' Judas 
• -,vt are scheduling a &lush 
.,• toe early nee! veal 

'It LONG awaited album 
• News' by reggae 
• ..1 Caplet Letters, we be 

ised o., September 28. 
trio tr acks were writlen by 
group themselves in. 

L ng 'Smoking My Ganes 
I Run Run Run'. 

THE FIRST release on the 
new Neutron Records label 
will be a single 'Muse 4' Iran 
Vice Verse. 

FRANCE'S TOP rock bend 
Telephone steam thew new 
single 'Fait Divers' on 
September 14 A limited 
edition sell be available in 
telephone shaped red nnya 

THE RUNAWAYS have a 
new single 'Right Now 
released on the Cherry Red 
label this week The picture 
sleeve for the singe contains 
several nervously unreleased 
live shots of the band and the 
Runaways we shady be 
releaseg thee new album 
'And Now the Runaways 

THE 'Beetles Rennes* album 
P'ennu.lv Onfie available as 
part of the tented edition 
Beatles Collection' boxed set 
ISSlled in December 1978 will 
be retested by Palaihnno 
next month The album 
features 17 tracks .. ard 
retails at C345 

DIFFERENT RECORDS 
release the Abyssinsens 
classic 'Declaration 01 
Rights this seek Produced 
by One Hunt the single n 
taken from the lathconung 
album 'Forward To Zion' 

ITHONOGR AM ARE re 
roses., Vert McCoy's 1975 
he 'The Thane this were 
The record is a remixed 
veteran of the aiginel and we 
be agdable in a tented 
edition picture bag. 

VAN MORRISON releenes 
he new single this 000k It's 
'Bright Side Of The Road' 
from het latest album 'Imo 
The Muse' 

SOUIRSIDE JOTINNY AND 
THE ASBURY JUKES, 
release thee new album on 
September 21, 'The Jukes' 
They Il also be releasing a 
singe horn the sebum entitled 
'All I Want Is Everything'. 

AS EXCLUSIVELY revealed 
e RECORD MIRROR tast 
week, Fleenmexl We, long 
awaited new atburn 'Tusk' 
will be released on October 
15. The double album 
battens 20 hacks, all orig.l 
new compositions Nine are 
penned by Lindsey 
Buckingham. se by Chose. 
McVie and live by Steve 
Ness. Songe include 'The 
Ledge' Sistes Of The 
Moon', 'Never Take Me Cry'. 
'Walk A Thin Line', Sarah' 
end Never Forger. The 
album produced by Fleet-
wood Mac, Richard Cent., 
and Ken Casa, wdl sadist fli. 
'Tusk', the tale tradt. We be 
rush • reheard as a Poe on 
September 21. 
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QUEENS 0 
POP TO 
TOUR 

TZLIKE 

nced Wean) 

TZUKE, on• of linten's brightest new 
d le» Pie • short concert low in her 

before embedung on a lengthier 
tIleR veth Gallagher And Las later en 

. whom album Welcome To The 
leeks Mee being es successful as her 

'Say With IM Ti. Dawn' pays 
dues: Hatfield PCiatechnic 
, Leads Grand Theatre 30, 

Pohnlech,tic October 4. Oxford 
5, N..dlng Bulmarate College B. 

ter Polytechnic 7. Sheffield 
10, Warwick Unhandy 11. 

m Unweeity 12. Newcastle 
13, Manchester University 17, 

University 19. WolveMampton 
IC 20. Red., Coeharn Bowl 21. 
Uratimelly.24. 

's near hit 
re-released. 

LENE LOVICH 
(pronounced Loolack) 

LENE LOVICII begins • lengthy UK tow 
October, featuring a new five piece bend. 

which ale Includes Jae Aire APnet 
Lene goes out writs a three act 

Belvederes and the Meteors And a new 
single - a owe of 'Bird Song from te 
'Stateless album - will be 
end of the month to toe 

Ful dates are a• 
Polytechnic ItwO alma) 
borough Universe 13. Swerve* 'Top Rank 
14, Malvern Winter Gardens 15, Exeter 
Routes Club (two showsl 16. Noench 
Univeuty of East Anoka 19. Belot Locarno 
21, Birenghen Odeon 22, Hanley Victoria 
23. Liverpool Unnerady 20, Garage. A00110 
Theatre 26. Aberdeen Capitol Theatre 17, $1 
Andrews University 28. Eduli4•110 TUIRTTO 
two shows) 29, Newcaede 
GaadeMaket Hai 

BOLAN 
CONVENTION 

TWO I. • 
Mac ion 
The en w il civ 

Cegeniang sr ennivaley convention et 
Henley Town Hal an September 29, running 
barn eprn to 1 tram Mare some of Marc*. 
clothes will be auctioned And there will also 
be a 'Man Bolan Walk' on September 16 
the day the singer dead in 1977 -- trorn 
Golden Green Cemetery to Barnes, veneee 
Bolan's car crashed ento a tree 

Marc's parents will be special guests at the 
convention, along with his former personal 
road. Mike O'Halleon and Capital Radio's 
Peter Voting. Admission Will bell 50 
A new Bolan EP featuring rara oar,, a, 

ducting 'Life's A Gas , 'Find A ,,.. . 
and 'Blessed Wild Aode • 
released by Cube Records the 
be avelable in a lus colour bag u,•r. 
before released photo of Bolan I he. arrared 
edition single Is evadable for El 65. horn the 
Marc Bolan Fan Society. 2 
dens. Bruton SW9. 

CHAS 'N' DAVE 
BACK 

ROCKNEY DUO Citas and Dem. back in the 
, ha, war. The Sodetroand Song'. at off on 

first maw headlining tour later Mrs 
. nth 
Ire tour wench runs through arto 
ember take in dates at Southend Quills 

.eember 20 Hatfield Forum 22. Oxford 
eyeeche 79 Leocestee Poeytechnic 29, 

Cumbria Whitehouse October I. Edinburgh 
Unreesity 2. Glasgow College Of Tec 
3, Aberdeen Ruffles 4, Dundee Collne:iskl vf 
Technology 5. Sterling Unevesety 6, Fife St 
Andeews University 7, Hull University 9. 
London Universe, 12, Preen Church Farm 
13. Newcastle Unwerety 19, Bradford 
University 20 Sheffield Limit Club 26. 
Manchester University 27 London Meddleses 
Hospital Union November 2 Kingston 
Polytechnic 3 Norwich Curvet-es 6. Lough. 
borough University 7. firrrnegharn University 
Union 9 Bristol Polytechnic 10 London 

12 FROM 10 
IOCC are the latest band in line lot a Greatest 
Hits' comeateon backed we TV ad• 
verteng camper Ise. hope' - Edl 

'10 cc's Greatest Rees - 1972.19 /8 
conens 12 tracks inducting the bands env 
hits on Jonathan King's UK label, and is out 
on September 21 

'I'm Not In Love', a 1975 chart topper also 
included on the Merr. wIll also be re. 
released a a Ingle on the sans. day. 

STEVE HILLAGE 
STEVE H1LLAGE: who ralere.ns lii new album Open' on 
October 12 boons an extensive tour next month Dates are 
Hanley Victoria Hall October 29, Leceste Do Montfort Hail 
30. Sheffield City Hall 31. Edinburgh Odeon November I, 
Glasgow Apollo 2, Aberdeen Cape. 3 Bristol Colston Hall 
Manchester Five Trade Hall 6, Derby Assembly Rooms 7, 
Coventry New Theatre 8, Lancaster Universe, 9. Leeds 
Uneverey 10, Newcastle City Hall 11, Liverpool Empire 12, 
Wolverhampton Civic Has 13, Rirengharn Odeon 14, 
Brighton Dome 15, Southampton Gaumont 16, London 
Harernewineth Odeon 17 Moe dates Will be added eater and 
following the tour Hiller volt be playing extensively in 
Europa. 

GLADYS KNIGHT 
GLADYS KNIGHT) rnekes her long awaited return to Breen 
in amts. Shell be emno IWO *now. each net at. 
Newcastle City Hail October 12, Glasgow Apollo 13, South. 
port New Theatre 16. Bananghem Odeon 17 Coventry 
Theatre 18, Manchester Apollo 19, Blackpool ()Pere Home 
2(1, Bournemouth Winter Gardens 21. Bete Colston Hall 22. 
Lewialum Odeon 24. London Doreen Theatre 25, 26 and 
/7. Wembley Conference Centre 28. Brighton Conference 
Centre 29 Bon offices ye open reed Selene«. 

AC/DC 
AC e DC: whose album 'Highway To Hell' and single Of the 
.i• ire name are rising up the charts, play re following ad-
: Natal dated London Hernmersnath Odeon November 3 
and 4. Tickets are available now from the bo• off ice. 

THE JAM 
THE JAM: have changed their gig at Cardiff Sophia Gardens 
on December 1 to December 13 

THE STRANGLERS 
THE STRANGLERS: have added two dates to their foe-
therning tour at; Newcastle City Hall October 10. 
Southampton Gaumont 18. 

LINDISFARNE 
LINDISFARNE: play I« pre - Christen, concerts et the 
home town al the end of thee Bribe tour, They'll b. ava. 
'u nights at Newcastle City Hall on December 18 ' • 
.'.' and 23 Tickets for the first two shows are ay., 
"e City Hall box office from September 15 For •... 
the shows tickets priced 14. 13 M. f3 and £2 5r.. • 
available by postal application only. enclosing SAE 
Lendrsfarne Concerts, PO Box ILI Newcastle On T tino Fu-ll • 
T Crossed cheques or postal orders should be payable to 

fr,  Ltd. 

NILS LOFGREN 
NILS LOFGREN: adds a date to tris tour at the London 
Rainbow September 15 

MOODY BLUES 
MOODY BLUES: due to 'Mender demand the Moody Blues 
have added an additional date to the serf« of Wernble 
onces on November 4 All other concerts have already sold 

ORLEANS 
ORLEANS: who last hit With 'Dance With Me play the 
followng dates Cardiff Universe, October 5, Sheffield 
Universe, 6. London Renbow 6 They'll also be appearing on 
the 'Old Grey W,stel Test' in the est week of October 

DEAN FRIEDMAN 
DEAN FRIEDMAN: The Arnereen unge songwriter bee 
known foe hi, 'Lucky Stars' whole and hit album 'Well, Well 
Said The Rocking Chair'. returns to Britain later this month 
for an extensive tour. Full dates are Preston Charter Thee 
September 25, Newcastle Polytechnic 27 Nottingham 
These Royal October 1. London Venue I. Edenbuegh Usher 
Hall 4. Glasgow Strathceyde University 6, Manchester Royal 
Exchange 7. Exeter Unwersity 9, Leicester University 10. Beth 
University 12, Croydon Faeelek1 Hale 14, London Venue 15. 
Cambodge Ley Mil, He 17, Dublin Stad.rrn 20 

THE CHEETAHS 
THE CHEETAHS i'. nevi Sono., I. 

FINGERPRINTZ 
FINGERPRINTZ play the tolOwrr lung dates ber, • 
supporting the Skye on ther • reg tour" Lon, 
Victoria Venue September II. Lc oc.. Machine 13 
London West Kensington Nashville 20 Dudley JR s 71. 
London Rock Gatden 22 Clapham 101 Club October 4. 
Sheffield ProlytechneC 5, London Rock Garden 10 Leeds Fan 
Club 11. 

SPEEDBALL 
SPEEDS ,. rerease ther new single Is Somebody 
There on September 28, play the following dates. Southland 
Lindisfarne Septernben 18. London Marquee 19, London 
Canning Town Bragehoule 24. Breton Universe,' 29. 

SAXON 
SAXON: added dales. Dudley 213s September 15, Dundee 
Technical College 21, Nottingham Root Club 22, Eloghton 
New Regent 23 London Muse Machine 24, Glasgow 
University 25, Pon Talbot Nine Volts 28, South Wale. 
Talypandy Club 29. South Wales Newbege Club XL 
Wolverhampton Lafayette Octobee 5. Middlesbeough Rock 
Garden 12, Manchester University 13. 

THE PIRATES 
THE PIRATES: Luton Technical College Septernbe 27, 
North London Polytechnoc IS. Blackpool NOrbeck Galan, 
Edinburgh Tiffanys °eta», 1. Strathclyde University 2. 
Bradford University 3. Chesterfiekl Fusion 4, Manchester 
UMIST 5 Kingston Polytechnic 6, Worcester H011iaweY 8, 
Newport Stowaway 9, London Camden Ongewes 10, Port 
Talbot Troubadour 11, Brune University 12, St Austell New 
Cornish Riviera Club 13, North Stafford Polytehmc IS, 
Leecester Polytecnnec 20, Scunthorpe Tiffany's 23. Lawan 
Camden Music Machine 25. Newport Village 26, Bath 
University 27, Cardiff University 30, Elaminghani AMP, 
University November 2, Sheffield Liners:ay 3 

KIDDA BAND 
KIDDA BAND. Birmingham bheloon Seotember 14 
On Trent Galaxy 15 Leeds Staging Post 16 Nuneaton i. 
Street Liberal Club 21 Kelderrenster Polytechnic 
Bernwch Coach And Hemet X. Birmingham Poly,  r 
°ember 5, Coventry Dog And Trumpet 6 Abegdon 
Blackpool Norbreck Castle 13, RAF Sampton 17 Poo • 
Nine Volts 19, Torypandy Nave Chile 70 Aannaror ,• 

AC/DC 

METRO 
METRO: well be modeling the Clare • 
forthcoming tour. 

RIKKI AND THE CUFFLINKS 
RIKKI AND THE CUFFLINKS. Sky, 
September 14, Ringwood Amencan 
Convention 15 North Purl arol W. ,•r 

^.11 , 

KNEB BUSTS BANISTER 
TOP festival organise- • The 
company, whose direct,. . -• • 'saver 
called a key creditors meet aru 
TEDOAR staged two concerts last month at' Knebworth 

house, featuring Led Zeppelin Over 200.003 people are 
estenated to have attended the concerts, paving f8 for 

Ir ets 
Hertfordshire police end the owner of Knebworth Hovel 

. or. believed to he amongst the credrtors 

RATS SELL OUT 
rr£ BOOMTOWN RATS 81.Ille,11 tour has now -volually 
'It ou,' . and two more dates have been added to cooe with 

• tlernand for tickets 
• he Rats now play thee soth London date al the Rainbow 

..aatre on November 6, and vet another Bermingham date 
October 21 Trckets for both gigs are available now . 

'I'll selling fast , 
•t he Boomtown Rats area appear in Spain and Japan lat. 
this month - tut on TV only. Bob Geldol will he owing a Woe 
Interview toe Japanese TV station, while the Rats waster in 
Spen's first simultaneous TV and radio broadcast at the end 
of the month, reaching an audience of eel rtidtion peoole 

BRAKES 
For why vou licicka my donkey? 

>MARQUEE< gest, #'« 
FIRST ALBUM 
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"The R.illos differ from the Reollos in • • • • • 
that everybody en thés group wantS to go • • • • • 
en the same deacon. There aren't any • • • 
petty pealousers to tear the band apart" • • • • • 
The force that destroyed the Fterdlos • • 

may or may not have been jealousies, but • • • • • 
they were certainly not petty, there was • • • 
serious conflict. Calks, Templar and • • • • • 
Paterson felt the Audios were turning • • • • 
into a 'novelty band'. while Eugene and • • 
Fay detected a nasty swing away from • • • • 
pop into heavy metal. • • • 
Now both parties have their futures in • • • • • 

their own hands They are no longer • • • • • 
trends, which, Eugene says. o "verY • • 
sad." but they at least don't interfere with • • • • • 
one another. • • • 
And it is the Revelos. as the name • • • • 

suggests. which are most closely going to • • 
carry on the tradition of their illustrious • • • • 
predecessors. • • 

• • 
"The seine people who liked the • • • 

Rehllos'• says Eugene, "will like the • • 
• • • 

Rene.. • • 
"The whole image and style is much • • • • • • 

the seine. To see something like The • • • 
Reollos slip through your fingers es very • • • • • • 
depresung, but we're going to be • • • • • • 
successful. I am not at all adverse to being • • 
commercial. It's very exciting. - • • • • • 

In case anyone has any illusions about • • • 
the financial value of a few hit singles, the • • • • • 
Bonitos collapsed several thousand • • 
pounds in the red. • • • • • 

This time they have taken a long. hard • • • 
• • 

look at the brass tacks of pop music and • • • 
come up with a few economies. One of • • • • • • 
the many steps they will take away from s • • 
tradition is buying their own equipment. • • 
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THE END is always harder 
when brought about by 
friends... Jesus Christ said it — 

if T irn Rice Is to be believed — and 
Fay Fife, would probably concur. 

Fay is a pretty, outrageous and 
sometimes crusty woman, who made a 
colourful blot on the music world with her 
kitsch creation The Repliers. 
An orgy of day glo, shiny plastic and 

coal black eye sockets, Fay is a Warhol 
mess of primary colour, cranked up to 
maximum luminosity. 

Scottish and covered with a thin 
veil of barbs that bristle very easily, she is 
a Tartan of contradictrons, a garish 
pattern of crossed lines 

Fay makes her living out of bad taste, 
pulp music and comic book clothes. 
"good trash" as she describes it. But 
though she looks like somethmg out of 
Superfriends she has anything but a 
simple came book personal.. 
She is both volatile and inconsistent, 

the sort of thing that Wonderwoman 
would stamp on hard. 

For instance, you may be aware that 
the Aeneas parted anted some sort of 
bevy of rows, just before Christmas_ And 
to quote Fay, no doubt suffused with 
Yuletide spelt in December, 

"It wasn't a case of personality 
problems in the group — I have to say 
that. The problem was purely a directional 
one.., at the present I have respect for the 
rest of the people in the group and wish 
them the best of luck in whatever they 

The "rest of the people in the group" 
were those three that weren't lay and 
Eugene Reynolds i.e. John Calks, Simon 
Templar and Angel Paterson. 

Eight months later the lbagi piper o 
playing a different tune. Fay hes returned 
to the fold of the music business — this 
time with MaOrreffiate buffers against its 
hard knocks --- with spleen vented and 
bile fermented. 

"I'm over the split now" she says, "but 
I haven't forgotten it. I think they have 
But once someone crosses me, they're 
enemies as long as I live. That's just the 
way l am." 

'TY known as Shake, are she under 
contract to Sire Records. Fay and logerai 
have opted alit of that treadmll for good 
by forming thee own company, Snatro 
Recordi. 

lay, is now a Aovillo, along with her 
boyfriend Eugene. Hi-Fi Harris Rohl. 
Rhythm Felix and Bobs and Cherie. who 
sing, play meter play drums, play bass. 
sing and sing respectively 

Fay, who "doesn't like many 
people anyway" rs now rigid 
in her contempt for the 

institutions and personalities surtounding 
the disinter mat on of Scotland's prime 
purveyers of pulp op. 

"I was in a black mood a long time 
before the split" she says "But It was a 
great relief when it hapened. I was 
betrayed by people who I thought were 
my friends It was a real slap in the face. 
"Now I'm feeling very optimistic. Not 

high or ga-ga about things, but happy. 
Things are going to be different this time. 
We know more of the pitfalls than we did 
before_ We're very aware of what's going 

1
 "We're not going to go on tour. That's 
more for the record company's benefit 
than the band's. They're singly a bad 
idea." 

"It's lust a matter of fulfilling 
obligations. not having fun. Every gig 
becomes a bore. That's a terrible thing to 

TIM LOU talks to the Revillos' Fay Fife 

about their return to the music business 

happen. There's no spontaneity. no 
challenge." 
Eugene Reynolds. who now manages 

the band as well as providing the sorties 
hepcat image, says The Revillos have 
come up with an alternative, which may 
not prove to be profitable but which will at 
least be emoyable 

"We're lust going to play gigs on 
Fridays and Saturdays when we can We 
didn't want a situation where people were 
lust knocking themselves out. There's 
sornetleng wrong with that system No 
emoyment at all. 
"Now we're going to spend as much 

time as we can running the record 
company. and playing gigs when we feel 
like it. We know have the measure of 
control we need." 

Strenuous touring was one of the factors 
in the break down of the relationship 
between the Brink,. and Sire. 

Fey contracted a throat infection 
possibly as a result of a misplaced 
progeetive of fresh gob -- which rapidly 
worsened because, she says, there was 
pressure on her to continue performing 
when she wasn't up to it 

The result was scar, 

which Fay has been trying to put back in 
order for most of thrs year She's been 
seeing a specialist the same, aparently, 
as Mana Callas once employed — and her 
voice is now back to normal. 

But, it emerges, extensive exercise 
wasn't the only reason for the decline of 
Fay's larynx. 

"It doesn't help to have bloody guitar 
heroes in the group who won't turn their 
instrument down. 

"I had to shout all the time to make 
myself heard. -

Fay describes Snatro Recordi — who 
have a distribution deal with Virgo's new 
DinDisc label, but are fiercely 
autonomous as "a safety valve." 

I
t's not so much a question of once 
tatter, hence shy, as once bitten 
twice paranoid. 
"Running our own company is very, 

very time consuming I've been incredibly 
busy since Christmas working on it But 
at least we have complete control now. 
"We give Virgin the entire package. 

Wherever we can, we only deal with 
prople we know, 

ost bands rent PA and sound 
system Witch turns out to be 
very expensive. But the 

Revillos have bought a small sound 
system, since they almost certainly don't 
want to end up with the sterile perfection 
of someone like Oueen anyway. 

"We're going lobee tot rougher than 
the Rerillos". sae Fey. "We ̂ we' 
became brilliant musicians. but we were 
getting mete slick towards the end. We're 
starling right over from the beginning 
again. 
"And I know we're going to be a 

success. Everything I put my hands on is a 
success, and this won't be any different. 

"I don't know how long it will take. The 
first record I'VVhere's The Boy For Me') 
Will be a hit. 

"And if for some reason we don't make 
it, Ern not going to bang my head against 
the wall. If we're not there very quickly. I 
shall just give up. 

"I love success, but I just don't like the 
stupid things that corne with It." 

Fay went through a time recently when 
she decided that everybody shed over 
alat was shrtbag. - Her Celtic cynicism 
got out of control, but her belief in human 
nature is, for the time being, partially 
restored. 

"I've got over that now. Unfortunately I 
do tend to see through people very easily. 
But I'm not quite so disillusioned 

But that doesn't mean that the 
executives of Stun. Recordi limited are 
not going to keep a very hard boiled 
attitude towards their new careers. 

"Every group should be marketed" says 
Eugene. "I just objected to the way See 
did it. It's a hell of a shock to break up 
when you've got that fer." 

"This time," says Fay, with steely 
venom "we'll do it our way or not at all." 

The path of och and roil is not a smooth 
one. Fay may not appreciate the pun, but 
the sentiment is inarguable. 
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SINGLES OF THE WEEK 

EDDIE FICTION. UFO Pt 2 'Absurd, Heard the one 

about the bloke who conseened about missed his 

chips ne, arriving on Pluto and was told "UFO" , 

No, 
Well flows the time to be introduced to the intricate 

eccentricities of one E Fiction He doesn't fare 

much better in the «clunge vat when the 

Plutovans eat his lam, and ftedge and almost get 

him arrested Anyway «ends happily when he gets 

back to square one Is the en Patent« statement 

on the ebeaddy of life Node/be about it, muse. 

XTC: Meting Plea Foe Mg« Med. Already 

'evened e the elbures eection. this wat be the 

bend's fint hit single lance the dim and distant days 

o/ Statu Of Liberty' Likely to epos,l to kids with 

Ove-consoentious parents while the beck boasts 

two unreleased cuts, one experimental instrumental 

and one indulgence, attempted comprehension of 

winch Will make you mental. 

SCANDALS OF THE WEEK 

GL.X0 BABIES: 'Ovistme Keeler' (Heartbeat/. So 

YOU Winne be a mod, huh' You warns leer about 

the entree These Bristol«n babes wet fie you M. It 

wan t eat fighting on the beaches y' know. 
Superrn« was a Prime Minna, in them days note 

football. Pity the Prof time: Keeler scandal cost hirn 

a Government because at that time politicians weis 

the heroic fodder for gossip columns, the radicals 

-chic to chic" not rock 'n' roll stars. 

Whatever happened to Chi-none Keeler , I wonder 

who's Kissinger now` More to the point, have the 

GI . am • hit on Me' hands , Discreet but not so 

decreet they ve produced a minor masterpiece. 

You've never had it so good. 

KNOWN (NAMES 

SOUEEZE 'Sap b 'Abel> Yet another 

«tamer id a deCO remixed 45 taken tram the 

which in the instance rin t a bad idea, since the 
svords aren't up to the standard of the last two 
singles Still, that won't prevent it from reaching No 

7 and henng amino, effect upon trie nations 

cons...mess. 

Reviewed by MIKE NICHOLLS 

STEVE HACKETT: 'dada - The Angel 01 Mons' 

(Cherame). Good long off a good albums but I cant 

see it charting. The'8' sees of the 12in editions are 

live recordings of Acoustic Set' and 'Tiger Moth' for 

the first 15000 fans to snap up 

THE MEMBERS: IUling Tiera' Wirginl, Which *ray 

you going. Nicks', Reggae, at punk rock as it's 

known in the trade The is theee-Quarters the lane., 

and apart from an HM guru. break in the rodee 

doesn't necessarily benefit from it Overeed Pere's 

the much•vaunted 'GLC, a ma lave approaching 

the quality of certain 'Chelsea Nightclub' tracks 

JEREMY SPENCER: Treveflin' (Atlanta'. Do you 

remember our Jemmy: He was e member of the 

original Fleetwood Mac until he got nabbed by the 

Children of God one uneasy sunny day in California 

Now he's rue as mysteriously making records pa« 

and with good reason. This is a pleasant balled 

which Is, indirectly expresses regret at the past few 

vrn"n,d li , should recoup scene lost cash. 

ALBERT LEE: 'Setting Nle Up' (AErM). Needless to 
my, this is the Eric Claptop.covered Orto Straits 

song wench doesn't come off well in Albert's hands 
since he's better getting psis mils round something 

laver and rowdier Lee incidents«, es the perennial 

nets of Dave Edmunds. talking of which 

DAVE EDMUNDS: 'Owen Of Heeds' (Swan Song). 

The wait of sound travels along With fender aplomb, 

but it vesn't written by the bespectacled one was o 

Not a he, mate, but never lay Dar There's still lora 

girls talks,' aboutcha. 

THE BUZZARDS We Male A Nome' (Chryselisl. 

True As in Lesion, but reel'. ma. ' since the 
music clenetes turned none us .1 seerneWe' re full 

of East End promise but we've lost asir dreams. ' 

Another goode born the nosy band With the 

self -confessed onemay ticket back to Garage/land. 

Memo to all radio station producers The 'B' side's 

even better and yes, the sleeve n simply dagusbng 

DAVID ESSEX: Wald' (UA). From the Alpha 

Omega "rots/cal revelation' ' An OverPrOduCed. 

increasingly typical Mice of melodrama from a guy 

actually Quite Irked in he lower rent, greaser deel 

Deed, they're gonna nelre you it star 

LEO SAYER: 'When The Money Runa Out' 

IChweekel. An uncharacteristic ben- storm. 
complete with righteous sentiments from a 

commercial arse with more than his fair share of 

fuss 

THE POUCE: 'filanage e A Bottle' IAbMI. 
Smoother than usual «moue> softened up ro the 

Amencen market Sea • reasonable release all the 

sense 

KISS: 'Sure Know Something' (P«). Considering 

the Kiss reputation for heavily made up merk ill mis 

ain't at all bed. Acceptably hard-rocking if slightly 

anonymous but an advance on 'her last deco effort. 

CITY BOY: 'The Dry The Earth Caught Fine' 

(Pbonogreml. A band elegy. high on dims low da1 

results. of at least in this country Never de do a 

bundle on either ...to hormones or the 

LangeGneene production team More likely to catch 

on overseas 

GO NORTH 

BLASI BLAH BLAM 'In The Army' lAbeurd1/48 

CHAIRS' Snap II Around' (AbourdPGERRY AND 

THE HOLOGRAMS. 'Gerry And The Holograms' 

(Absurd) Stop your sobbing! Rabid has partially 

nmarnorphomed into Absurd under themes of 

surrealist •nsinded Lawrence (rot Martin as 

apposed in some Exchange Er Mart lookalikei 

Beedle. Where he found anthem nutters God orgy 

knows The bust is more of eloke than a stin the 

lecond boasts one tuneful f aware and more than 

one snappy estrurnentalist and the third could well 

end up a freebie in the Times Educational 

Supplement I should rt eve re emerge I since ir rr 

what a hologram is 

ARTERY: 'Mother Moon' (Limited Eason Records'. 

Sore fine descriptive poetic imagery ta lenguist 

writes) over a vigorous beat Of limited appeal 

hence the seine of firedog its odor. 

TIM GREEN: Who Can Tor 'Rebid'. ANa. m Rabid 
are still working like dogs after all The peasant 

commercial baited. featuring the guitar Of Sad Cafe's 

Ian Wilson is a remarkably different offering from 

everything else the lebelhes put out end features the 

production talents of Andy MacPherson. the 

country's top new producer. 

• 

DEF LEPPARD. 'Gram Rocks OfErIlide Into The 

Sun'/The overture 1Phonogrere. Owlet. This kids 

fee 'fang on - wrong speed Sheffield's most 

meagre bludgeon thee way through three steaming 

rockers with eel crushing verve and deafening 

merit OL are posed to steal then key to the 

forefront of dm HM resurgence and will be 

response« for «keno broken hearts and defaced 

den« long after Ted Nugent gets gored by a buffalo 
and Van Hem become permanently paralysed in 

front of full length mgr. 

KILLERMETERS: Why Should It Happen To mer 
'Psycho'. Are The K ill. meters moat( They owe be 

moan, in addition to posing in pathos on Veepas they 

got a paragraph on Sounds' All you eve. wanted 

to know about mod but were too busy polehoo 
Moon to aek." Actually, these Yorkehiremen kv • 

out • he« sound reminiscent of the early Hot le - 

THE DONKEYS: 'Whet I Want' IDeeentl. The 

Donkeys are progressing along the beech, ',Mach 

means that lunes single Met« Rhesus has been 

re released. Still prefer 'Four Letters' on the flip. but 

Catch these Wakefield boys Ise if you can 

PASSAGE: Teilung My Terse' 10bect). By the band 

who mote in and Oblecterl last time t reviewed 

them Bur what do you expect from a bunch of 

Mancunians' Once birlen 

CERTAINLY SIGNIFICANT 

FLASH AND THE PAN' 'Hey St. Peter' (Deem/. 

From the «me trap as the Rats this is a great debut 

front an obvious tranch of bright guys doubtless set 
to take the men by storm 
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BONEY MS NEWALBUM 
With the hit singles-Gotta Go Home' &'El Luté 
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'They said they couldn't 
take the pressure' 

L
AST FRIDAY afternoon 
John McKay and Kenny 
Morns walked out of 

Aberdeen's Other Record Shop 
and left behind two colleagues 
with whom they had made two 
fine albums. Siouysie And The 
Banshees had become Seuxsie 
And A Banshee. 

Steve Severn. bass guitarist, with 
the intention of clearing up the facts 
of the mauer, phoned late Sunday 
evening. He is depending on your 
viewpoint. guat spoken, pissed off co 
sinister. The truth is probably all 
three What I wonder is going on? 
Almost apologetically he begins. 
"Two people have left the band. 

Kenny and John. They've yet to • 
us the reasons they left. John 
Kenny had this policy of not • 
autographs which is fine, but 
got to explain your feelings , 
people 
"ti its a case of them wanting proof 
that they've met you well you can't 
put that down. In any case we did 
this promotional appearance in a 
record shop in Aberdeen in the 
afternoon. They said, we'll come 
along and talk' so we said fine, but 
you've got to get out of things 
yourself if you're pressured by the 
fans. 
"So Sioux and I sat signing 

everything that was thrust under our 
noses. while John and Kenny stood 
behind us talking to a couple of 
people from the shop. Every time 
someone asked me directly to ask 
them for autographs I did but they 
lust went on talking. 

"The .hop or,ly had 50 copies of 

SIOL1XSIE AND STEVE: "how we gonna fill the place wthout tee other two? 

Siouxsie and the Banshees split. 
RONNIE GURR was on the spot 

• «new album. Porydor were 
,.inposed to have sent another 200 
but they harl't so we had about 30 
promotional copies in the van which 
Nils (Stevenson, the band's 
manager), sold to the shOp. When 
John saw that they were stamped 
'promo' he took it upon himself 
to start handing out. Nils said he'd 
just sold them to the shop, Sioux 
started shouting and there was a 
huge argument. John stormed out of 
the shop, followed by Kenny. though 
I don't know why he followed John. 

"The first thing Nils and I did was 
to tell Sioux off for arguing o public 
but it wasn't lust her fault, John was 
out of order too. 

"So Sioux and 1 turned up for the 

soundcheck, thinking that they had 
gone off to some cafe to sulk 
because they were disgusted at the 
way Sioux behaved, but they never 
turned up We went back to the hotel 
and just sat around wading. Then 
someone told us that two of our 
party, Morns and McKay, had 
checked out, so we immediately ran 
across to the station There was no 
way they could have got a train 
because there was a three hour 
interval between trains so we went 
back to the hotel and lust waited. 

'What had happened was that Nils 
and Dave (Woods), our booker, had 
come back to the hotel and had seen 
them getting into a cab They were 
obviously dong a nanny/ sa Nils 

tried to stop them. They said that 
they couldn't take the pressure and 
wound up the window wth Nils' arm 
in it. We tried to reason with them 
saying that they would be finished d 
they didn't do the tour. They drove 
oft saying that it was their money 
too_ Nils phoned the cab firm and 
found that it was booked to take 
them to Stonehaven. so Dave chased 
thorn but apparently the cab never 
arrived there. 

"The only person they've been 
in touch with is our bodyguard. They 
phoned hirn to apologise and said 
that he was the last one they wanted 
to hurt, knowing full well that if 
anyone could kill them it would be 
him 

"t don't understand therm We'd 
just been through a lot of trouble in 
Ireland. Our gear didn't turn up so wi• 
had to borrow some. That's the kind 
of thing that brings you together as J 
band. We'd been through all that 
shd, then the next day they walk out 
on us, the tour and 2000 people 

"That crowd had sat foc two hours 
waiting for us. the Scars had been 
on. the Cure had been on and when 
the manager of the hall announced 
that we wouldn't be Playing they 
were pretty incensed All that Sioux 
and I could do was go out and say 
sorry, but we were there and were 
willing to play and that the other Iwr 
had gone. They took it well and 
started shouting for the Cure t. 
corne back which they did. Tn., • 
realty good of thern Sioux and I 
asked the Cure if they knew 'The 
Lord's Prayer', so we went beckon 
and played ,t for about 10 minutes. 
"We're looking for replacements, 
have been since this happened and 
hopefully we should be back on tour 
by nest weekend which would mear 
that we'd only miss three or four 
gigs, which would be rearranged fry 
the end of the tour. 
"So that's the story, or rather it's 

the facts. I lust wanted to let you 
know exactly what happened before 
anyone gets in and starts distorting 
the facts" 

The Banshees then are seeking 
two new recrUitE, rumoured to be 
Marco lance a Banshee again a 
Banshee') and former Slits dr,•• 
Budgie. I look forward to seed, 
thern in action Meanwhile Messes 
McKay and Morris, the ball is in your 
COUfl. 

FREE! Cgellit311%FeELLRS 
Each 40 inches x 30 inches 

DEBBIE HARRY 

BOB GELDOF 

ROD STEWART 

PAULA YATES 

Four big, full colour posters of DEBBIE HARRY, 
ROD STEWART, BOB GELDOF and PAULA YATES. 

We're offering this unique set of colour posters 
(no-one else has this collection) to every reader who 
collects 4 coupons from issues of Record Mirror. 
They're worth £5— but they're absolutely FREE to you. 

Watch out for them in Record Mirror, 
starting next week! 
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THE CLOSING CHAPTER.... 

...,OR IS IT JUST THE ZONING FS LEGEND 
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BIG MAC OUT OF HELL 
W ICH EVER WAY yOu 

ant to take it, 
Meatloaf is a colossus. 

But today that statement more 

pertinent when aimed at the 

success of the band than the 
stature of the man. "He's on a 

diet," explains lovely wife Lesley. 
as Meat makes generous with the 

croissants. 

Macroscopic Meat may be slimmer 
in person but everything elm he 
touches lust increases in magnitude. 
And nothing short of a cardiac arrest. 
it seems. can stop hito. The debut 
album. 'Bar Out Of Heft', with all its 
dark imagery of doomed and 
desperate desire, burgeoned into one 
of the most monumental monster 
smashes of all time. Triumphs for 
Meatloaf arid his partner. composer 
Jim Steinman, included abaut 7 
million sales worldwide, a US 
platinum disc and a singles hit in UK 
Not bad for a first go. 

Meatloaf. sprawling docilely across 
the hotel sofa, is a strange contrast 
with the passion and violence of he 
incredible hulk stage act, when the 
sheer power and emotional intensity 
of the solid rock 'n' roll almost 
pummels the audience into 
submission But ifs a dniloieting, 
uneasy peace which threatens to 
erupt at any time, as a «main of 
restrained lunacy constantly bubbles 
under our conversation. "Yeah, any 
minute I could seta." he rakes. 
demonically rolling his eyes to 
emphasise the point. I take the point 

Steinman and Meat hive spent 
much of this year working on thee 
second album 'Bad For Good I 

spite of a constantly postponed 
release date they hope it'll be in the 

shops early in the new year Like the 
last album, the new one will have no 
concept but there is a unifying 
theme. 

"It's teenage lost,- chuckles 
Meatiest in a disanningly good 
humoured and mildly malevolent 
manner. "Hut s a little different 
especially at the end. That's 

frightening he says ominously, "it 
starts with a bang and ends with a 
bang again It s like the 1812 
Overture. Cannons. - The point is 
illustrated by very loud, very realistic 
explosion noises from a playful 
Meatloaf. "We COuldel saved sonne 
money," shouts his manager from 
across the room. 

101,› ECORDING • Meetloaf album sounds a protracted and 
I 11 tortuous procembut 
the man 
is pleased with progreesso far. "It's 
Commt' slow but reel good." he 
drawls, 'the last one took a year and 
we've only been workiif on this one 
for seven months 10 We've got 
another five to go. It's been a long 
time I guess, but it doesn't seem that 
way 'cause we've only many had a 
month and a halt et the piano." 

And there are Ma no promises 
about that releafiedees 'it's Possible 
to have it ready for Christmas but I 
think we're gonna hold oil 'till 
January. Ah, evererketwaiting for 
Christmas. Fleetwood Mac. 
foreigner, the Eaglet the Beatles 
revoleases. Elton John and whoever I 
*tonne come out when it's right, not 
in the middle of it the junk 

INEATLOAF, "Of corle» I'd get 
through the gateway - 

SIMON TEBBUTT 

weighs up his chances 

with a new, slim-line 

(honest) MEATLOAF 

The spirit of Mesileat's music 
reflects the feeling and power of his 
Texas gospel rotate, so it's easy to 
understand his attitude to the 
mellow, easy listening music which 
seems to characterise much of the 
American scene. But he's even more • 
vociferous in hit distain for the 
laid-back LA lethargy Which is the 
antitheses of his lifestyle-

"Oyer seven merlon ones worldwide 
and still they tell twa the album hasn't 
been played on LA 'MM. they say ifs 
not right for the kit:lather. Hell, they 
haven't even got 'round to the 
Beatles yet LAW in a tifne warp. 
Punk carne around there the same 
time it did everywhere else but there 
was only one station with about nine 
watts power who were playing it. Ah 
they're all surfin' or they re high on 
dope. There's, no lite, no passion to 

M USIC AL success has 
allowed a ',Weber of film 
proiecte and the latest 

should be completed in December. 
'Roadie' concerns a character named 
Travis Redfish. played by Meat, who 
becomes the worlds greatest roadie 
Audiences corne lust to see him set 

up the equipment. 

'Americathon', which features the 
hulk fighting and killing e car in some 
Olympic games of the future rS 110.0 
finished. 

In spite of the multiplicity of the 
man's protects he likes to keep the 
various art forms separate. There are 
sound commercial» well as artistic 
reasons for this, ail he «Plain.: -If 
YOU keep their sepatate it opens up a 

bigger market. In other words if 
you're singing in their films who 
gives a damn if you're singing in 
your own I'd sooner do t when Fri 
working for myself," 

T
HE total Meatloaf film protect 
is called Weverland', a semi 
musical Futuna* 

Peter Pan 
which will include about hall the 
songs on each album. Meat plays a 
homicidal Tinkerbell Like the alb. , 
if suffers from a receding dateline 

— Neverland is about IWO years n., 
shooting, t guess. We got the more, 
for it but Jimmy's Only good for one 
thing at a time. We might get as ear., 
as this time next year to start 
shooting but I have a feeling ti... 
film will take twice as long to I • 
together, so it s closer to three i i  
away. We're looking to '52 for it 

By that tirera there will be a third 
album, a live one, ••that Way its 
assured of appearing on time - To b'-
recorded on a proposed world to r- • 
will include numbers which M , ' 
feels only realise their true po 1 • - 
live form, as well m a couple or 
tunes 

"And were gonna doe limited 
Tasmanian edition." That dirty 
raincoat chuckle again. 'We're 
gonna put it out in Tasmania and lea. 
it to the world. That's gonna be the 
first gig we play, I think it's great. I 
came up with it the other night. 
Cheap Trick did it from Budokan I ,-. 
gonna do it from Tasmania - 

In which case the concept of a 
Tasmanian Devil is going to take or' 
whole new cultural Meaning 

GENE CHANDLER 
WHEN YOU'RE # 1 

MARKETED BY 
RCA RECORDS 
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STRANGLER THAN 
FICTION 

THE STRANGLERS: 'The Raven' (United Artists 
'JAG 30262) 

IN WHICH The Stranglers swap the sewer for the sky 
and adopt the role of investigative purnalrets. Since 
the nourishing of the new wave in '77, The Stranglers 
have been the most obvious targets far the Lets Set 
'Ern•Up•To•Knock•'Ern-Down brigade. While to some 
extent the critical flak was lush! red the second and 
third albums weren't a patch on the excellent 'IV 
Rattus Newnan's much of it was simply vindictive. 
The band horror of horrors. wrote sexist songs, and, 
perhaps more pertinently, weren't especially well 
disposed towards the press. 

'We're journalists, too," Hugh Coenwell told me 
at Air Studios in the West End where 'The Raven' 
was mixed, "but we tell the truth. While we often find 
the truth stranger than fiction, the papers find fiction 
more sensational We have no motive for not reporting 
the truth and there are no editors on our songs." 
Hence a gem like 'Nuclear Device', the closer of the 

first side of the album and the next single, where it will 
appear as 'The Wizard of Axis'. The Wixard is the 
corrupt Premier of Queensland who runs the 
Australian Slate like a dictatorship and through whose 
mouth the words are sung. 
One of his recent stunts was to sell a strip of the 

country to the Japanese to build a holiday resort 
Hencelf I could get lucky I'd secede from the States 
I'd buy the country at an incredible rate". 

At the same time, Queensland is the state richest in 
, the atomic element, uranium, and within the next 50 
years Hugh predicts nuclear cent war in the continent. 
"The federal troops will try and depose him,- he told 
me, "but at the moment the distances are too told rae, 
"but at the moment the distances are too great." 
The song also indirectly has a go at the country's 

manufactured system of government, ie a nominal 
figurehead sating in the contrived capital of Cambefra, 
and 'Dead Loss Angeles" is another dre at geo-
political artificiality. 
"LA was a swamp at the turn of the century." he 

says. "now it's full of man-made trees, plastic 
.peaches, concrete beaches and so on. Recently they 
found a Mastaclon (prehistoric animal' in the pits 
under the La Brea highway, hence the words." 

Cornwell compares the "totally destructive" 
American way of life with the more Zen-like Japan. 
where the Raven is a symbol of sadness. The 
Stranglers see its dark, brooding qualities as now 
being a more appropriate eblern for them than the 
subversive, subterranean rat. 

The title track, with his own breathless vocals, 
follows the introductory instrumental, 'Long Ships', 
on the album. Both show an improved musical 
change, with Dave Greenfield's keyboards swirling 
and bending with added depth and precision. 

The guitarist is also impressed with Jet Black's 
positive drum sound On the insidious, insistent 'Ice' 
and the poetic 'Baroque Bordello', his style is very 
much rezz-onentated, and its great to see the band 
developing musically again after the somewhat fallow 
past 18 months. 

Whereas side one of the album deals essentially 
with places, the second is concerned with people 
Hugh insists that this was as unplanned as the 'black' 
and 'white' sides of thee third album, but it works out 
well all the serme. 

First up is 'Shah Shah A Go Go', a crack at peoples' 
attitudes in general, rather than specifically The Shah. 
Cornwell thinks there well be a movement in favour of 
returning hint. rust like with Nixon. "The Ayatollah is 
not a saviouc" he affirms. 

I would have thought that obvious, but the lyrics are 
interesting: "Then a priest in Pans France I Made the 
people get up and da da dance Sold cassettes for 60p 
i (On which he , said he'd set the people free We 
shall see." 

The next person is 'Harry', a close friend of the bass 
player's and Hugh. in the same way as 'Dagenham 

Dave' was. Apparently he tends to corne round and 
keep them up all night, and influenced much of aide 
tWO 

The prano-rolling melodies of this un-
characteristically sombre song are followed by 
everybody's favourite Stranglers single, 'Duchess', an 
old girlfriend of Hugh's who says she's a direct 
descendant of one of the Henry's as well as "an 
heiress". 

-I'm very fascinated by 1.00re who defy the 
ageing process." adds her former paramour. "She's in 
her late 20s but still looks 18. In a sense it's back to the 
theme of 'Ugly' — 'It's only the children of the wealthy 
who tend to be good looking — maybe because rich 
men are in a position to only have to marry beautiful 

lyse album then takes an experimental turn with 
'Meninblack' — the lyrics sound pure science fiction, 
something which Cornwell swiftly denies. They ac-
tually concern aknost-hurnan.looking aleen figures 
which credible reports in UFO iournals say have visited 

"No government beady will admit they exist." says 
Hugh, "but it's interesting that each time they've been 
seen, the spotter has never made a report about UFO s 
again. 

Hugh reckons that this, along with many of the 
songs, shows the band as being capable of writing 
clever journalistic lyrics. The same applies to 'Genet's', 
a subiect about which Hugh has strong views 

"If people procreated more responsibly, certain 
tragedies like mongoloids, could be avoided. In fact, 
genetics are the most strong and direct influence on the 
future of man For example, the kind of artificial in-
semination where another woman can have a barren 
woman's child. Man can play at being God. Man is 

Make of that what you well, but bear in mind they've 
produced what is easily their finest and most in-
teresting album. Presumably credibility will once again 
be on the upswing as carping hypocrites fall to the 
floor and grovel at their fleet raven's feet. The Rod-
ney, are queuing up. God forbidl MIKE NICHOLLS 

• 4-

ii,,Asiertente 

FLASH AND THE 
PAN: 'Flash And The 
Pan' lEnsign ENVY 6) 

THINKS HOW le 
your memory' Ah vd 
'And The Band Pi., 
On' You might rem, 
it as 'Down Amore. 
Dead Men' but any". 
was a large airplay h • 
Flash and the Pan a 
ago. One that got ay.,. 
but Only lust ft was rattled 
.1f with a worn-out. 
-natter-of-fact spoken 
°cal which on reflection 

..-'tends like some Dire 
Straits out•take. 

Flash and the Pan is all 
about the Australians 
Harry Venda and George 
Young. who've seen fit to 
do a whole album in the 
manner of that single 
You're right, they are 
pushing their luck, but the 
album works better than 
I d expected 

That's thanks to the 
music rather than the 
vocal style, which does 
grate after ten songs. At 
times, though, that 
walkie-talkie affectation is 
quite haunting, even with 
super-pseud lyrics like 
"There's a sign down 
back of Main Street that 
says dreams are not for 
.1e." Sheet poetry. eh , 

'The African Shuffle' is 
lust that, an unlikely mix 
of tribal percussion and 
urban brass: 'Lady Killer 
(no, not lady Writer' — 
wish I'd never Mentioned 
Dire Sitarist has a sharp 
chorus with an in-
struction, spoken of 
course, of "Watch it, 
watch it!" Several entries 
are mere inconclusive 
thought passages: 
'Walking In The Rain' 1nr 
instance. just wf , 
quietly along '• 
pavement without •.• 
turing into the road. ,..• 
mind crossing to the iv. 
side. Still, Flash 
Pan have be,: 
distinctive, but if the i• 
is going to play on tl'• 
need sorne venal., 
this theme. - - 
PAUL SEXTON 

LEO SAYER Here' 
(CDL 1240) 

HURT AND confused b 
the crihcisrn 
by the press n • ' 
few years. Sa'.. • 
seen to be sne , . 
keep it all toyerie, 
rho flak A career e 
started with him te 
received as a hi 
talented new star .. 
suddenly , •• 
middle e' • 
ounk h • 

promise 
the new trend. He i 
tinuecl to sett million.. 

albums but the critics lost 
interest, but with the 
arrival of a quieter, mom 
gentle musical at 
mosphere. 'Here' is 
timed. 

Returning to the 
original w. It mg par 
nership that gave him his 
first break writing songs 
for Daltrey'S solo album 
with producer David 
Counney. Sayer has re-
located that rocky, 
ceossovei feel that first 
established him 

'The World Has 
Changed' and 'When The 
Money Runs Out' Ithe 
current singlel open side 
arte and give an en 
mediate impression of the 
sort of musical standard 
vou can expect. Both 
nave strong rock"disco 
beats and if 'Money' ewe. 
'The World Has Chi, • 
Will make it if Ch, 
have the good se" 
release it as a follow 

Although the ir 
was recorded and , 
in California with 
almost exclusively Yank 
team, the overall result is 
clear and direct with now 
of the over production, 
with which American 
albums are often 
swamped. 
'Who Will The Next 

Fool Be' which opens side 
two is an instantly ac-
cessible song, written by 
Leo and David Courtney. 
It features Sayers bright 
harmonica playing also 
featured on 'An English 
man In The USA' and 
'Ghosts', which is my 
favourite track. lis rather 
corny intro, with wend 
whistling through the 
tiees, fails to obscure the 
moody, reflective nature 
of the song. 

The weak link in the 
album's structure is the 
sometimes infantile level 
of lyric - writing which 
detracts slightly front the 
st tong and confident 
muSiC, but as lyrics are 
only a way to give the 
voie something to sing 
and really only the 
province of the preten• 
tious, who cares' - • e 
' SIMON LUDGATE 

THE ALAN PARSONS 
PROJECT: 'Eve' (Arista 
IC 064-63 063) 

ON THE strength of 'Eve 
it' Parsons shouldn't be 

to even wash 
•• in a Wimpy Der lei 
produce a 'rock 

ra What he has 
i iced with 'Eve' ear 
ia of black vinv 
. tam that is dull an,', 
,r.tig to the extreme. 

:icons' engineering 
• .ctron credits indeed,-

loyd's 'Dark Side Of 
Moon', lyou know 
hum ex. POOOle Pe* 
• lhe end of pant,",' 

• Paul Md.,' • . 
Hullres, Al Stewm 
John Miles 

• i hie rogues gallery of 
if ever I Saw one, 

a-› is 8 concept Wye 
• lord the idea of the 
cat album. anyhow , 
• f based on thr 

-• of all things female 
ns" and partnefirn 
•• lyricist Eric 
',on place hard.. 
—ens such as Pilot, 
r Paton and Chi, 

• .• cow in their own 
iinuous compositions 

that are remarkable for 
their lack of imagination 
and wit, 

Parsons singular 
concession to The 
Modern World is 
dreadfully diseased dace 
track. I've deliberately 
failed to mentan any tales 
purely because there is se 
little to recommend. 

'Eve' rs a 'worthy 
follow up to Parsons 
previous arrogant 
outrages, I Robot' and 
'Pyramid' The rather 
an'usi.9 publicity Sheet 
accompanying your 
reviewers copy of 'Eve 
breghtly warns the ••, 
that Parsons • 
Woolfson already .• 
enough material for 25 
more albums May The 
Lord Help us * PETER 
COYNE 

imLik 
The Advertisement Manager of 

RECORD MIRROR urgently 

requires a SECRETARY 

If you would like an interesting job 

with a good salary, four weeks 

holiday, LVs etc., office in Covent 

Garden, why not phone or write 

now to: 

Steve Bush Harris 
40 Longacre 

London WC2E9JT 
01-636 1522 
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Town Hall 
28.Peterisorougb, 
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Fon Club 

COLD HEAT 
THIS HEAT: This Heat' (Piano Records THIS-1 l 

I HIS HEAT is the end - product of three years construction from the outside. It, 
an unspectacular, but insistent bunch of ideas, sounds and trappings which draw-
its powers not from any kind of strict rationale, but from concern with mood ant 
atmospherics. Derivatives could be early Can, Faust possibly. Henry Cow, Sot 
Machine or Stockhausen or John Cage .. 

This Heat - Charles Bullen, Charles Hayward, Gareth WiHems - are exponent, 
of the avant - garde. They are working within a much abused area of "music 
which lines the outernin of today's so-called "contemporary- mainstream, bu 
exists because its influence has been considerable, the influx of ideas runes() to Pen 
Law to Beefheart to Zappa to The Pop Group ... 

David Cunningham's association with This Heat is not surprising - he provide. 
something of a unique foil for them, there's a mutual interest as sound - as music 
as • stimulus, music and its powers of auto - suggestion. Whether you like it or not i• 
irrelevant. If disturbed, or intrigued, or offended, or frightened by it that stil 
makes it worthwhile. 

'This Heat e a cokl, unsympathetic, disciplined record. "Mood music" - a great 
Herzog soundtrack. see Two's '24 Track Loop probably makes more sense as pun. 
soundtrack, since it isn't all that self - sufficient here 

But there are ominous, tormenting passages cloned around the record 
moments like the hugely oppressnre 'Fall of Saigon'. at which point The Heat'. 
downbeat solemnity spills over into a raucous guitar climx. These kind of events am 
emphasised by the preceeding bouts of calculated monotony which go hand -nt 
hand with everything This Heat do, it's one way of utilising "Boredom" to an end. 

Records like 'This Heat' will incur small followngs, but generally end up Paint 
ricked out because they fail to fit into the neat pigeon - holes people seem to view 
as necessary creations. 

For what st represents - as opposed to what it is - 'This Heat' is a successlu 
Semi • important kind of long player which oughtn't be confined to the self 
assuming self . dubbed "intelligent- consumers. 

It's scope isle, broader than that • • • CHRIS WESTWOOD 

EDGAR WINTER: 
'BLUE SKY' 
ISKY83648) 

EDGAR WINTER is 
letting old - that's the 
mOression I get from the 
new album. It's all soft 
and sentimental with titles 
like 'Forever in Love', 'It 
Took Your Love to Bono 
Me Out' and 'Make it 
Last'. The entire album is 
cedicated to Monica, his 
enfe, hence one may 
assume the titles are signs 
of his affection towards 
her - Mr Winter is in 
loyal 

Aside from my in-
terpetaten of Edgar's 
innermost thoughts, the 
album is extremely well - 
produced by Tom 
Moulton. and of course 
the man himself, hence 
you have a combination o. 
high quality ballads and 
love songs 

This is not an album I 
fear that will take the 
charts by storm, but will 
be bought by the 
dedicated to treasure for 
many a cold Winter'snight 
tucked up in front of the 
file with the one they love 
r i STEVE HAWKINS 

EDDIE HENDERSON: 
'Runnin' To Your Love' 
ICapitol ST-119841. 

HERE'S A trumpeter 
who's not just blowing in 
the wind Eddie Hen-
derson made waves in 
various disco , err I 
crossover oceans last year 
with his 'Mahal' album 
and its offspring, the 
'Prance On' single. Word 
gets around, of course, 
and Eduardo's new slice 
has been one of the most 
ca9edre awaited in th. 
field. Now it's here it's a 
pleasure to repon • 
restrained disco irelLence, 
and a relief to repon a 
wealth of good wary 
reeling too. 
Those two vocal 

numbers written by 
Patrice Rushen are 
'Flunnin• To Your 

Love' itself - an 
urgent, exciting shaker 
but with too little of 
Henderson himself - and 
This Band is Hot', which 

it sure is. The other vocal 
tune is the hustling, funky 
'Please Your Mind . After 
and in between, all that 
energy, it's very relaxing 
when Eddie calms down 
and finds some tunes he 
can really stretch out on, 
like the peaceful, pensive 
'Marlene' and the JOY.. 
'Sunchasef. 

'This Band Is Hof 
might have been the title 
of the whole album, with 
players like Bill SurnMell, 
Paul Jackson Jr and 
"Ready" Freddie 
Washington in at-
tendance. With their help, 
Henderson moves with 
flowing ease between the 
boogie business and the 
place he came from, 
iattland There was 
danger of a sellout here, 
but "Ready" Eddie has 
come through. • . 
V1 PAUL SEXTON 

6110lielF lEdMersf?) 

CLIFF RICHARD 'Rock 
'n' Roll Juvenile' (EMC 
3307) 

IT'S FAIRLY well known 
that Big Cliff is one of that 
elite race of Star that Only 
Shp Quietly into the studio 
alter the violins, the brass 
and the Salvation Army 
have departed 
Wth ex-Shadow Bruce 

VVelch as his producer and 
general mentor Clef was 
doing OK Bruce chose 
those songs with 
meticulous care, selected 
the right muocians and 
tied his little string of 
tinsel aiound Cliff's 
polished ¡Mastic. Bruce 
can take most of the 
credit for Cliffs recent 
artistic re-development 
with Bruce as the artist 
and the young one as 
merely 'the voice: and 
didn't that little 
arrangement work out lust 
fine> 

Well, someone 
(probably a 'company' 
man) saw fit to break up 
this 'thing' which has now 

resulted in Terry Briller 
and *Bang. Bang 
Robertson replacinc 
Bruce in EMI's origoin, 
'Cliff affair' to supply the 

and take over son, 
'"ci Production duties. 
n dear. oh God Hera 

•' Mr Britten. your 
are awful Mr Bang, 

• words are rubbish, 
l in afraid I'm not going to 
lumber my well-tempered 
little brain with "I think a 
Star War's headed this 
way We'll go to Mars, we 
,an work, rest and play" 
or "It's an agent from 
Mars, and he's calling 
from the moon. It's there 
in the Stars. I've got a gig 
there in June." 

Hasn't the man ever 
heard of 'metre', 'true 
rhyme. 'taste' , I mean I 
took 'Bang. Bang' to be a 
kind of pitiful attempt to 
emulate Cole or Lorenz 
a.,c1 didn't take it all Mat 
sr, iously but after 
Istening to these lyrics, I'll 
obviously have to rethink 
Mr Robertson's sense of 
purpose lor maybe ¡ust 
sense. 

As for Britten's tunes 
dux hal they aren't realty 
that at all. Merely some 
long worn out laments tO 
1972 or something I can't 
even be bothered to think. 
What it all boils down to is 
that whatever you think of 
h CI ff Rehard is a verY 
exponent artist. You can 
remember all that in-
dispensable Foshan land 
crept that he's thrown al 
us through the last two 
decades can't you> Don't 
you remember where you 
were when you heard 
'Summer Holiday', 'The 
Young Ones', 'Batchelor 
Boy', 'The Minute You're 
Gone'. 'Congratulations'. 
'The Day I Met Maria', 
right up to 'We Don't Talk 
Anymore, I don't ac-
tually, but my murn does 
and I've learn't to trust her 
implicitly. Significantly 
uncle Bruce's involvement 
begins and ends with Alan 
Ternera excellent and 
deserved hot which must 
surely be owing cousin 
Todd Rundgren a few 
grotesque nightmares. 

was fully prepared for 
a few low-spots but I had 
anticipated a couple highs 
as well. What you get is 
an album that stinks ,of 
apathetic old '72 with 
some lousy artwork which 
fits the period - JAMES 
PARADE. 
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WELL, what can I say - 
apart from the fact that it 

was a great holicley:' 
Mailman returns, full of 

energy and enthusiasm 
from his sojourn in the 

Costa Packet Only to 

find a few decent letters. 
What's wrong with all 

you lot Lose your 

creativity writing 

postcards to Auntie , 
Recovering after the 
Bank Holiday , 

Can't think of 
anything to say mote 
like , Listen you lot had 

better get your fingers 

out soon. 
Here are this week's 

two S TAR LETTERS. 

WALLY! 
Yours eye, 
Wreckless George 
NottIngiwirn. 

• Don t you me.' 

WAAAL L LY 
WAAAALL• 
L VI 1 
Mandad Stew and 
Stevedore Mandy. Tyne 
And Wear 

•LP Winner 

The tough ones 
I AM BOTH amazed an." 
amused at how little sold 
information I nave pined 
horn reeding the popular 
muse press during these 
months 

Ti,. kind of topics that 

read'' 

record companies nave 
been allowed to tee over 
the direction of punk since 
Mc Laren and myself were 
expelled lest year 
2 What is an independent 

record company' 
3 Ase kids buying fewer 

albums but more 
rnagennes If so *ha' 
4Are there any new 

Clubs.' radio *legions" TV 
music programmes, If not 
why not' 
5 What .cruelly sa newv, 

toots,. hay o. mod revival 
we these periods wont, 
reviving' lino, by whom, 
for whom and why' 
6 ls • mupc 

c rase . reeponedae 
to •rnplover lwagesl-lhe 
shareholders. the reader 
'poor sods I. the anal 
I laugh I 'the advertrsers 
'record companies Honda 
Barclays Bank etc.. of 
him, herself, 
7 Does payola esist on 

radio. TV or in the press' If 
so, have the COurage to 
expose it 
8 Why is the UK record 

industry on the verge of 
Collapse' 

If the rock industry Ann 
to be confused with the toy 
.ndustry s have some 
hard investigative 
eurnalsm cut down on the 
childish innuendo and give 
the reader an insight behind 

YOUNG festival-goer ably demonstrates Wally' call 

WALLY FEVER 
the tinsel Before you know 
it, your young cubs well 
smstAle young spun-Wises 
and your circulation naght 
shoot up to heart attack 
level 
Bernard Rhodes. Bra 
Productere. London HIM 

• The IS NOT • lob 
application Ed 

Bad deal 
I THINK reu,-., are 

getting a bad deal Once. 
group woold go into a 
Studio to record an album 
ad a smote Now, &bums 
are berm, ',Honed' for 
singles material until triares 
,,,thing left - a prime 
rxample being Blond.. 

with four singles from 
'Parallel Lines It's even 
worse if thee-side is 
nothing but a longer or 
instumental version of the 
Aside - Sparks clel the 
wth their test two tangles 
Ism t it term we were eh to 
buy stbums end singles 
wthout getting the sense 

twice or even 

three boles' 
Ian McMillan Glasgow, 
Scotland 

• Hmrn perhaps a good 
pant. Perneps an even 
better one when you dere 
that boring old bends like 
the Rolling Stones used to 
make two lend sometimes 
even three) albums a year. 

Stop it 
PLEASE could Vol, tell 
Juicy Lurcy to stop 
cnticiong Gary Nurnin for 
his punishment 1 wen I • 
Pet°. of Gary Num.,' On 
the Jetcy Luicv Pegs ,. hvs 
ages running I think Juicy 
Luicy Yoe be sorry the., 
Karen Johnson loped II/. 
Cambs. 

•You d stop barwng it after 
the first two weeks - Jac-, 
Lucy. 

Definitely 
OUT of all the Record 
Mirrors trier I nave read last 
week's was by tar the most 

recent 
TedittiVen Beck, S 'Wales 

*Of all the letters I've 
renewed this week yours 
wee ter trie most 
°newel:ewe 

Tea time 
WHEN I read about Jimmy 
Purvey 'August 1 I I burst 
Into tears Wont somebody 
lust make him a nee cup of 
tea' What happened to all 
his trends when ne needed 
them , I d like to SRN' 

Jimmy , don t gel upset 
there', so much In go or 
for 
Tern. Cheshire 

•Like hornble. sickly tee 
with four sugars' 

Pointless 
THESE idiots who spend 
ages composang 
rn.Pc papers stab', 
bands and types of 
they dislike really r 
laugh Of course there're 
bound to be people who 
can't stand heavy metal 
deco. punk, Dette Harry s 
thighs or whatever But to 
feel it necessary to write 
and specify Personal dislikes 
is so panne«. I mean you 
wou/dn t catch me westing 
• 10p stomp on a pointless 
letter 
Edward Case Surrey 

•But if you dodn t we'd 
actually have to pay 
someone to fill up tri,, Page. 

SPECIAL 
ANNOUNCEMENT This 
week Mennen - besotted 

by -holiday Sleserssits'. 
is sifernsil a very special 
pi:, of TWO LP tokens for 
the correspondent wiso 
brats tne best esplanten of 
the curious expression 
WAAAALLLLLYYYYYrii 
All histories treatises and 
RISE piain partings to 
MAILMAN, WALLLYY, 
COMPETITION, Record 
Mirror 40 Long Acre. 
London, WC2 
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ARE SCHOOLKIDS 

SPIED ON? 
I A VE read somewhere 
it schools keep secret 
•-, on their pupils, which 
• later passed on to 
io.overs if they want 10 
• them. Is this true' Is 

• re anything we can do 
• lop 
• kin, Manchester. 
. well as keeping 

adernic records, all 
• hoots have "con. 

tor files of more 
information on 

0115, including details of 
.me background, social 
'iii st ment, ability to 
• Ate 10 other people, 

-ierai honesty and 
•,ibrlity and so on You 

ind necessarily see this 
'carnation on your 
',Poi report, and many 

parents and schoolluds 
don't know that the fa« 
exist. 

These records, often in 
the form of index cards 
with a series of boxes left 
for ticking, under general 
categories like 
Sociability and 

Relationships" and "Co-
operativeness and 
Reliability", begin fran 
the time you start school, 
and information is 
collected and updated 
throughout your schoOl 
career 

Disco novice 

RECENTLY I entered the 
world Disco Dancing 
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BUZ Mann 
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Championship and 
reached the venue final, 
coming third. 1)Js and 
other people have told me 
I'd make a good dancer. 
I believe I could be 

successful, but, un. 
fortunately, have no idea 
about how to become a 
dancer Can you give me 
some information. 
Rosemarie, Cheshire 

•No matter hove agile and 
how instinctively good a 
dancer you may be. you 
do need professional 
coaching to develop your 
best points and give you a 
realistic idea of your 
limitations A professional 
teacher vall help you to 
develop all-Important co-
ordination of rhythm and 
body movement, 

Nowadays, disco. 
dancing has become an 
up 'n' coming competitive 
sport, much in the same 
way that ballroom dan-
cing was 40 years ago, 
competitions are held 
regularly throughout the 
UK and abroad, and as 
more training courses are 
available standards of 
performance from 
amateurs and semi-pros 
alike climb higher and 
higher. 

According to Peggy 
Spencer, founder of the 
Disco Dance Teachers' 
workshop, whose 
protegees have trained 
well.known teams like 
First Edition, most 
professionals haw had an 
all-round dance-training 
from an early age, but 
there is a remote chance 
of making it if you lust 
happen to be brilliant. But 
there are various levels of 
disco dancing, and while 
you make seern like a star 
to the relatively unco-
ordinated hoofers at the 
nearby club - without 
constructive coaching, 
you'll go no further, 
To contact your nearest 

professionally qualified 
disco dance teacher, 
write, enclosing a 
stamped addressed en-
velope, to Disco Dance 
Teachers' Workshop. co 
Peggy Spencer, 12 Percy 
Road, Penge, London 
SE20 70J. Take it from 
there. 

In London, The Dance 
Centre, 12 Floral Street, 
London WC2 I TEL• 01636 
66441. also holds regular 
courses in modern dance. 

Randy pinta 

MY PROBLEM is that I 
fancy Our Co-op milkman 

who is 23 and not married. 
I'm 19 '.', . We started 
chatting while I was 
waiting for the bus to 
work last August, when 
he'd pull up in his van. In 
October. he asked me to 
go to bed with him, but I 
refused even though I 
wanted to as I don't want 
to get pregnant, a month 
later I went on the pill 
He still speaks to me 

Still pulls up and whistles 
and now he gives me sexy 
looks he must still fancy 
me, so why hasn't he 
asked me out since last 
October. 
What can Ido now , 

Brenda. Staffs 

•Whem someone asks you 
to go to bed with them, 
maybe half-seriously, in 
the course of a casual 
day-to-day )lirtation, it 
isn't Quite the same as 
asking you out. And, 
lodging horn his slightly 
subdued reaction since 
your understandable 
rebuff, this cowboy of the 
milkround was trying his 
luck, that's all. Uncle. the 
circumstances, your 
speedy change to the poll 
seems a little extreme. 

Rein in mind that he 
probably flirts with many 
of the girls on his round in 
lust the same way. And 
while he's still eyeing you 
up. he's being a little more 
careful about what he 
says to you since the cold-
shoulder treatment. If he 
genuinely had wanted to 
ask you out a simple 
brush.off wouldn't have 
stopped him, and he has 
had plenty of chances to 
do so since. 

In spite of your past 
conversations you seem 
to know very little about 
him, and he clearly isn't 
interested in getting to 
know you better, He says 
he's not married, but for 
all you know he already 
has a regular girlfriend. In 
view of the tom. 
',limitation gap, this long-
standing infatuation 
seems hardly worth 
pursuing. Ten-Ton Ted 
from Teddington may be 
lust around the corner. 

0 no 

I HAVE only just received 
my 0 Level results, which 
are terrible, and have 
passed in only one 
sublect. My father is 
always on at me every 
time he sees me arid i feel 

I've let my parents down 
He wants me to go back 
to school and has 

threatened to force me. I 
don't want to go back. 
What can I do, 
Ian, Yorkshire 

•As you're still living at 
home and are being 
supported by your 
parents, you have little 
choice but to do what 
your father advises. 
Realising the leek of 
opportunities open to 
even the best-qualified 
school leavers, he wants 
you to start your wonting 
life with the best possible 
back-up in terms of paper 
qualifications or, if you're 
not able to sit for further 
exams, at least to stay on 
at school until you know 
exactly what you want to 
do. 

Ask him to sit down 
with you and talk things 
over again. You obviously 
have reservations about 
returning to school - tell 
him why. Do you know 
why' Have you any idea 
of the kind of job you'd 
like to do if you don't go 
back. Before he makes his 
final decision, suggest 
that he lets you talk to the 
school careers advisor or 
the youth employment 
officer at your nearest job 
centre or employment 
exchange listed in the 
telephone book or con-
tactable through your 
nearest council °tritest, 
about possibilities for the 
future. 

It's possible that you 
might be better suited to a 
vocational training course 
run by a regional technical 
college, or an on-therob 
apprenticeshrp with a 
local em131131'er. 

Alternatively, yooa might 
like to re-do your 0 Levels 
on a college course - a 
useful bridge between the 
world of school and the 
world of work. 

Doing the splits 

RECENTLY, when 
•masturbating, my foreskin 
split and my penis began 
to bleed very badly. 
However. I washed it 
thoroughly with cold 
water and it cleared up. 
Then, about three weeks 
ago, when I was making 
love, the same thing 
happened, Will this 
happen every time 1 have 
intercourse) This started 
six months ago and I'm 
really worried in case it 
happens again Do I need 
urgent medical advice , 
Russell. Margate 

•Many men who have a 
tight-filling foreskin 
experience this kind of 
splitting, accompanied by 
bleeding. Once the 
foreskin has split yob will 
bleed each time you 
masturbate or have sexual 
intercourse, and also risk 
the possibility of infection. 
See your doctor. This 
condition can be 
corrected by a minor 
incision in the foreskin. 
(Ouch - Ed). 

itteeti 

SEX PISTOLS Johnny Rotten (Lydon 

History of Pistols 
NOSTALGIC Dave Brown of London. oid • • 
remember the halcyon days of British 
welcomed by the musical culture void of . • ..• . 
ago. demands a full discography in memory of eic lads 
who fulfilled the UK wet dream, from sex-shop thrti 
to BBC ban, to the big-time and beyond, the once - ici' 
a - lifetime Sex Pistols. 

Singles: 'God Save The Queen', Virgin IVS 1811, 
released May 25, 1977; 'Pretty Vacant'. IVS 1841, July 
1, 1977; 'Holidays In The Sun', IVS 1911, October 14, 
1977; 'I Did It My Way God Save The Sex Pistols', 
also featuring Ronald Biggs (VS 2201. June 30. 1978; 
'Something Else' (VS 2401, February 23. 1979; 'Silly 
Thing'. March 30, 1979: 'C'rrion Everybody'. (VS 2721. 
June IS, 1979. Albums: 'Never Mind The Bollocks 
Here's The Sex Pistols', IV 20061, November 4. 1977; 
'The Great Rock 'N' Roll Swindle' (double album) IVO 
25101, June 16, 1979, 'Some Product - Carry On Sex 
Pistols', documentary collage (VR2), July 1979. 

And, for Terry Rotten of Watford, and everyone Mee 
who asked, an after • the deluge review of the vinyl 
works o' Public Image, fronted by Johnny R, who 
played their first gig last December and recently 
headlined the Leeds sci-fi extravaganza. 

Singles. 'Public Image' (VS na). October 13. 1978: 
'Death's Disco' (VS 274), June 29, 1979. also issued as 
a 12 'richer. Album: 'Public Image (V 21121, December 
8. 1978. A new single and alburn from PiL are due to 
be released this autumn. 
Wanna win a freebie copy of the last Pistols album) 

If so, answer the following simple questions. What 
was the sex shop run by manager McClaren called' 
(Be irnaginativel. 21 When did the band make their 
'Top Of The Pops' debut, (Be precise). 3) Can you 
make a witty. socially relevant, socially irrelevant 
anagram from the name of any one Pistol. McClaren 
the man or indeed the whole bunch? (be inventive), If 
COI, give up Best anagram wins. Two winners only. 
First•corne, first•served. The tudges decision e final. 
SO there. 

Fan Club Fax 
THE UNENDING search for fan club nuggets at the 
end of the rainbow continues. Tthis week, we bring 
you yet another cornucopia of adulation associations 
and places where you can simply write fOr 
biographical details. 'Ere goes: Beetles. Iconternpormv 
history students only) co Beatles Fan Club In 
'emotional 55 Praesidentstrasse, 463 Bockurn 1,1A," . 
Germany, Boomtown Rats. 44 Sevmout 
London WI: Buncocks, New Hormones, 50 New. 
Street, Manchester M1 2EA; ()arts Magnet Recor,, 
32 .34 Gondar Gardens. London N6, linformaton or, . 
- plus pics and posters discriminatingly distributed. 
request), Ian Duty, 32 Alexandra Street. London V.. 
'information and merchandise lists); Lene Lovich, 
Nigel Neat, 28 Alexandra Street, London W2. (fm • 
fings), The Ruts, Virgin Records, 2-4 Vernon Ya , 
Secret Affair. Chris Carr, 1st Floor, 56 Old Como, 
Street. London WI, Portobello Road, London W' • 
lbiogs - no fan club): Sparks. same address. 
formation only); Showadclyweddy c/o Caverv, 
House, Cross Gate. South Shields; Judie Tzuke, 
Office, Rocket Records, 40 South Aiidley Stn.. • 
London Wl, linfa only); Mane People, do Can't S' 
Productions, 65 East 56th Street, Manhatten, .• 
York 10022 -- readers report silence des.« let , 
and we suggest that enclosing two international r,, 
coupons may have the desired conscience - pot,. 
effect. 
When writing for fan club membership dines 

simply for fax 'n freebies, always enclose a llar,-
stamped addressed envelope 
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YAWN! 
PATTI SMITH 
Wembley Arena 

"*1 GOTTA go to the bathroom, you don't Mind If t go 
to the bathroom do you ," Shades of Jagger's "I've 
bust a button on my eousers — you dont want my 
trousers to fall down do you ,  And worthy of the 
sac,. response: No. Patti, you could have stayed there 
all night. 
She came on three-quarters of an hour late and 

after a similar length of time went off for the same 
period. In the lest hell it was an astonishingly un 
together person, even by her standards, we were 
confronted with. 

There was a reasonable Privilege and an even 
better 'Dancing Barefoot', but by 'We Three', which 
she couldn't finish, La Smith was nght out to lunch. 
Bawling incomprehensibly, the bend lust padded away 
behind, wondering what was going to happen next. 

Like all good children, Patti then asked to be ex-
cused and the next we knew was the bludgeon nflola 
guitar figure of 'So You Wan. Be A Rock 'n' Roll 
Star being amped out by Lenny Kaye. Things were 
looking up. particularly when the opening chords of 
The Yardbirds"For Your Love' were struck. 

Another song was dedicated to "any man who feels 
halted by bureaucracy". There, thee, dear, here's a 
nice cup of tea. Then she calmed down to give superb 
renditions of 'Citicen Ship' and 'Because The Night'. 

'Frederick' brought some sanity back to the 
proceedings, but ruination returned for a diabolical '5-
4-3.2-Wavel"Be My Baby' did, nevertheless, confirm 
that when she puts her mind to it, she can actually 
sing. What it also confirmed was that Path Smith's 
real bag is being a fan of the golden age of the sixties, 
MIKE NICHOLLS 

PATTI SMITH: belongs to there're« 

THE REVILLOS 
Notre Dame Hall, 
London 

WELL, I WISH I could say 
I loved then I would 
dearly like to say I 
thoroughly enioyecl 
myself Instead I'll say 
this 
I admire the way the 

Reyillos refused to cash in 
by singing all the old 
songs horn the other 
group I admire the way 
they struggled on valiantly 
even when the lights 
failed and the organ 

packed up And l liked the • 
visual image which was 
wonderful, as is the new 
single 'Where's The Boy 
For Me?" 

But I hated the way 
Fay started to shout arid 
swear at the audience 
almost immediately the 
gig commenced If she 
doesn't like poseurs she 
shouldn't be in the 
business because she'll 
never be rid of them no 
matter how much she 
screams. I hated the song 
'Jack The Ripper" because 
the sentiment behind it 
was just plain sick the 

tune was good thoughl I 
didn't like hearing each 
song three times because 
most of the time the 
sound was so abominable 
you couldn't make out the 
tune. And I certainly 
didn't like it when lay 
said "II you want to hear 
old Herat° songs go see 
the other half because 
they can't write any 
decent songs of their 

So, first immediate 
impressions mean more 
hates than likes I'm 
afraid. But I wouldn't 
write them off. The 
Revillos still create the 
same space age aura 
which was so apparent in 
the Rezillos, mainly 
because both contained 
Fay and Eugene. Having 
an extra two girls is a 
brenwave because apart 
frorn the added plus 
visually the extra strength 
their voices produce will 
go for a lar more 
distinctive sound once 
they get their sound 
system under control. 
One high spot of the 

evening — notice I didn't 
say THE is a Shang', 
las inspired song about a 
friend of lays who died 
on his birthday Another is 
a splendid version of 
Martha and the Vanclellas 

'Dancing In The Street' 
I was looking forward to 

seeing the return of fay 
and Eugene, and the rest 
of their new band Instead 
I came away disap 
Pointed They sang out of 
tune and the sound 
system was awful, but this 
might have been what 
caused the distortion 
between the vocals and 
the instruments, I don't 
know , It must be said 
however that the entire 
band made up for this 
with an abundance of 
enthusiasm and joy to be 
back, and they came back 
encore alter encore So I'M 
dismiss this gig as 
teething trouble and 
eafietlY await the next. 
Fay and Eugene. prove rite 
wrong DANIELA SOAVE 

LOUDON WAIN-
WRIGHT Ill 
Theatre Royal, London 

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT 
III is obsessed with death 
It's there in almost every 
song. One day he'll get 
onstage, play a set and for 
his coup de grace he'll 
stand on a chair, have a 
rope corne down from 
above the stage and get 
someone to tuck the chair 
away. 

And. of course, the 

audience will laugh But 
whole he's dying and the 
audience o in hystenot 
he will have a time 
repartee with one of the 
hecklers who is 
demanding a different 
song or another encore« 
Of course Loudon vell be 
singing his 'Suicide 
Song' 

Alright. so I ant 
exaggerating But Loudon 
does mention death a lot 
can always make you 
laugh and there has to be 
a heckler. 

Tonight he had a tarter 
to feed off The guy 
supplied a fart and 
Loudon, as always, got his 
own back Give hen an 
audience and a guitar' ur let 
him add his ray humo 
and sometimes more 
comes back to you than 
all the megawatt 
superstars put together. 
What more could you 
ant , Oh, he did 5h the 

curtains to show us a 
small bar as prop tor the 
S009 'Wine With Dinner' 
but that was it His current 
'Live' album eves you he 
songs but the lace, lega 
and humour are left out. 
One day he might 

himself but I don't think 
he would do it onstage. he 

Can get applause without 
It. ALF MARTIN 

MEET 
DARTS 

Se, 
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PENSION PUNK 
BONET M 

Arera 

THE STAGE set said it all synthetic silvery palm trees 
Spreading skywards like startled mops surrounding 
similar costumes swathed around a crowd of 
chronically choreographed automatons 

For at least half the performance the elderly 
audience remained impressively unimpressed. 
Surprising, really, because, as you know, Roney M are 
a "people's band". They sell tens of millions of 
records, so you'd expect those most dedicated to 
corne and watch to show ecstatic appreciation 

'Fred not, Francis. At over six quid a throw 
desCriminatory facultes are n order and on this 
occasion they needed to be stretched to the full. 

'Ma Baker' had Bobby dancing upfront, though his 
high heels dent help Got a complex about your 
height. mate , Shouldn't worry d I were you. Nils 
Lofgren arid Graham Parker aren't exactly beanpoles, 
but that doesn't stop them from being pretty 
compulsive on stage. 

The ladies looked better, but then I guess they 
weren't land.locked within such excrutiating trousers 
By 'Rasputin' Bob's strutting it barefoot, but the 
tedium remains the same. 
A new number. 'I'm Born Again', has a definite 

religious feel and who's surprised , I suppose it must 
pncketh ones conscience to make so many readies so 
soon Incidentally, it's pretty lacklustre despite the 
accordion intro 

It took that naive rant of a chant like Hob Holi Day' 
to knock a bit of life into the snoring audience and 
'Daddy Kool', thee first and best single, fared even 
better. But hardly had it started when they lurched 
into the unneccessary 'Belfast'. If they fee so strongly 
about the pitiful province, how corne they've never 
done a benefit there, 

'Sunny' is the best part of the medley, but only 
because like Marley's 'No Woman, No Cry', it's a great 
'song to begin with. By the end of it the crowd were 
showing definite signs of consciousness by indulging 
in half-hearted handclaps. 

Only a remark about the stimulating properties of 
Curry and soul food brought real cheers, not to 
mention a rousing rendition of mega•seller 'River Of 
Babylon', followed by the inrantile Brown Girl In The 
Ring', its B-side released as an A and bought by 
another million duplicating mugs 
Then suddenly a flash of recognition. Another cover 

version and BLOODY HELL, IT'S A YARDBIRDS 
SONG. , 'Still Urn Sad', to be precise. Not a patch on 
the original, but still a peasant surprise. Then they had 
the nerve to attempt Hendrix's 'Hey Joe' and Shirley 
Bassey's 'Hey, Big Spender' and by this time it was 
getting ridiculous/ cabaret on the rampage in a vast 
aircraft hangar of a hall. 
Spend a little time with you' Spent long enough to 

know that this stuff is off target adult orientated 
eyewash. MIKE NICHOLLS 

BONEY M's Luz Fraser 

THE QUADS 
Birmingham 

THIS MONTH'S John Peel 
Group of the Decade 
Award has unhesitatingly 

ne 10 the Quads from 
irrningham with an 

honourable mention in 
dispatches as Paul Our' 
natta single of the week 
Not bad on. the basis of 
what was originally a quick 
live promotional record on 
a local label 

The crowd at Drake's 
Drum pub in Oscott. 
Birmingham as a con 
sequence in considerably 
up on last time they played 
here six weeks ago 
Composed of three 

brothers. Johnny Jones 
Idrums), Josh Jones 
Irhythrwlead vocals/. Jack 
Jones (guitarl and a 
College frrend Jun Doherty 
(base, they play a fair 
number of rock and roll 
standards, eg 'Hound 
Dog', 'Wipe Out' and 
'Boney Marone' 

But it's the self-penned 
,numbers, mainly by Josh 
Jones and Jim Doherty 
that attract the interest 
Does the group really 
Warrant John Peel's 
overboard praising./ The 
answer is a tentative ves.. 
Yeah some reservatens 
though surprisingly the A. 
aide of the single is one of 
the weakest songs. 

Basically they play good 
rock orientated pop songs 
which bring to mind a 
curious combination of 
Eddie Cochran again and 
early Holies VI Favourite 
number was 'UFO' - 
storming bass lines sup-
plied by a rather elegant, 
impressive • looking Jim 
Doherty. punctured by a 
relentless 'UFO' chorus 
and interspersed with 
richocheting guitar 
breaks. 'Gotta Get A Job', 
'Revision Time Blues' 
labout hornevvork /, and 
the witty 'You've Gotta 
Jive' are all standouts 

Musically they're very 
proficient and certainly the 
rest of the audience 
brought them back for two 
encores. However the set 
seemed very much a serres 
of ups and downs with 
several originals running 
out of steam early on and 
failing to match the un-
doubted punch of others 
They certainly deserve 

the attention brought 
about by John Peet's 
interest, but because I liked 
them a lot t hope the usual 
media overkill for 'newly 
discovered' bands won't 
take place Given a bit 
more time to tour and 
develop on their already 
potentially strong 
songwriteng abilities JP 
may indeed have picked a 
winner. 

C WO FARRELL 

SHAKE/BLANK 
STUDENTS 
Marquee, London 

'SHAKE - Featuring es. 
Rezillos' read the poster 
on the door. I don't know 
if that was put there to 
entice the punters in to 
see'em, but they didn t 
need to bother. 'cos the 
place was full and 
iustif ably so 
The support band was 

the Blank Students from 
Preston, recently featured 
on tne fast Eamon, This 
was the band's first ever 
London gig, and con• 
sidering that the average 
age of the band is only 
16 ,r, they played a really 
great set. Some of their 
guitar sounds are very 
Banshee- ish especially 
'Mass Production' 

All their material is sell • 
penned and covers a vecle 
range of musical styles. 
The Rezillos music, but 

without Fay and Eugene, 
was how t imagined 
Shake would sound I'm 
glad to say they proved 
me wrong Though there 
are some resemblances, 
no wonder. considering 
Jo Callis wrote most of 
the Rezillos stuff, but even 
things they did with the 
Rezillos like Cold Wars. 
Teenbeat, and Culture 
Shock from the EP have 
been given the Shake 
treatment and they sound 
really good. Jo, Simon 
and new guy, dishy Troy 
Trate share the vocals 
between them, which 
provides a bit of variety, 

if t was asked to label 
Shake I'd be stuck. their 
sound is so different 
sort of heavy pop with 
punk overtones. The 
music is still influenced 
by space comics, 
especially 'Gamma men', 
other groovy sounds were 
'IBut) Not Mine', 'Two 

Worlds' and 'Pilot of the 
Future' JOANNE SMITH 

NINA HAGEN 
Lyceum, London 

OUT OF the ashes of 
complete chaos rose one 
of next year's brightest 
stars - Ms Nina Hagen 
This was the East German 
born singer's debut in the 
UK and, although she 
claimed she wouldn't be 
nervous. the Nina Hagen 
band were quaking in their 
boots as they took the 
stage to face the unruly 
but good.natured Lyceum 
crowd. 

This was their fifth love 
performance together, 
ever and it showed For 
the first few numbers 
there was total bedlam no 
one sure when to start, 
finish or even what they 
were playing. It was 
unprofessional to say the 
least, Nina'S Own con. 
ficlence and strength was 
the only thing that kept 
them together. 

Clad in pink tights and a 
particularly tacky strip. 
Per's brassiere. Nina 
gamely dragged the 
appalling band through 
'Future Now'. 'Heroin' 
and a nameless sleazy 
nightclub song straight 
out of the Marlene 
Dietrich songbook. It was 
pre-war Berlin all over 
again. 

The crowd were in-
credibly patient and 
sympathetic while they 
waded for the guitarist 
INina's current boyfriend 
Fernando I. the basest, 
the drummer and the 
intelligent•looking 
keyboards player to pull 
themselves together. I 
think to a man they 
managed to fall over. 
disconnect themselves or 
blow a fuse at least once 
during the evening_ 

Our patience was 

eventually rewarded by an 
extraordinary version of 
Move Over' by Janis 
Joplin, Nina's idol it was 
ust that the delivery of 
the song, with Minas 
soaring, operatic, elastic 
vorce,w ,as identical tobothne 
original, 
every note was the same 
- et was chilling 
Break your arm patting 

yourself on the back time 
now chatting to Ms 
Hagen on Friday. I 
suggested that the Tubes' 
song, 'White Punks On 
Dope' would go down 
really well if they were to 
play it live, and the song 
was familiar to the band 
because it appeared on 

whehat>firTshteyawbuerne-upGthueeres 
belting out a superb 
version of 'Punks' two 
days later, which givse 
you an idea how flexible 
their repertoire is at the 
moment 

The encore was 
typically chaotic - 
'Future Now' again and 
then a black-hatted figure 
from the audience leapt 
on to the stage and settled 
down behind the drum - 
kit - it was An Up horn 
the Slits, 
They lust lammed after 

that, making it up as they 
went along. Eventually the 
house lights Went up and 
a finally triumphant Nina 
Hagen grudgingly 
relinquished the capacity 
crowd. SIMON LUDGATE 

MADNESS 
Dingwalls London 

available spate around to 
shake everything that 
moves, and try for that 
which doesn't. cos 
whether they stick closely 
to ska, or move more into 
the rock and reggae fields, 
Madness are about pure 
dance music. 

Their sound is ruled by 
the careering keybOards 
of Mike Berson and the 
sax of Lee Thompson 
which sears and yawns 
across the songs with 
proprietary arrogance - 
which is what their whole 
sound is about - not 
polite invitations to shuffle 
your feet, but sheer 
tenacious commands to 
MOVE - mnpossitde and 
useless to ignore. 

This cheerful con 
fidence is personified by 
Vocalist Suggs, a fresh. 
faced youth of Meccano 
movements and hale and 
hearty lungs. His vocal 
similarity to Duty is all, 
parent, and so is the wry 
sense of humour in Met 
songs and chummy raps 
between numbers 
Though he'd look equally 
at home in the crowd. 
Suggs is an effervescent 
performer 

Personal favourites 
were the mysterious 
'Night Boat To Cairo' and 
a spirited rendition of 
'Rockin' In A.Flaf which 
proved without a doubt 
that they are capable of 
rocking and rolling as well 
as they rock steady 'The 
Flasher' 'Mummy s Boy', 
the list of superb songs is 
endless (almost I. 

They finished off with 
both sides of their current 
single. Prince Buster's 
'Madness' and their self. 
penned tribute to the man 
'The Prince' and encored 
with an exhilarating 
version of 'Shoparound. 

The show was a killer but trying to analyse it 

move by move is difficult 
- how does one analyse 
pore fun' KELLY PIKE 

MADNESS,- r have 
decided, are lust getting 
too . popular to play clubs 
the size of Dingwalls. 
Stewing like boilan.the. 
bag beings, compressed 
as kippers, is no way to 
watch Madness. To watch 
Madness one should have 

THE CRUSADERS 
Hammegsmith, Odeon 

AFTER WHAT may 
politely or otherwise be 
described as a steady 
career of almost two 
decades. the Crusaders 
finally made it, almost 
beyond wildest dreams 
with that song. Doubtless 
they had a pretty mixed 
bunch in the audience at 
Hammersmith -- chart 
punters, butt wavers and 
pure music freaks to start 
with. But the set they 
gave, rarely structured 
and beautifully varied. 
honestly did please all of 
the people at least some 
of the time. Certainly it 
put last year's mechanical 
flash affair right into the 
past tense 

Opening numbers were 
two of those °undeniably 
Crusaders classics, 
'Snowflake' and 'A Ballad 
for Joe', featuring some 
neat soprano and 
keyboard dialogue from 
Wilton Felder and Joe 
Sample. 'The Hustler', 
taken off the 'Street Life' 
album, was a tremendous 
gain on the studio track 
with an amazing bouncy, 
tacky rhythm mix topped 
and tailed with percussion 
fireworks la trick they 
apparently pinched from 
Weather Report - but no 
matter/. Credit here must 
go particularly to the pulsy 
bass of Lou Fischer, who 
with overawed but at 

ticulate guitarist Mike 
O'Neil provide this year's 
new laces section. 
Familiar to some was 
percussionist Aleto whose 

bird noises and carnping 
eventually led Sty 
Hooper's mallets into d 
piece of hazy, devilish 
e.t.a a long way from 
that Southern funk. 
With a hot and baying 

audience ready for the 
works. Randy Crawford 
stepped forth nervously 
and walked away a 
triumphant professional 
Savage persona, real 
funkiness and Eartha Kitt 
were the only things I 
could get to as she roped 
and scored and moaned 
her way through 'Street 
Life' fronting the band 
and vet entirely within it. 
The tops of an ending to a 
heady show SUSAN 
KLUTH 

DEAD KENNEDYS 
THE 9090's 
PENETRATORS, 
San Francisco 

San Francisco's l,'• 
punk venue was b.. 
with bay area blocks. 
for the liveliest show hep 
for some time 
Penetrators opened Wit, 
their particular brand ot 
punkabilly though thi 
best song 'I'm A Sensitive 
Boy' had the driving 
elements of a Magee, 
number tnat galvaniser 
the boogies into action. 

Next was a five-piecc 
female band from LA, the 
had the drunken 
machornen at the front 
rostling for the attention 
of singer Roxanne who 
pogoed around whilr. 
thrashing nut songs that 
predictably revolved 
around sex. So cute, they 
were silly, and it was just 
as well that lyrics to 
numbers such as 'Johnny 
Are You Queer, gm 
submerged in the noise 
and wolf whistles. For at , 
encore, they did if 
lamentable version of thi• 
Shangri-La's 'Walking Ir. 
The Sand.' 

20 Minute break - 
wow - lust enough tire, 
to make way to thr. 
solitary urinal and optional 
sink before the real sley... 
began. 
What everybody hid 

corne to see of course was 
the bay area's current 
phenomenon Dead 
Kennedy, whose single 
'California Uber Alles' 
tops the alternative record 
chart and tells the 
harrowing scenario of 
California's Governor 
Jerry Brown becoming 
president: 

"Zen fascists will 
control you 
Hundred percent 
natural: 

You wrIl tog for the 
master race 

And always wear the 
happy face.-

Singer Jello Biafra of 
the OK's has political 
aspirations also 
threatening to stand 
mayor. His carnpaoi, 
aided and abetted a . 
on Drums. Klaus f 
an intellectual 
bassist. and Ray . 
on lead and rhythm 
reminds roe of 'Plug f•f 
the Bash Sr Kids dressed 
as a mod. 

Jallo Biafra haS the face/ 
of a younger psychotic 
Fee Way& with as much 
energy, repeatedly. 
plunging into the crave, 
at the front to squash thi. 
nazi salutes that the 99 pe 
cent white audience thin/. 
is required for the ha 
stogie. 

The rest of the set .s 
similar to their B.edi: 
'Man With The Dogs', 
noisy and fast Lots rt. 
sweaty energy Lots pf 
fun. JACK 
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kurda 'ewe ' .P'c'ne Ce 
You' or •Let's Spe - 1.-,  
Night Together', humour 

in 'Mary Whitehouse 

world affairs Ill care of the obligate", reggae number 

we the "'eke blue han 
voice was superb. A 
strange mixture of Little 

Girl Lost and rampant 
tigress (easy Smith, easy I 
During the opening part of 

McKITTY 
The Ritzy, Brixton 

ADICTS - Brecknock, 
Camden. 

THE INVADERS 
Fforde Green. Leeds 

A MAJOR face arrived on 
the rock scene at the 
Brixton Ritzy in the form of 

LOOK, I don't want to 

shout but something's 
THE Horde Green's not a 

from 
McKitty, a three piece 
.,t(t led by Jamaican 

r'. Donovan McKitty 

going on around here The 
Adieu lgot that. . you'll 
be using it a lot soonl 

'Calling Calling'. It's all 

tough P.P. cheek , em• gm 

her set she was featured 

with lost her Piano Player 
delicately 

dozen miles where 
this band originated. You 
might aiey they haven't 

far. You'd be 
' hey appeared nervous, 
• despite the odd 
, 'veal hitch and on 
.•.,ons being slightly 
u Jibe vocally, proved 

:,.. one of the best new 

have caught life falling off 
a precipice, lost before it 
hit the ground. and kindly 
brought it to the 
Rrecknock. 
They start bravely with 

and so naively classy. 
Tim Hoc, Kid Davison 

and Melvin l'l on bass, 
drums and rhythm 
respectively all look as if 
they can't believe what's 
happening. but with 

and they picked 
their way through a song 
about being all alone in 
the big city. The stage 
was set out like the roof of 
e tenement, suiting the 

come very 
wrong. Musically this 
band is improving with 
',and bounds 

MaLnbcehestedrirhnsevohf eePhil 

,..y metal bands around. 'Get Addicted', shaky, still play 
inspired wisdom and 

atmosphere of the son, 
Then. straight 

ynthesiset has added 
rr. 

Kitty formerly fronted 
... Angeles band before 

nervous, then vocalist 
monkey Warren breaks in subtlety which might 

but 
',song Blood., where the t'hes 'spac' dimension that 

the group's name implies. 

,o some session work 
Hobert Palmer. Nick, 
-''an (ex Pat Travers 
I and Streetwalkers, is 

eagerly as the sound 
begins to crack and spit 
-•we won t cause a 
revolution..." I know, but 

seem out of place, 
turns out charming. Oh. 
and a bearded poet, name 
of John Rowe treated r. 
to a short recital midway 

band swayed and strutted 
and Riche enioyed herself 
on guitar. I even found 
myself liking 'Chuck Fs In 

don't 

Of the ten songs they 
played, their first single 

'Girls in Acton' stood out 
like a topless 

-, qh quality drummer 
this was bass player 
, car's last gig for the 
I and a replacement is 
o sought 

'...-.Kitty played 11 songs 
• although most wete 
the ShOf I Ste. it was a 
- set. Particularly 

',ending were 'Time 
Ted and 'Paradise' 

. st the devastatin 

ws 

• 

they're causing some/hog 

right now. Hold tight, 
straight into 'This Is Your 
Ur,' with no time. no time 
to breathe even. 

Pete Davison's lead 
guitar w hine, wai ls ,,,,, 

bnelly, subtly - dernan 
ding attention , then 
explodes into controlled 
furious frenzy, feedback 
used with deadly precis. 

through the Aclict s set. I 
ereule have liked to have 

heard more 
The Adieu' set con. 

sieed or 21 numbers and 
they have yet to learn to 
pace it tamPertv. Amway. 

my mate Mick who doesn't like anything 
much, liked the Adicts 

moved and I haven't m 
been 

Love'. that I view 
now as lust anothet 
country and western 

influenced number, 
The best moments of 

the night, were the 
simplest. Rick* Lee alone 
a, the piano on , m e of 

her autoblographicai songs that she does so 

well. There was 
,c,,vitie ., with its „,,,, 

Men's dancer in the  tap 
room It's a pity they 
never had chart success 
with this. This new single. 
'Best Thing I Ever Did', 
even with its catchy 
chorus is not in the same 

league. For m y money the 
bouncy Occupied With 

You' weelderneeea beret 
single. 

*No -.••eet Walker' featured ' , . lik e the Damned "ever myself' nor s°,1.7- 
cited for  too long '"e 

tastefully sentimental Secrets' was 
fine number with some screeching, wailing 

axe-playing from Mr 
McKitty. Two of the more 
commercial numbers were 
'Shine Your Light' and 

-41 .--- . _ 
/ . I 4 

r 
knew how, And they're 
trying land succeeding so 
hard I don't know whether 
to laugh Of cry. The 
dancers are being 

good times start here, 

SUE BEER 

preamble about growing 
up and lost innocence Ah 
gosh, she even dedicated 
'On Saturday Afternoons 
in 1963' to her kid sister 

another 
the prophetic warning 
"We have seen your 
planet, tome is running 
out."emerging from the RICKIE LEE JONES 

'Caroline', with which they exhilarated and Dominion London But strangely it wasn't fog of lyrics, while Give 
"a closed following an encore bewildered by 'Sad Sad one of her own corn - me Some Space' - 

RICKIE LEE comes call .4. Boy', •Easy Way Out', positions that had the Joke between Le and the 

Support band The 
- law 'Younger Generation', Packaged in a Debbie greatest effect that night. Press" - is the bands 

States also played an 
a 'Numbers'. Harry leotard and toothy but Carol King's 'Up On way of telling audiences 

encore. namely 'So Long l. The Adios represent smile, making all the boys The Roof' delivered with and journalists alike that 

Goodbye', following their 
enthusiastic. hard • hitting 
performance, which was 
high lighted by 'Rollin' Out 

1 ' '" ' 
'tie,' t 

the furious face of youth 
Th think feel. corn. 
They —cate. make you 
dance to a sub's.« that is 

on the block fall over, 
Alright I was expecting 

another all American 
Charity's Angel clone - 

great pathos, 
With excellent pacing. 

Rieke teioined the band 
for the dirty charm of 

they intend lo be big. 
They won quite a few 

fans at the Fforde Green 
and no doubt reduced the 

The Dice a gutsy number ...Sid- sad effectively taking two simpering and telling the 'Easy Money' and bar takings by keening , 
with Jay Wilson and Barry 
Paul standing on lead 

guitars' STEVE 
t 1 

contrasting emotions by 
r,1 word and 051C mixing 

and matching making 

audience how marvellous 
they were and how 

....nett., it was to be in 

'Danny's All Star Joint, 
Ricky Lee can charm and 
then spit suddenly. Come 

people's attentions away 
horn from their Pints. The 
Invaders, it seems. are HAWKINS 

AND NORMAN 
SMITH E RS DONOVAN McKtrty. a rrla,Or 10,,a 

everything stern 
Hey, ICI'S dISCOSS our 

Britain, 
No. No. No Rick. Lee. 

back soon. Y'all hear» 
ROBIN SMITH 

winning the battle 
MARTIN ASHE 
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Poi11,14.5U5E •Mlu rtrruRd 
C950519 INrEerSidlei 

c96•S/Erf il LO 

5CaR90,0541, 
re0e•SeOrt,r, 
05.41Ses 
WuluSeOur Si Wet. 
ldeOn 

Ocl 

119 

23 

25 
24 

26 
29 
11 

•FnieL LolidOir Pot rTeele. Lee, 
•555u. Unekee, 
NotleGruNn Unovf 
154444c15551S• PotyleCht. 
me1051.5(4 PoLyteteeluC 
4,1415.150,01, PCI, ,te..15145C 
clele5 
.1•91e1.494 elegesue 
*ASOeld UnuesuST, u4.5, 
baum eluVoi1445' 
reeiOue• wreck. 

Ce1.05a515 , 
reriuM1915.de 
n555045414 
mete Le s 
eOriedeM1 

Cali r$'it LO 
tell• 
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THURSDAY 
SEPTEMBER 13 

ftAS1L DON. Double Se 00140, 
Ne Crabe 

BASILDON, Round Arse amedle 
LIMMINGHAN Me Ou/ 1021 622 

22331 Mery W.., 
BIRMINGMAN. Odeon 1021 643 

61011. The Pa/ Maromme 
BICESTER. Nags Head 
Saredgerernme 

BLACKPOOL Norbrece Grolle 
1573411 The Beemere 

BRADFORD. Man Westmte 
JALN Bad 

BRADFORD. Pommelle 1M1451 
Sermon 

BRIDGENO. Drones 1567581, 
Flea 

BRIGHTON. Nhon*. 1278.11 

H1311IGHYO.N. enlemem OW71 
Geno Wearnofen AM The 
Marn Jan Sand 

BRISTOL Trinity CoMg• 
1684472, The ...Mn 

CASTLEFORD. Bradley Anns 
1%72131 One AMR 

CHATHAM 1 en 0 Sturm 
1400187i One EoM.Nclos 

CHESTERFIELD, fuser. 1325841 
Dre Cho. 

COLNE. Unron Note WIT/7581. 
The Owerenner• 

DUNDEE. Tm... Royer Cam 
Ho. 1241741 Fenhe 

DERBY. Ta DI The »den», 
Mi S1.41325431 Lanle Tanp 
And TM Terme«. Rebele 

EDINBURGH, Amena 1031 NI 
16621 Heedbors I 1M 
Vennmee 

GLENROTHES, Ra. Am.. 
(79701) The Vierge 

GOSPORT. John P. 121111631. 
The Drealenonton remord 

HARROGATE, Gallop Club. 
Granby Hom i5030161. Clem 
C.* And mi, Foramberme 

HAYES. Adam And Fee UI 
Image Rowl, Ymer *Yen ,Sad 

lielZarreermee' ktIka 
Wou. 

NOVE. raer Gate Corrermenf 
Catre »am Seone 

LEEDS, Fan Cob. Brarwilme 
1E63252/ Me Rertose 

LEM:ESTER. Baies. IMoneder 
(26•521. Hie FlAnre 

UMNPOOL, Encarter 231178811. 
Pro.. / The DM 

UVISIPOOL &mare 1061 X» 
15511.111. Loggia / UseVerre 

LONDON. Milan 11•11. Por 
»Wb Ro. 101 118) 45801 
ChInuerom GIIC / Caleb 
Ami& 

LONDON, Albany Enterre 
ON». 101 1112 07119 The 
lemberiore / The Impie I Top 
Mu/ Ta d  

LONDON. Bosem None. Cen-
tune Tom MI 478 28801 
Morue/ The Clones 

Let.relnl 307-Sil. The Ad-Cernden 

eme 

LONDON. 101 Che Si John, 
HA, Cep.. SOI 223 63». 
Mea/. Herne 

`LOW BUDGET is actually worth spending 

money on, even in these El Skinto times. 

A miracle, yet.' 

l'HE 

IN 
LOW 

utugear 

Charles Shaar Murray. N.M.E. 

Current Chart Positions in America: 

BILLBOARD: No.11 with a bullet (last week 12). 
CASHBOX: No.17 with a bullet dast week 221. 

RECORD WORLD: No. 23 with a bullet (last week 30. 

LOW BUDGET THE KINKS NEW ALBUM 
Album: SPART 1099. Cassette:TCART1099. 

"MOVING PICTURES" THE KINKS NEW SINGLE. 
ARIST 300. 

&RASTA\ 

LONDON. Burines. 
Garden L242 5426/. Sger 

LONDON, Irope AM 1, 
'Mn 1013614610 

LON DON.Street 01 0̂m.pei..i:.;;., „  

LONDON. Music Machine 
Camion 101 387 042111, Del 
Feehmed/TaInf I %Mar 

Nedselle. KeneinOcir, 
101 NO ion 1 Local Oper.o. / 
TIN %made 

LONDON. New Golden Len. 
Fiseam 101 33630421 vie' s 

LONDON. Pegasus Stoke 
Narrera 101 226 63301, nad 
Menmee 

LONDON, Rock Geden Ciment 
Ganfen 101 240 »51 y V.1' 
lits And The Na 

LONDON. Renier Souregete 101 
936 41121 Chade Cree. / 

LOVD"13.714The Venue Vota. 
101E3155001. Atm TM F. 

LONDON. Windsor Cam.. 
Ham, Roed 101 2136 131031 
Bor 

MACCLESFIELD. Krumbles 
1237521 The Ormes 

MANCHESTER. Mollo Arorec5 
1061 273 11121 The Cromden 
Rally Canyford 

MANCHESTER. Tree Trade Hro 
t06 , 834 09431 Loudon 

. e..!E(Il NEWCASTLE  UPON 1 TNT 
Merle. 123109 , Sen., Mme 
Band , Lapone 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. CI. 
Hoor.r. 16109211 Mol Sms 

NORTHFLEEI, Men 1..o. Crete 
Hel Road Rame 

NORWICH. Criannels 1612.3091 
Mme 

NORWICH. Manco Hom Seent 
Nom 

PORTSMOUTH. MUS Nelson 
Valmy N'el 

PORT TALBOT. Trou.dor 
1779681 The lies 

SHEFFIELD. The Pane...in 
3858971 Zero 

SCARBOROUGH. Perde/ou. 
1637041 EF Bad 

SOUt HALL. Hernbrough Temen. 
Men 

SOUTSIALL Vade Sis. TM 

seerm. liMerey Mo. Lim 
NI Lm 

TAUNTON, Market Hom/133131. 

Mer CORNFOR TH. Soc. 
Club 5500. Spore 

WOlVERHAMPTON, Cry< Hm 
1281821 XTC I Tile Yachts 
The Der.., 

FRIDAY 
SEPTEMBER 14 

ABERAVON. rY,,e vo. Pon 
alboq 6072,, Dey• of Came 
Much 

AM/ILEUM. Censa Club An 
Future 

BASINGSTOKE, Magnum. 
(5/7571 Ove,. 

BIRKSGATE. Kercedy Frote 
Jo. Let 

BIRMNGIIAle. Me 0.1021 122 
22331 Mer y Wleqn 

BISHOPS STORTFORD, Tred 
Leetwe Caus 1563331 The 

13:=1"111., fAcan.sr 1603861 
No Eut 

BRIGHTON. ...mont 1258971 
Gao Weetengton And TM 
Rare Me Band 

BRIGHTON, top Re. 1293351 
Perweraten 

Hanbury Anna The 
UMM 

BURTON ON TRENT, 76 Cl. 
1610311 TM Mead. 

CAMBRIDGE, AMI.. 88748, 
Bromure 

CAMBRIDGE. Con Exonange 
04741, The Rule 

CARDIFF. Gramme 131700/ 
Merl Dog / 'Yom 

C ASTL T'ORO Crec Cane 
15565561 The Melon. r Arlon 
r Greene 

DUDLEY, !Bd 1576E171 Md 
Rente. 

DUL VER TON, Tom Mo 11,11, 
x-Certe I Vme Sou» 

EASTLEIGH, Town Hm h-
Rmena SM. 

EGREMONT. Towber 
18204/61. The Napel 

EXETER, Rem. 1580151 
GLENROTHES. Roth. I. • • 

1753701 Berlin Nom. 
GUILDSBOROUGH, ViNg• H. 
Ore Orne.' Free« 

HALIFAX. Mamie s Soweto... 
Bridge, JALN Band 

HARROGATE, Granby Note 
i5030461. Omo Corte And The 
Forme/none 

HAWICK, Tom. more. Anadm 
Play fo. 

HIGH WYC061111. RAF Bise 
Ya/my Yak 

Henley Cross Kerr 
19793501 Gomel R And The 
Mea. 

GLASGOW. boa 1041 332 
92211. LokaNn Wurmien III 

KEIGHLEY, Downton Club 
Cruso N" May 

KINGSOURY. Bendwegon. ken 
Atereemn 

KIRKLEVINGTON. Cern. Cl. 
Heedboye 

LEICESTER, Bedon Heynown 
1264421 Henri.« 

LIVERPOOL 3/1..1[61 236 78811 
SM« To Sem PaY 

LONDON. Blmk Bue High 
Street Limaiefo i01 de 
10261 Lit» Tom AM TM 
Tonne/me RN» 

LONDON. Buntert, Covent 
Garden 101 2425426c Score 

LONDON, Char. Palace 
Forer., Ourse 

LONDON DIngweasentearoden 
Lock 101 267 4917, Cherke 
&Me Md The Moderneenion 
r Inn« City Lirm 

LONDON. Flood< Bellroom 
Camden 01 »5 90061 The 

LONDON. IiaIly..n.wlslh 00.0., 
101 748 411811, The Crickee 

LONDON. Hom rd Anche 
151*010., 101 359 45101 Lee 
F.M., And Tb. Leilmemmor 

10•1005, 101 Club St Joas 
H.11 Clete 101 223 8330 
Veriaer On The Veroe 
Magne.. Sera 

LONOON, Menue* Mords., 
Stmet 101 437 66034 Cnrie 
Fados.. Blum Perm 

LONDON. Mooreght Rerway. 
Merl Flanr.roa Mme.. 
/ The Jeta 

LONDON. reusrc Macho.. 
Crocher 101 »7 0428. The 
Oultere / Upeeroce 

LONDON. Meer.. Kensington 
101 633 60711 Vermot. r tIsa 
Drel 

LONDON. Noy Solen Inn 
fiais, 101 316 »421 On Toe 

LONDON, Nerweree 
Peckhe, Red Tiare 

LONDON. Rate.. Finebury 
Pen Ku 26331141. MN Leyre., 

Mole 
LONDON. Roch Gala. Goyen, 
Garden 101 240 39511 
Teinerom 

LONDON, Mead Alben, New 
Crees Roa. Depeed, Rubber 

LO=, lave Clte. WW 
minet, The Shed.. 

LONDON. Two Br•eriers 
°entent 101 874 41281, Sep 

The V Vicia,. 
op, toi sbooi 
The Totem Onm 

LONDON. Wh« Len Pian 
Jeep 

LONDON. ennd•or Cas.. 
Melle 1.1011M 101 2M/3 8•33I. 
Ney Cool And No 'aber* 

MANCHESTER, Ferme, Rome 
Ra, Nene 1081 2135 B821,. 
The Chemin 

MANCHESTER, Free irae Hal 
1o61 834 Ope, Sem, lime. 
Band Del Lepperd 

MELTON IAOWSRAY. Pen, • 
Lady Kieby Beeen E• 
The Mear Bend 

MILTON KEYNES. ,.. 
Inn, Tlie Rumen. 

MOREL Y. RAF Swan,-
ANA, 

MUSSELBROUGel. Brunton Mall 
eno• Innocen ce / 51140 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. 
Mayle.1.231091 FechaZ 

NORWICH. Tne Canary, ...en 
»me Sème None 

NOT T1NGHAM. Sandpiper 
1543611 The Pire«. 

OXFORD New Theatre 1445447 
Sema. And The Sel.» 

Ctee 
OXFORD, Orarges And Tenons 

St Cernants 1426101 Chou 
Pare 

POOLE. Brewere Ares ffl33/. 
Toue 

RETFORD, Pommer. 17049811. 
Ne. X 

SOUTHAMPTON. Geurnent 
1297721. The Peak» 1 %Vat-
morne 

SALISBURY Blmkerd Roang 
(Os 

SOUTHEND. Meer. 171.6911 
Rowtheme 

SOUTHEND, lop Aleo Bendle 
S TR A FORD UPON AVON. 

Green Omoo., 138941 Dm.» 
Tors 

SUNDERLAND, Nec. 1575661 
Mme Spet 

TAUNTON. Odeon 12283. The 
Dans 

WALTON, Werton Hop Smell 
Won*. 

WEST RUNTON. Pool./ 2031 
BoOpe 

WORCESTER Golden Lion 
122591 Speely Mes 

SATURDAY 
SEPTEMBER 15 

AYLESBURY. Poles MAN The 
Res/Tre Mme* 

BARROW•IN FURNESS. 
Marre, . t25296/ JALN Band 

BIRKSGATE. KmalOy NOM 
CoMmue 

BIRMINGHAM, 8.811MrallOM 1021 
64331131 FTI Rernbow 

BIRMINGHAM, Rodas 1021 6.3 
01721 Seo hop, 

BIRMINGHAM. hde Out 1021 622 
72331 Mai Vita. 

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 1021 643 
61011 Sam, Mn., Reno / 

BISHOXITORTFORD. T reo 
Laisura C•ntre 1563331 
Tekeenev 

BLACKPOOL. ABC The..,. 
1242331 The Shede. 

CARDIFF, Grasaroot. 1317131 
Young Martes Gente / Fm E. 

CARSHALTON St Hem Ares 
101 5/12 28961 Inde Tony MS 
The Taon.. Rab. 

CHARD, 'Samedi SI Trimes 
Welche Park X-Certo IV. 

CerÉSTER, Bishop Ott., 
Coil.;. 1787911 
Sedoehonam 

COVENTRY. Lanch•ster 
Poheechn,c 1241841. TM 
Dm* 

DUDLEY. JB s 1531C071 Sa.., 
EDINBURGH. Oman 1031 677 

3805. Lauda Werrage CI 
EDINBURGH, The Meams 

P..,es Stone, 1031 725 77521 
Roy Harpe. / Boye Of tro 
101.00 , And Fende 15cona 
Campra In Reset The 
Aton.. Menace rery 11.02 
4.1 

GLASGOW. Amr. 1011 332 
92211 Boney 1/1 

HALIFAX. Good Mood Club The 
Oum 

HORNCHURCH, The Bull 
1421251 EF Rend 

LEICESTER. Barrow. Henowner 
126•821. leah Menue 

LEICESTER, De Montfort Hall 
1276321 The Rodrei Shed» 

LIVERPOOL. Tocs 1051 233 78111 
Teardrop Enelorem 1 Edo Md 
tOi 13..errynun I X-Pelbr. 
/-1/ ROC,. Omar. 1051 709 
r The Bay» 

e,si.noik. Carrela 
405 3073, Tanne SI.... 

',UN. Bridge HM.. T.-

, Town 101 476 551 
illd Lyre.. HO Bend 

Mumle.S, Convent 
Garden 101242542N Scenr 

LONDON, The CeMr, Cal Sharp 
Hm. Rmente Perk Road 
Cenden Ton, Sem Cannon 

LONDON, Cagerelb, Corn. 
Lee (01 26, 49871. Roy 
Sondlolrn Band / Sem, ION 
tee 

LONDON. Dulie of Lercas.. 
New Memel 101 4» 04E61 
M'y The Fer. 

LONDON, Hope Md Anchor 
Menton 101 »3 45101, 6.5 
Stem A.0 Rce 

LONDON, 101 Dub. St John s 
Cleplern 101 223 600.1 

LemenrIce 
LONDON Mare. Waldo.,  
Sn'. • I .37 09631, The 

Porterhouse Club 
20 Carolgate, Retford, Notts 

Fri 14th Sept. 

BRAND X 

FISCHER Z  
Sat 15th Sept 
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LONDON, Moo...st Resere, 
West...g... 101677 

1473! Xdreeneste !TM Mbe 
LONDON. Mo.,, d n 
• Carne, Mach,e 

en 10 1 387 04281 
Nol.ere !Cane M.p. 

LONDON, Nashree sen..' 
101 663 60711 Weee !1141; 
penny 

LONDON, Ne« Golden loe COI 
366 » 47, Ray Cool And TN 
Icebergs 

LONDON. Re nte. En...y 
• 101 263 31401 Na. Loto. 

Wire 
LONDON. Roy., Southeele 101 
8664112 , Nome 

L.CMIDcw. 
Saine End Lena Color,01 So'491 

3293, Red,. 
LONDON, Swan H "'"'" 
M I go,746 1C431 Lo Z  

LONDON, The von, 
101 834 5601 Br.. 

LONDON, Wennot 
101 928 6083, Sopes 

MANCHESTER. Marethke, ,06n 
834 3987 , Th. Redue..  

MIDDLESBROUGH. rlocà 
Cerce., .2eldrier, The R.N.! 
Ail Feede 

OXFORD. Ne. I heaao 144644 
The PcNe !Moero." 

READING. lame  
(595881., Zich Cool"' 

RETFORD. Irone, 
Itaches2 

SCAMPTON, RAF Son.. Mud 
SHEFFIELD. Cence. re 

.793223,, Nro 
SOUTHALL, H.,oboloogfl 

STTAar':',13RSIP'«OGE.' 
CMps 

Ha. 1041 3» 26767.el  

tu 9e AY, Nb..., 1228.21 
Stones 

WATFORD, Red bon 129208I 
TM 8,4.06010. .  

WEST RUNTON, Peal. 1203 
C... 04 D.I.. 

WOO tH1"G' 54.1,09 1.49.4•11 
Ro,.,?. Stone 

SUNDAY 
SEPTEMBER 16 

ARBROATH. Condo C. Mehe 
BIRMINGHAM. R. bon 51'..11y 

021.144 10301 Te. Ca. 
BIRMINGHAM. Ste Net C. 
s,1s3denar ove Ouen Bouge. 

STORTFORD. Toul 
Lee,. Centre .56333 ,, en 
ounan'are, 

BRADFORD. Ronce,. 17.861 
H. Ica 

BRIGHTON. Je.H110.. 126697. 
Gano Weahinolon and The 
Rem Mrn EN. 

BRISTOL, Cohue, no 17,3,766, 
NN Logeealreffle 

BURSLEM. Grorpe Hoto Ieoh. 
c 8. en. 21, TN Y 
s>171 ".%kon' Neuronce. S" 
Vesce 

CHELMSFORD, Cdv T"e'n 
,4126011 Local Openuo  

CROYDON. Grayhound 101,081 
14451 Th.006*Ie1 Salad.. 

EDINBURGH, euh., 10 
Road 1031 229 1925181:Z' n 
114.4.1.The 

GLASGOW. Apollo KHI 332 
92 

GUILDFORD. Ci. HO 167317 
17637011 Fos 

XTC/The T.chts/The OMUWOS 

1751731 M. Modem "s1'.1 
GUILDFORD, Royat 

JACKSDALE. gre, To 
1Loebtons 32321 The Rue:p." 

LEEDS. Eton, Caere 14909841 
Ouerla 

LEICESTER De Moaton Hot 
1276321 TIN PoldedNearnanne 

LONDON. e•aa• Hoa» Cao 
rang Town e01-474 26691 
R.m. Dewn Soulever, 

LONDON. 101 Club. SI 
14,11 0.0.. 101 e3 tore, 

1.9VeptN, Brocs.. Corde, 
s 33231 Sed Among 

LON"leOrB•rege Nouss• 
nn.9 Town MI 476 MM, Tow 

LOtDre SC'e«selle I oon 10 
672 7018 The Con11.7 

LONDON, Congo 
.0.1 261 4967 R. Bey: 

And s.oceTeernenal Snack 

LONDON, Dake of cancan 
New Ramat 101 4.0465, Oenre 
Es. Jacta 

LONDON. liammenm Ode. 
lOI 741., 

100410 
LONDON. Hooe And Monet 
..31. 101 359 45101 SoN 

LO ,T.1,00...N W 

LONDON. 14..yea Nen 
101-603 60/11 c17:':,'7. 
Nouv...The 

LONDON. New GHe.eH 
F.., 10 , 385 3.2, Bor= 
Broden Bond 

LONDON. Rock Gode. C1H/11H1 
101 2.0 316 11. Lee 

LONDON I . Tb,., Rabbds 
Rood ENI 

Reeite 
LONDON, Toron... No. 111 

101 445 .1 10'/'. 
11,1111,1010110.11.1.11 

LONDON. Tneynned won,. 
101 855 33711 C.senel Nen:S; 

$.11/.1/1V FII•er 

He, 

ELLO ELLO EN, THE POLICE, Op... Mme. cOnen01 th. round ofdLety the. vesse 
Bernenghant Odeon (Thursdey). Southampton Sacreront. lEndayl. Oxford New Theatre 
ISat redus, Le.rester De Montfort HO ISundayl Swan.* Top Penh I TresdaVl and 
Cargrff Top Rank IVVednesday, The tour cancale. me Me reNe. of "Ove tingle 
'Message ln A Bottle. end fonda heaxlculled support on ad dates comes from the ont, 
bond set,' an alternera nome. WAIMONA RIZ 

LONDON. 'he Yen 
101433455001 Brode % 

LONDON. Va,ndsty Cesde ' 
enan Road 101.286 5403, H  

ReenniOs MtNCHESTER, Ases°. Nase,. 
061273 11121 The SNe.... 1 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. c., 
NA 1203071 1.014W,Werb 
«net en 

NORTH PORTLAND. Wobna 
Men. Club Raki And the 

PAISLEY. TUL Cl. Suce. 111,, a  
, PL YMOUTN. C/Onel 66136, 

SCARBOROUGH, Penthousa 
1632041 An F...• 

VVHEAT LET HILL, Woo. 
Men, CILA, 1111/111•5011/1 

MONDAY 
SEPTEMBER 17 

BRIGHTON, Dore 16821271 HM 
L0sv1m. We. 

Cockner s Club The 

BURSLEM, GUO/ 51/1 140111 
qua21, The Wenkleefflown 
NurobceSpkt Veen 
EDINBURGH. Tatar, s 1031 566 
VIII T. CheekeneAnaeher 

GOW *paso 1041 332 

G PAO Na72456 "1.1'". 

GL7LAr,,, 

LEEDS. .. „.s.. NOM Coee 1 . n.3984: 

LEICESTER, De Moellon 
c12,„76 S Don 

LONDON, 1,31 chm sr Job., 
1,1,,,,,..nC1..,..Nro 9 u.101 723 830 , 

LONDON, edge Nase Cae 
7,̂ 9 Town 101 476 28891 LATIe 
Pleortenehe Feoe 
LONDON. °agnelle Cern. 

,TI 267 49871 Rescunq 
51.1.0, yp,SIM.Iafl,4 

LONDON. Hall 1/1., L 
on. 'Dard Blouse Bard 

one 

Campe. 
LONDON. Hope And Are. 
19.115100 .01 359 4510. P 

...... IN LONDON. Kenenoon gnesee 
1.1110005 101 603 32461 Lon«. 

ZLoo ÓNDON, Marpuee, Weed 
Suse M1 437E0031 EN Br.« 
LONDON. s JØ'01511 
Soeet. 101 193 4623, Mage  
LONDON, Moe,c Mach.", 
Camden 101 387 0412811 
rocowrote,.. s‘.Prtel. Bral.DIclen 

LFC:4,.132N,s., .Nees...., 
The Nones 

Sub (SI'S 
Who.« Bond 
LONDON, itnbow. N'eut, 
Pad 101 263 31401 XTC/The 

LONDON. Rocs Geo. Co en 
Gante 101 240 3561,, the 

L?NOCNI. T'amen. n 
1 1 856 33711 Rome /NI, 

MANCHESTER. Golden 
1061 £37 76141 "" 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
Ho 1200,37, Bon. . 1' 
WHITEHAVEN. Whoeboase 
Clot. Ce. Weategten Md TN 
Ron .1.1 Bard 

101 003 60711 Clop1:"."14r 

TUESDAY 
SEPTEMBER 18 

ABERDEEN ...1/lea ,29092 
Bonn Blond« The Tom 

ANGLESEY. PI. n 

de, 
F1.111 Ham, BIRMINGHAM. Go 1)1."1 

1021 564 2E05, IN Owen' 
BISHOPS STORTFORO Te. 

Lesure Conte 1563331 The 

CArle BR RD, e 10Ge' S134)  T'", op »mol 
BRIGHTON. R d 721; 713.1 
Tee Laer. 

BRISTOL. Cobb., 11.11 2118 

TM Verbes T'neDERBY. Assembly R*on't 

131111 2266) LtTJdW, W..n 
TItI 

°U GLASGOW. CloseeCe' C HoTel 24074: , 704'; 

649 45 Mette. Pen; F 
G, 

n 

TH Rote. A! 
1753701' $10.41 P.76II. 

P301CM. Ge.ont 153641, N. 

Tshe...64.. , 1N . 
, 

LEEDS 11.4e G,ene (490984' 

LEICESTER. De HIcHilorl 
......(27153?«.., S. et.T„:".0„. And The 

LONDON. EIncr H 

LOn''NDO'ét711.neee"  4.11617eseeEe.'(4; 
Lock. 101 267 4967 ceu,Z 

LOGel;$1', p""'"'e HoReAnd Ancha 
1emplon 101 349 4510, FIN 
Bembo* 

LONDON, 101 Dub. SI John 
11/11 Cl»/../H ,01223 
The Pannode 

LONDON. M.looee. 
101 437 ENSI,. Azd 

Pc.4 
LONDON. Mivr.DeHe s J'en, 

499 46231 Phar Sort 101 e 
• TM 

LONDON, Moonsehl Reno. 
Wo.1 H.neesed. 101 677 
14731 Timon 

LONDON. Muec moch, 
Comme Mt »7 04251 ZonaI 
Pa.% / Tho Meeemes 

LONDON. Nashelle Karen,.1'1' 
MI ECO 61371) M .VOS es s  

LONDON. Wmdeo , Cef 
Herbe. Ro. .01 286 84031 
Andy Bect Sand 

LONDON. sOsN„T,,ha 

MAC. ,N 144ES s., .. .. 
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By PAUL SEXTON 

Speaking and 
mixing with GLI 

Glfs new FRA-2 fol range speakers 

A COUPLE of new offerings from GLI, the 
"Discotheque Consultants" people based in 
London's Montagu Square. First off, the 
ERA-2. a full range speaker designed for smaller 
clubs and restaurants. Its a compact, 
friendly-looking little number, finished in black 
with a perforated steel grill and dimensions of 
20in a 19in x 9in, with a shipping weight of 
30lbs. 

The FRA-2 can handle between 30 and 150 watts 
of power and produces more than 99db one meter 
away with one wan input. So you wanna get 
technical , The speaker has a nominal impedance of 
eight ohms and smooth frequency response 50-20 
KHz. Its sound dispersion is wide, at 90 degrees x 
Si degrees. The long-term maximum acoustic output 
is 106db for one meter, and the unit features GLI's 
Coil Guard, their orignal protective circuit. The 
FRA-2 retails at 1225. 

GLI's second new item rs the PMX.9003, a new 
mixer equalrser. Features include: two sets of 
Switchable line and phono inputs each one having its 
tewn slide level control, furl cueng capabilities with 
level control and selector switch, illuminated VU 
meters with calibrated sensitivity control; comolete 
microphone facades for normal. standby and 
talkover modes; a five-band graphic equaliser, a 
master volume control, a rack mount panel and two 
sets of stereo main outputs We don't have the room 
to go into all the features and specifications of the 
mixer, but theme one more detail you can't do 
without, the price, which is f269 retail. 

At the moment GLI equipment is only available 
from the firm itself and one retail shop, HEW 
Audio-Visual, 114 and 146 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2. Gus Managing Director. Greg James 
falso DJ at the Embassy Club, incidentally) says that 
he hopes to establish about 12 new retail outlets, in 
12 different "regions" of the country, when he's at 
the BADEM exhibition this week Gus number is 
10119350229 and their address 21 Montagu Square 
London W1H 1RF 

BADEM - THE BEST DISCOTEK IN TOWN 

CABLES LYING all over 
the floor, manic elec. 
tricorn perched at the top 
of stepladders, company 
serfs scurrying about 
pushing pieces of 
equipment Into position. 
One hour to go .. 

The Bloomsbury Centre 
Hotel doesn't look like the 
sort uf place you'd find 
hundreds of people from 
the disco baligarne. For 8 
start all that naughty loud 
music and garish lighting 
don't seen, to match the 
cultured setting But for 
three days this week, the 

Hotel is housing Drscotek 
79, the annual BADEM 
exhibition And that 
picture of confusion was 
the real one around 
midday on Tuesday as all 
the exhibitors got ready 
for the big off. 

All the action's hap-
pening in one big room in 
the i,g¢ hotel, a room 
lust crammed with more 
than a hundred different 
stands shown-bp between 
them, rust about every 
facet of this 
megabusiness. Some 

firhis have hit Drscotek 79 
in a big way. Dave Simms 
Music Products, for one, 
have a stand which seems 
to display everything they 
do, and Cloud 
Professional Equipment 
have a fair-sized stand 
showing, among other 
things, their Series 7, 9 
and 10 decks. 

Lighting effects 
promise to make quite an 
impact at Discotek 79, 
since they're developing 
so quickly Lally and 
Elkington ILIghting and 

Sound) are there with 
some impressive ''star-
shaped" light boards; 
Northern Lights are, 
naturally, in attendance, 
next to Ophkinetics. who 
sound their own horn with 
a projection saying 
"Lighting Effects Sup-
plied By Optiluniatics". 

And Pluto Electronics 
have some good func-
tional light signs, shining 
"Bar" or "Open- or 
"Snacks". Just the sort of 
sign VOu might need to 
see in a disco -- especially 

FOCUS ON: LASERTRONICS 

Sooner or laser 
IN LAST week"_s 
gripping instalment, we 
saw how Lasenronics, 
of downtown 
Westgate-on-Sea, 
were reaching out in 
the world of lasers for 
disco usage. Now stay 
with us, won't you, as 
we take a trip down 
memory lane to plot the 
development of the 
firm and its supremo, 
your friend and mine, 
let's hear it for Mike 
Geary. 

Lasers might seem like 
a feature of the late 
seventies, but Mike Geary 
was excenmenting with 
them some 10 years ago. 
Mike's father was a 
theatre electrician, and 
the young artist divided 
his time between helping 
his old man for some extra 
money, and earning a 
crust as a musician, a 
"mediocre" one by his 
own description. Or was it 
that he 'term a crust as an 
electrician and played a bit 
of music on the aide? 
Well, you won't lose any 
sleep over it either way, 
but it seems that the 

electrician in him won 
through. 

For a time he combined 
a light show with his 
band, but then Mike went 
through a pretty hairy 
period, to say the least, 
when he contracted 
cancer of the right leg. He 
was told the leg had to 
corne off and his life was 
even in danger fee a time 
The music, and the in-
struments, went out of 
the window — all except 
for his drums, which he 
held on to - and Geary 
decided to give elec • 
troncs a go That illness 
had made him think a bit. 
and now it was time to act 
positive. 

Mike approached 
Meteor Lighting — ap-
proaching rather slowly. 
because he was still on 
crutches at the time — to 
ask if they had any work. 
They said he could join as 
a designer, the next das 
Join , He took over th, 
place, becoming Menare.-. 
and then fetching a 
transfer fee wher • 
moved to Tonal ol 
Titchlield Street. Here r 
was Chief Designer and 
built the Tonal 

THE FIRST EVENT FOR PROFESSIONALS 
THE BRITISH DISCOTHEQUE CONVENTION AT 

FR EIPICHIES 
CAMBERLEY, SURREY, ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 2nd 1979 

Including all major record companies, club managers and promoters. 'Is Chris Hill, 
Robbie Vincent, Ian Levine, Chris Brown, Sean French, Steve Wei. etc, etc 
Limited Tickets Price £5.50 to include Buffet and Cabaret, available from 

Paul Wheeler or Robin Nash, Perhan Old Lane Gardens, Cobham, Surrey, 
Or Phone East Horsley 104865) 2531 

showrooms. 
Geary's next move was 

to form Changlen Ltd. 
which began life as a 
general electrical and 
small design work firm 
Lasers became practical 
for the firm when Mike 
managed to design a 
controllable model He 
sold some to Tonal and 
marketed the rest under 
the new name Laser. 
ironic, That's when 
lasers meet electronics. 
Smart eh , 

There's one event 
which Mike Geary con-
alders really putted 
Lasertronics on its way. 
That was when BBC's 
'Tomorrow's World' 
commissioned him to 
build a mini laser, so that 
TW could explain lasers to 
the masses They do take 
some explaining and I 
don't profess to un-
derstand them, but the 

Lasertronics system 
basically uses a pair of 
electrically controlled 
mirrors which move the 
laser beam In two 
directions, horizontal and 
vertical. When the 
directions combine the 
beam is pinpointed at one 
point on the screen. 

Those are the basics of 
what has become a very 
profitable business for 
GearY'S Lasertronics. 
They've become the 
acknowledged bosses in 
Europe as far as lasers are 
concerned and expect a 
turnover of something 
near one million pounds 
this year And you can't 
say that Mike Gear,/ 
doesn't deserve it He 
struck me ss being too 
honest, too straight-
forward, darnrnit too NICE 
to succeed. But he has 
and that's very plealm9. 

WHERE 17 all happens 

Wesf gare-On-See. 

the Lasertronics factory. 

Zero 88 Lighting Ltd are 
there with thee Light' 
master series of lighting 
control boxes, NH 
Electronics have a range 
of good chunky speakers, 
and t could go on But you 
need to be there The 
details again, and you'll 
need to hurry Orscotek 79 
remains open until 8 pm 
tonight 1Wednesdayl and 
it's open tomorrow 
1Thursday) from 10 am 
until 6 pen, And don't 
forget to look ir, at the 
RECORD MIRROR stand. 

Pinner 
Rose 
on 
me 
ANDY MANN. of the 
Record and Disco Centre 
in Pinner, rang me the 
other day to proudly tell 
me about the moving and 
exlfferSion of the shOO. 
And he did mean 
expansion — the shop rs 
currently at 350 Baynes 
Lane and is moving over 
the road to 355, to a shop 
some sit times larger. 
Well, it pays to think big. 
Andy c6-runs the shop 

with another DJ. Greg 
Jensen, and describes it 
as a "DJ's one-stop". The 
new shop will be the 
music department, with 
more than a few records 
on sale — disco music, 
predominantly, including 
soul and imports. Then 
there'll be a basement, 
taking the formola disco 
showroom with a 
selection of consuls, 
lighting, speakers and the 
rest. The new shop was 
,,pened on Monday of this 

by Canna' Radio's 
Edwards and the 

iiisaders' "guest 
.ricaliSt. Randy Crawford. 

This week there'll be 
fiffns of exhibitors 

r the shop, and some 
Tuectal offers as well, The 
Record and Disco Centre 
is still only a couple of 
nvnutes front Rayners 
Lane tube station, but the 
new number is 356 
Rayners lane, Pinner,. 
Middx. T he phone 
number. 1011 ea 8637. So 
don't be surprised when 
the shop looks a little 
bigger than the last time 
You saw it. 
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e PULSAR 
THE ZERO 3000 VERSATILITY 

RELIABILITY AND VALUE FOR MONEY IS 
OUR BUSINESS 

MAKE PULSAR PART OF YOURS 

£89.00 + VAT 

JOIN THE PROFESSIONALS NOW 
GET INTO PULSAR LIGHT 

HENLEY ROAD, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND 
Tel. 102231 66798 Telex 81697 

 • 

WE BUY DISCOS bp pekes paid 
for Disco Equipment 

Sd quickly — phone 01-546 9877 for a quick cosh deal 
We also sell gear . . 

Fantastic selection new and used discos speakers, 

lighting, etc. 
Instant credit up to MO P/ex welcomed, Fast repair 

service. 
Access Barclaycard 

ABC &comet 
MUSIC 56 SurbilOn Road, Kingston 01-546 9877 

Newbury Disco 
Centre 

43B Bartholomew Street, 
Newbury, 
Berkshire 

Tel: (0635) 47537 

Now open 6 days a week 
Monday — Saturday 

9am — 5pm. 

Other times by arrangement. 
Enquiries outside normal hours please ring 

(0635) 64969 

Large stocks of the latest discotheque sound 
and lighting equipment plus Record Bar 

specialising in Disco Music. 

Hire Purchase arranged (usually within an 
hour). 

Access and Barclay Card facilities. 

HELP DISCO 
CENTRE 

The Disco Etpulpuseest 

Sins People 
Send I or Pnc• Lkst 

197 Neese Rued 

Colley Green 

Ricemeneworth, Ilerts 

Tel: Westford 44122 

ATTENTION ALL 
DJ's 
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co.,", 
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Ai .1MW No VAT 

ROLL YOUR OWN CABINETS? 
ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPLIES 

MOM OHNp ihrwe for 
CASTORS MIN HANDS» COWIN», IMPTCH3TH 

SALMI CATCNIS MINCIS MEOW. MID INAMTWASE 
CORNERS PIPINGS TRIM ETC 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
»  • W  Is Mow«. Certelorme 

Uoso El »Mee Merlso Ganger itaad Saw.. W •••• Sit »A 

SUMMER TIME 

zoo 

Oti all DOM Cu.,.,! O. 

you oov Coon of e 
SPECIALS! SE SPEAKERS 

1371WATT fel 

WE IL MATCH ANY 
ONE ELSE'S PRICE 
ON DISCO 
EQUIPMENT 

• - 
winntesi 

et 
SOUR »OS 

MT TO 
- VAT 

DISCOUNTED PRICE 
PULSAR LIGHT 

ZE.070œ.va, 

SEE GRAPHIC WO. nIH, 
DISCO SOLD MG UR OVER 

r RR PRICE MS 00 

ni_III (IN 00 

PNASE III II» OS 

»FACILITIES,. 'IN No ow worm. 
on. reerve ) was Pin. 

VOW  CONNT TS MINAMMINTS MONA WILL SIOCCID EMI. 
QUM» CLOUD C IRONIC TS DISCOSOUNO SHORE Ir• 

SOUNDOUT PULSAR OPTIWNETICS PAL Mow 

Me HIGH ROAD. CHADWELL HEATH ESSEX TEL ti nitric 

OWN 
MON »T • IS 70 

'15% OFF these CONSOLES 
CLOUD CALBARRIE 
SERIES 7 non(' Pro MONO 150W 
SERIES 13 mono STEREO WIDGET 150 • 150W 
SERIES 9 stereo MONO Ludo., 150W 

Pen Exchange No Deposit Credit Facilities 
Si Sil Order • Secondhend Equipment Servicing 
DIY Service Speakers Reconed Open Mon Sit 

• While Stocks Lest 

7581 

WELLINGTON STRUT 

LUTON (UI SAA 

ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE 

(05112) 

411733 

or 

39021 

READIRG 
DISCO GERTIRE 

NEW IN THIS MONTH 
&stymie Series I mono Console at WO inc VAT 
120 Watts NMS Plus 100 wan Speakers at (45 00 

each 
Lighting display must be seen 

Full range of Discosound equipment in stock Dark 
Maois)., and M•gnurn Plus Speakers 

HP ARRANGED WITHIN THE HOUR 

Open 7 days per week (Sunday by appointment 
only) 106, II 30 on Thursdays 

READING 697142 
51 RAVENSBOURNE DRIVE, WOODLEY 

READING. BERKSHIRE 

DOVETAILED DISCO 
REconoINQ All Once, woLpo 

&P&P 
CASES Yaks t 

SINGLES 
100,501200 (1,75 RON DO VI 
Appros pm 1, too 273 StOurtutdge Rd 
APprox I5001 111.00 Nollu Neu. Dudley 
ADM. LP es L1775 west tinasanos 

UK only Tel (0311) 77137 

euem 
mew cesge 

Equipment Sale. end Hire 

Club Installation Undertaken 
Mail Order Available 

Open Monday Saturday 
10 am 6 prn 

6 Baylord Road 

L.011ehelnlptoo 

West Susse. 
Telephone 74115e 

NOW OPEN IN REIGATE. SURREY 

DENNIS JASON 
DISCOTHEQUE SHOWROOM 

,YDCIUS/S 

SOUNDOUT • CITRONiC 
STAR LIGHTING EFFECTS F 

Tuesday•SonedaylDEKom lare N 3' • 

53 LESBOURNE ROAD, REIGATE. SURREY 
Tel: REIGATE 411144 

SEND NOW FOR COUPLE TI • 

I CARRY SOUNDS 
YOU CARRY LOAD 
We lor »memo T. re. 

MoNN Hue Kest bet, 
yea end telephere I ke, 

ire re deg Dore Swede 
If heorested eke« 

236.7447 Ext. 293 
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iiET BETWEEN THE PAGES 
OF SOUIRE'S NEW 
CATALOGUE- THEN YOU'RE 
REALLY INTO 
DISCO! 

• The MOO 
comprehensive 

«a! 
compiled 

BRAND 
NEW 

COVER TO 
COVER 

11181773 

RN. •naele. ere.. Men. lolum. 

DISCO 0 
DEAL OF% 
THE 
, 

rÁ 

0 GLOM Inal CENME 
A 9 Market %.d.. eeeee Telephone 35084 

‘\% 

Sound... Soundcentres wan amplifiers 
Rec Price f583.50 Our Price ORO 00 

Citronic Delaware 
Rec Price 046.01) Our Price CZ75.00 

Solar 250 . Rev Price 182 CO Our Price (56.00 

Solar 100B. Rec Price E66.00 Our Price £50 00 

GDC Tone Er Jingle Machine 
Mec Price £75.00 Our Price (80 OD 

GDC 4 channel sequence and sound to light 
unit . Rec Price £70.00 Our Price 146 00 

Gerrod Disco Drive 80 
Mec Price Et7a.00 Our Price E22.00 

Optikinatic Sound Anomalor 
Roc Price 1-72 CID Our Price f80.03 

Record Boxes (holds 5001 
Rec Price £19.00 Our Price fl7 00 

Rope Lights Multicoloured 30ft 
Roc Price f75 OD Our Price £1080 

Puai Lights Am Price £29 00 Our Price £20 00 
All prices plus VAT 

• Part exchange and finance 

• U. K and Overseas Mail Order 

• Open six days a week 
• Generous discounts on all sales over E100 
• Stockist, of all eart nr1 fie(1tW 

DISCOLAND DISCOLAND 

377 LEWISHAM NIGH STRUT. UMW« 5E13 
TELEPHONE 01450 2205/1 

• NOW AVAILABlé FROM STOCK THE • 

• AMAZING COMPS SYNTHALITÉ • 

Ontcf124 Inc UK Delmay 
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DISCOLAND DISCOLAND 

DISCO BARN 
20 THORNET LANE SOUTH, IVER, BUCKS 

Tel. (Iyer) 653171 
Complete range of Discotheque and 

Lighting Equipment available 
Also secondhand Equipment 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH 
Orange lElectrovoicel Full Range Bins 

C299 each 
HP M: Order. Pan Exchange, Disco Equipment 

Hire and Repair 
Open 10 6 pm Monday to Saturda, 

Late Night Thursday toll 8 On, 
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DISCO SALES & HIRE 
Present their DS 1000 Series 

REFLEX SPEAKERS: Built to a high quality in 31/4 inch 
marine ply with heavy duty lealhercloth covering in a 
sem, flight case format These speakers use Electro. 
Voice components in a cabinet designed by computer to 
the highest tollerances. 

CONSOLE: Is available in two forms, as standard using 
the Garrard SP25 Mk VI decks, or in deluxe form using 
the new BSR P184 decks with variable speed, 12 inch 
platter. and strobascope Stanton 500AL cartridges are 

also fitted as is the superb Citronic 607 mixer. 

AFTER THE SHOW VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
FOR A DEMONSTRATION! 

OPEN 10 am to 1.30 pm and 2.30 to 8 pm Mon to Sat 

CLOSED ON TUESDAYS 

THE ABOVE AIRE EXCLUSIVE TO: 

Disco Sales & Hire Ltd 
378-380 Vale Road, Ash Vale, Aldershot, Hants. 

Te, Farnborough (020. 5137'3 for further details 

Ni(IDIPTIVIIELN 
89 SCOTFORTH ROAD • LANCASTER 

Tal i 0524-62634 

idols. Projectors, Strobes. Sound blight Co, 
Machines. Mirrorballs. Pvrohash Systems. Fee 0e,,, •o ,.,. 

Bubble Machine, Pero Horns.Mecrophones D5la - ds 

Part of the product range soliable trom Northern Lights 
Drstributors for the foliomng manufacturers 

OPTIKINETICS - PULSAR PLUTO. LE MAITRE. ILLUSION 
7••••• weeps* so 1. Miroso Pose WA sn T.* 

SPECIA841.4 
PACKAGE 

IkI'I ÔMPRISING. 
Auto/sound sequencer, 
2 Four-way Light boxes, 
and ALL plugs, leads and 

bulbs 

P•noral «Ilan 
Sand chores/penal ortler MY•bl• 

A.BRASSETT8CO 

se 01 MAP 
oet-swe £13 

SPECIAL MATURES 

I off., all 
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DISCO DATES 
WEDNESDAY 1121111-Torre hot to Moore Moro Geroeti. 
rep? aim tairrepl=rvs. So09 :r.tIre Rnoyper FRIDAYade , 

Ferrer. Yore GM. SATURDAY 1151 Rus %Ms room, 
Oro Dept at kree Park boron s 'F. For Muse meteor as 

annereesery wen re rumor and !err, noted down be 
the ere Robre Pees. Er Froggy funk Southgate Rom, Radio 
Ttenre Dale Wier Et Steve Young Or out treebee is South 
Nonnenton Starner Cary Cho MI out 281 lan Rehr th rent 
it Leeeste's New Crew«. Steve Dee Mtn TOM Green Verge 
Kr WEDNESDAY 1191 ret Roan, At Ti,. Top cremes es 90, 
Amer, Gala O oar f 1-200 not 
pece roe... met are Page 3 mom mono 'ewe .t s lee hest 
Vole. libIa re 

CONFUSED, 
WORTHING 

JOHNSTONE, more on err, 203561 has ber 
• ,ue by recent comments an ths oar Fast oh he MI« • I 
. r *tee* John Leer 1Brohton Merl a berg b o called 

he a boycott of WEA products. a roe spoken to now Din 
«no OM Wrenn, that usual responee ber rot • Mr, 
s nodo.natI1cok " Mere so but John twee ra guy hhn 

• t to nn more0 terror and reed he • not Nounog anr 
rods. UK or IMO. Joseph ConIm.e. 'Remâng 

men rod D. not creating to. records, I rn red you no, 
tom eon trey - who do you men made on out 

-reet Me Md You Dorm, Stemo Gye, John. Mer. 
troy Booth.., Ferree. ELF,. Benem h Nancy Deer Tyro . 
• . rote mono ord nottrtyg m rho but pg1 0.1. In I 
.1r herd work of or Dish.' ro The comment was anit • 
A s mourn on th e mane, and wee not nyne am,u , 
comes to tee records your row moored yu. • • - 

• ... rely` Norse and ILS 1 II pot you come III 
play Me Monet has meted rag, to chmta the , • , 
'orken and Sown Gm «ere round at a htp In 

,., eye, an the clubs for months before err red, • 
and ow hots came Me And You. ohm Maths. . 

....heb Nancy Dee were caned by pro m as mac , .. 
to gettong rarer Wore deco rocts seamed rot. 

• • "...or the Doolem and Regan, Brothers wee C. 
• ...., be gay, them met. good record., L...• 
• ... hat Over 1,0 enough of our chat D. 'lean/ • 

••• 'he Beams has nil ro 90 ern one morn' The ra. r .• 
•re rot mums of Oh are lumber mot ammo 
robot IC ne« neords unrd um con be seen lend tee,: 

rote" There's an odd Mt ot Free our tour • 

mead Toes born Mom, up 00111 den 
heoce tIll enponance of Mrs, 

groan a not downer, W I More 
o the Orrery rm* Soil. deco Des 

• ...rep new moor ther can get • rarton lave, 
• h Ore • poor. lure Mere but It Pr to r. 

r my do Pey nor the may beg re Rear ra ...• 
• ,04 nee. Mortunetely Ser rt mod thet ores 

front • marl at de err of chart positron when moo ei: 
' mch e mOrr ilt,qt lo per tor Me achemeng. let Om a . 

.. terror *meet .relly. Joggle concludes, "tame YOU eut, 
ro buy inocos down hera on the South Core If you could get 
for roots, who's f00,5' enough to Mohr e tgle 13n 
re, of . St nee rout «err f7 a ¡IOU In Mist lip/Mgt:15 

sm. every week, oto records and wen all the other rpm. I 
1 moo bra egg." Wed -err I'm earn tom It, oat 5h00 (OIS 
- Vet,. mooing Moor Into Me ground to, no owed leery to 

met You Moen, anew what you tIO or° eared( de 
• e at the same One I'm ore Mat thre eta "cowboy ' who should 
, to get re op lannoson at F7 a ogl11. who's wearing the 

elm would be lit,. rear dal. pocks ért your rea who 
• • ,o there wy good erred to one... thee 'about Would de 

wero reembh mortal Or races be bed work to 
• • me manors cone bock to you «nth • more mere fro.. 

"-.. Men ea tsar •nd done. nobody ,s hole, • gun lo your head 
7 'vong eau to It...D-111re contra. t. Oar got on ol 
- meke Me bed Mat you're, etc etc 

DJ TOP TEN 
id.S IMOMNE one rem,g bur sur cm Tuesdays at Hot 

.•. ,nob. Tredm, drawng 200 Ion drone lack of lace meet 
on h.. croy •Merne" erns to %Order now grab ground 

nyo tuners - t,.Now Ter' Mr Mt MO 1191 - trre Orr 
'Nor the week he ends to its.. arieldraler Of Orr wen 
nor sore o Me Ah. oriel 

1 CRYSTAL WORLD. Costa GYM 
2 INSIDE AMERICA. Juggy alerl 
3 GET DOWN, Kay 
4 LONDON EXPRESS, Crer Sein 
5 WICK, WACKY, free Band 

FUNKY STUFF. Cool b The Gang 
7 CHECKMATE, Bores 
9 FUNKY NASSAU. Berm, Or , he [no 
9 SMACK UP. Bober. 
10 RUNNING AWAY. Roy Av r. • 

JOX YOX 

US ,• 

Philot 
Career 
WI De Lee 
Carr. 

Ardor 
Pardo 
Atlantic 
Count, 

COUN DAY (Derby Trtlarrysl bear a re won petit The ore 
Frey. Ours one of my regrew oldie egrIng. I segued the Breen 

Denco. gob gorge 'Loh Fly At.e, ello Ed wo Stan Corm, 
- • prole err, Who wearer° error Tr you trotted alt '(t• 
cord...arr. Not S C. orterng s.fIV tot etnete Ws the 

ol 'eon, re but dour re let:,ordo land as sou re • good 
ma). Mote thorn', rah Me funk. me Me") 

By JAMES HAMIl TON 

KOOL b THE GANG Err 

Nighl ... 's?.S D,.t'(. tIP 100151 
Deetio pa:Laced s ease 
so. tow track o ,rti,atoe 
strotteng 110 I, • . 

AI Holso 
bons Mr • mare 
•loo de • • meow IJS 
marvel ..14n mono the • . 
tempo a. gn 11CItlecIlhr, 

121bom 'meet the Aber 
sad 120bon Tr Fe« L,ke 
Oren" 
PAULINHO DA COSTA: Der 
Vu/Lave TO The End Of Toe' 
WS Pero Tory C012-102.. 
(rely awe,. 12.1. rem. 
Procne the sort eteatog 
moray EWE ...pooled stone 
out .4•40 who. Her, t opto 
I Ifilorn and clsosabew bewet 
Into leg sense,,, speeded CO 
bream error... 11.01100 ,10 
own as tlw. to make a t0 26 

reeC HAYES 'Don't Let Ge 
LP IUS Payee PD I 41224/ 
13.cerevely Mel but demur 
term., IgEhorn roe heal 
--,ot of Nre Roy Moron • 
Vernon transfer ntle track 
' ',too on mono t7n. Orp5 

with ere beet rod 
' tor, ch. emu there's a 

,1 lltraiCk,CQ 'none's... 
up to h.s 131, ben -rock" 

....sr of tn. WM. John old 
go much better Man Rov 
acre t 

•.HALAMAR Right In The 
,ertet' (LP lleo Fun' US So. 
u et 1.3091 Seam chore; 
• 'Non 'roc, opew sett 
. x111111e and stamens break 
.010 •Bereerre and Oar be 

HARANCA 14 'Good Tim 
Corr Vases A Geer IUS TO 
'2 BOP Updated horn 18 to 79 
' Lates warp am me Clues 

battery berm I Ittom 
balltreent, but StOlId oche 

s arras smooth surety it 
...It sue ben and a staccato 
'wk., butt ea. Oat works 

,CUL LEWIS Inro City Mar 
Sunere Sm. 542141. 

• uer, Gene s orcle gels eloid. 
Lanng KC produced 116116 
Pen 1r mot, ttet beer 
tta beat Ice sore remora 
iorm bees wen banns 
tmlel hrong and tersehron. 
'redo rem rong 
WAYNE HENDERSOff 'Deer 
Love Alfa' ILP Implearef US 
Polydor PD•1 -32271 Ch..• 
On/Doted squeaky Curtis 
Mayterd - re vocal by He 
Camden' old boron. on 
1.ttery t Il 1151apm mom' 
memo r • prom, 12in en, • 
parry nor Nou of Me 
LP 

IMPORTS 
DESTINATION: roe On Up/Up 
Up Up' ILIS tuner, FLY.13131». 
Cons leareld's cheek m • 
smear flyog 140bon lion remote 
reun rally rellcheS on excrnngh 
...Imp Inborn Weak and 
tome 138bon ro. slogs 11/1 
o below, It,. end 

o halt ', ou Drury rt P 

• 

hAv 410,1.0 wen 
ORS' 'Belay To Err Set IUS 
Sard SG I. 97hen "War 
Mew Men. II el had lacked nt 
gruff Men Meer vocal. tor 
have medlar.* %Won med. 
met Any**, el the re« reed. 
the I2in and as Bede 9 33 meat 
01 the orneng IS 12350.e 
Moon Bore room re Ng er 
Scotland 
ELIJAH JOHN GROUP: 'Keep A 
Lore Love For Yowler 1US 
Kerock 551021 Sono , n 
5000, jrlfl..1,Ca Own pewee 
dated Motown wt. see hOgefel, 
grxer, e • rant • tempo re 122,111.” 
12,n men Ito omen. - at 
Could have dit, am« 
NOEL POINTER Fe. It LP IUS 
UA UA.LA973-11). !troy 
1Xborn 1xechrOCC Copper wen 
title roe GM and sorne spry 
bre osa tose-ovehed «ring 
whoring and rue, sentheeseer 
sore. 
SMOVA1122: 'Do It In The Irk' 
(US Carol Deco 85197 burn 
Numes produced tram 12es 
h. beet Cu. wer ero and 
Olean beak but pew bet Mod 
when the "Or' the come 
ruing m - Noon Seer tans 
It'll Mgt 
DCLORES HALL: Seder. 
Carol Oro 95141 
13250n,, «mu Loads to 
eng 139bom 12,, gellop-
41.40.41.1C camera men - • 
some of the boit  re no - 
rat Odor' soul tor , 
between ruU* lir. 
no tong ae retort. 
ZACK FERGUSON: 'Mc, • 
Fro ltrne Nu. . • • 

by 516.)0 c.o.. n, 1, 
betel./ oho. t2E4Pnt Up 
Flee, T. Como' n mere e. 
erg. »One o OIt ry tn..... 
A. A. Uu Aa EWE.° chanter he 
rear don sound teu. Dena Ross' 
FRANCE JOLI. 'Cove To Me' IL? 
Yore Jr US Prelude FIL 
121701. Th.. yOung *re 
Cade.' Donna Summer done 
recently reed ti. tags on Eve 
terd von I me thow so nor« 
r141,110.4 a.. rellculnugy 'Lao 
,ance - the doe steam, 
realm 11,11 at ltnge,n on Ny 

drat 7 Me s • long deb, 
Creek bate.. O sory rro' mom 
n Meets ernee Onr, 1 Svc 
Donor' n a poreng 137bum 
✓oe 
SUZI LANE Oon, La La IUS 
Frt. AS 114171 Strenor 
been,. 12e, Res a leaky onu 

uoat foe US Us.. 'XI 

CHAMELEON- Ter UP' (US 
OM. AS-114141 

12on horn tom 
of es tro. tr.° 

Soong 131torn B sew We 11 Be 
Dance' Nor 
GEORGE SOCIAL: 'Dont Yo., 
Feel My Loo. lUS Serene 
Sound 2121. Cesey 6 Non-
Preened mart 129born 
12.n poor cowbell conker 
follow. Meat usu., chord 
rarer001 rtn synreerser 
whe•rmg away ,n th• 
backoound 
MICHELE FREEMAN. 'Tumble 
✓ee' 1US Pardo POD 5141. 
Don Reeroduud Orr,. 
122toro 121m her by e nee 
Oren hely Ors 00 torero 
dato eeehno rear Clang...en 
KATI« SAKER: Ye La La 1Feel 
The NMI' IUS Deco OC 
1280037/. WInIgernehf ward 
froge tet Monte 12100. IS., 
Mop« goes though goer 
ranges but lours eto 
weight and "NY' for Me 
HELEN 060170, re. Low To 
Me' (US Gard Oro 416171, 
Sweno Dogg-style 'Orr 
norm' onto to • tollehrng 
'24Iton 13.1 pee hustler wen 
Mr rem demo lite break. 
..thr US deco end or eo. on 
1/1, Ion ICI IBOBI 
6E6OW tom On Md Roe' 
'LIS Smarmy. S•1 151 
or... but refry roger 
tyro 1201apm Iii., rock' 
pamper 
AFRO CUBAN BAN& Her A 
Orr Good llor (US Mae CP. 
roe. 'Fe -

• 2111 vem sue.. thril Vio 'n 
oun char 
FIB, 'Hey Porto W. Oboe (US 
Farm WMOT 0-1371 The US 
12e flo to 'torn' for Lose 
Toren still. 131bon "cloco 
C11 enth oomy Morn 
frog. about the Coco 0,0 
(Ctrs - Deco geddel)1 
CAROLINE CRAWFORD. IN. 
• He 'Na Md Sore' US 
Mercury Sh114-1-3742). The Sr 
106born and the he 101 1021eo 
Hew Fun a,. ,rte 

sour and eve- . 

UK NEWIES 
MICHAEL JACKSON Don. 
Stop 'TO You Cm rough /Br 
(PC (2-77131. Nero re 125. 
Of lite arch huge and now 
Weeded-op 121ren ottfing 
ynery mate. 
WOW STAIR: lte Caged The 
Rock' QOM Geoey-Fox TCO 
14201 Mermen behmeng IlS 
1211torn 12.n Munster INK shoed 
roaster outer Ina • nacr• 
dance here - ors Ow elbows rd 
knee beet bete,' 150,09 
step It,., Onu mug Mee seen by 
now 
VAN McCO,C 'The Hue. Mr. 
919M381• Yestaryear's Mee 
now on 118bont rerroed 525 12o1 
veth gored aprons and 
added rhythm 
C450)THEOUE: NM Oro' 
Illercury 80072317 A legal 
mean of Mom greet US 
Merge mead of song de 
tr roe receed snlppels thr• 
• lon 112m to frost sa 
-ear of forme tre 
r mental am« freer re. 

Nourevo ouch a. 'YMCA, 
Ya Tr. Em Soy', She. 

• ir Body', •Sa.factron .. 
:Race etc , 
rauco  JONES Trít lee. 
green Yoe Lager 1PoOdOr 
STEPS 001/, Randy Mae, 

orreery 
IM poem, 1191torn m ISO cm.. 
US 12.r, to. o 12Ihom or UK 
/in Ito tad 

hOU4111424 DREAM More 
'Burr BOSL S Coc)., co. 
cur hapmh Onng 134, 35ho 

tot bon 1M 
Lee, now out Me to mewed 
memo mth de seen or. 
133boen mr-untenta too Oh 
Seer wrest. roper as 

nee FIENEIERSON. raven' 
To Yoe Love ICOnot IICL 
1801111, Prance Rushen-rng 
12111orn Ill., roe rn ken/long 
Enro00 shr, not row a.bg ree 
th 'The Band Is Hot 
HEIM ALPERT Rae (Mar 
»ASP 7K41. Hart, tOCIorn 
clorne and bore, trumpet 
rpm loge US and row on 
se* through UK 1110, Sil 
betesably at 45rno alter, to 
fot steed sonar, 
RANDY CRAVVFORD Endieer. 
Muter Bee K 174671 Sorb 
110. «Mom 7.0 memo of 
Birk Banton. S.. Nor 
tom late. try on Street re of 
cotese and her •Oras ger 
not hom for tool 'I Stand 
Accused moocher n on the 
tremor moor Raw Se LP 
IK E125921 
BILLY OCEAN •Arnencan 
Hoene' (OTO CT 12.2441 
Story ombeel 114:Ken 120, 
'owed thee., • Op'', 
FOXY Needetrono• ITK TKR 13. 
756D7 Jamey room 12Naten 
12n Sac. a le bee 

THE MARVELS: 'SI, Boors' 
(Genres DIM 201). Crghlinwle 
%born 12,n reggae reword of t. 
Chods.Crew Cuts -Ire cam . 
Own ' Moro ClaC. ee-

l/Meng for aol mo try It 

GIBSON !MOTHERS: 'Wm 
Mr' 114 'Cute' IMItO ILPS 
95791. The our« Lerner. 
,22.123e,e Bette-  Do It Se.' 
wee ontener renewed off a 
moat come 121e. lo I near 

sondoe happy 123born basher 
and the ewe Veer Poor.. 
131-133- t32bprn pro, 'Or 
Ser. Mi Vela IN You SnorGor 
Mr von •Cre are -OOP 
Who A Lee' ere for on et' 
coroner mono LP 

BRYAN MOMS: let Me TM. 
You Deming 'Abbe MISP 
MOOL Motown toe nappy mbes. 
weed t3Sborn 121n fOrnper huge 
s NV err now sorwen 
nrcely Menem Pry Crown 
Motown Reem, and rac 
Hayes Poet Let Go' 

ERROL OUNKLEY: Fred' 
(Sore SC ST1. Sam. cochr 

Vagg. 0099e 5000" 

MOW 84931 EWE lee 

m▪ th OM erg and egliN 
thyihln 

CHEESECAKE CORNER - • Err SOM roe* Got To Got' 
St To Lobe ie • number ID et Ire Diente dun. born Boner Km 
frIN, m ROWEL Referrer. 27yr/eV S 100. 3 Sorer courro 
error awl Mreinga • Or Norio She'. Cave, 

ODDS 'N BODS 
'SEXY CREAM by Shet has enemeh been banned boot rero res 
by the IBA ond mbar BBC too De. ètbflot ROM TO WV* 
You renewed as a In too met n now on 12et Nam LAS 1611, 
woe to co-rem the Lore Loot Smyth ono. LP mew. 
.N,ento nonce 120 122born may prop keyboard toble but 
Me 12e ,781.pm Flea Mute «ems wee then the 125 124 
1213born A Soo P0,111. 01st tnle lock (US Calmer X 381411 

Moser Veep New TM ON MOM Btos tOr 
en accelaratong 130 133 111 te 137-01arn mor I ve creed row raw 
ewer.. L• rem, Che My Faber, OM ent, Joe Sarre 
'Cam« are d. on IS., Ent oushoo MCA for • OK 12... of Joe 
Sample's old TM. Are Many Stop* Along The Wei. at 11500m • 
greet re tor Street re', es fa 112born IS Decoder 'Knot. Of 
From wesch could move UK easee now tor b The Gang's 
1.1 rormarstudded 'Boors War fror nr end.0 on Mee 
row Derr ooduced LP after ea pee . teem Ed Err's US 
'Arm LP re not re to UK name . Sonte, Decolneole Cr, 
Morn nchets se gatro so fast Or *re top eadu sod deco MUM. 
des Ranches hod bar as toted at had better book now of they vent 
to get m port Ro51br ren fro Morey 25311 and send your 
money' Showtopper Prcenantra Freon Forum no to Lo. 
Anger Idesehe est rekl reedy no about 50 core bored and 
to., end up mh 150 Men coed beano, Me poor Morns not 
rodeo armor L. Anger bred moo.. Oct Shrewd. 
Orly beck as Moen for SAMOS Docrek 79 over there hi. • 
top Kea co. not only o hear. row net un toe Isomer, 
«Men. gay Carmen Clls ere ,ncaprle an 
funtalost Poe Oa. I llnonton 119110991 could do 66..111111anew = 
mote tor ho Mowers, Mr record CognperneS ...led on %peon 
on Mae for porno nelleeCtuld Call Nan too 500.4.15 
and Mar Scomn ocks seem lo be reserro to rook n 000 in • rg 
vey but re old de for sa den Oar Sumer loreon's 
Embassy Chet opens an Monsoon 'Merla fairy snow at 
ri.ntrer - s dr be Mod Calder, goes Oro • moor for 
k fury. burr N., tee you et BADEM 1,01 m awake It 

BREAKERS 
o t NG UNDER the UK Deco (page 311 wen Increased sop, . • 

• Comely 'In The (bowers' Irtaydorl Ton Browne INN,• 
• Mn• •nyther Dom' (roe 12o, Tereorvone " Lenny W . • 

. Be.' IUS tie.. LPL to.... Loon Seen A S,.• 
The Charm (US Cron. LPI, Bobby Rus, 

• • •••0. SP DO IdoS, 12.nl, Dan Kamen 'Hands Den, 
• the lieu Ellor Som threg My sa. (Sound Cay 12i. • . . 
•-iirnere (Creme 12.01, Derr Weasel TO Never C• 

• reOrel' • 'Sweetest r'Furl Attack' IUS 
•RoaRSID IUS Saber 111n1 Erne. Peen 
roman 12.1. Irmo 'ILM Out Fort The Roo, 

1Crore12.01. Rao Berm@ 'beaky Oar Snot' (US Inert 12 - 
Mature •Pont of Yee OUR 12.11. honk HrroOker Rock h.: '11 
P•rono 17m1 Jill WM. 'Eve Of The VVr lENS r7o1r.. 

Geai r reek' r Waterbed 'Anemic Ibro, Rao. . 
121,1, tal Matado BM, (US III 17e., Hos. 
'Men. tr. Err Stan •It's Carr The Roc. • •. • . 

Love Deluxe its Corr« Tho Sound Arm 
Wake Bobo •Pabs• 'Resort Fa Um' 1US Columba LP, Alma I it. 
'Don't Fall m Lose' Iflantengo INte, Cone Merited .8etween 
Baby And Me Tel W. Tr Me • Your So Good To NM 1116, 
LPI Ra, Anthony Cicem000kun London ',Moo 121.1. Gab IN-.' 
134h. Babe Brea Mercury • US 12.1, Los b The Gang 
N.91.i lus 0.-Loe LP, NM Urn Hon Ger " •Dernotene' Wer • 
Le4ler (1.6 heron LPI. Seo Bros Shout MCA 12.m. BB K..., 
'Brother Look Dose  INCA), For Ilrelleantee ITIC 114.1 lecko• 
Jacren Ttock WM You 1'0..1On -the . b 'Off Thereat e.{1.• 
'has Deco Out IFotc 191 Pete lartendas Sortie W I . 
Clue«, Beck boTh. .0.911). IGem LPI. Nod Posner teeth' r,. 
You IDreco Careered (US UA LPI, Sandy Mee« Now That 
In' IHEN 12in eon.. Strom RON In the Socha.' IUS Zolr LP 
Brenda Fehr, Rods Rods 10wer, 12,... Rob ., , 

MIX MASTER 
DAVE JACKSON, orrery domo Mort got rough Sofro.. 
(Lttrloed 0274481406, nroOnve my mn point that sou an oso 
err end bourn emy lwe of nose -- bol Se. that at he's the 
only Moll (Oct et N. Soi Mr doe err he's weer as a NI of an 
oddly reperrelly by other peke Two sermon Mat cone to Its 
mind ere Dame Dice Of FerE lehono I mono ormsteee rnto Me Fro 
reek of Gene Ch.nrer Get Darr 120. Century 1710, end a reef 
with Sparks 'Beet The Clock ILMon IM1 when. Mr nsach 
mg*. ne 90,0. e Roo emote. Pillar the drunwmg ta he rer 
donors. so Dave starts off reth Pro Poore YMCA' (US 
Corr. 1M mod newt, de Mee of Span. moo m over the 
own. rhythm Mali Non Moog as the mere break of Sheen.« 
'Uptown Feeher 'RCA Ur Worn grebe oven mere Mon 
break. thus strenetweep We be Ever chop ma melees. Ike, e. 
Dever, 

... 
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Personal 

Single and alone?.. 
u ore • roi. 

most 11.1"eallà1,...imniriyr 
daring hen... h....,n aew 
reenter% fris le.. ri emit, kny 
ro men rek nee 
err, tr.. rm. Jrirni, 
beeline. DM. ONO k 
ii Aliniedisa Po.. largos WS. 
ar tetanal ee, Net. 

Dalebewor 
LONELY GUY, 25. seeks El. 
18-26. East London 
Nurnbet 2098 
GIRL. 18, wants gm, sends, 
age, in forces. es pen pie. all 
letters anmvered. - Box 
Number 2037 
UFOs, famous flying saucer 
photograph, badge corn-
peeheneve bookhes, etc. - 
Send Cl to UFOS. 47 Belem 
Square, London NVV3 
NORTHAMPTON GUY, 30. 
*mks gel. 17.26, for friend' 

anywhe, pasase - 
Write to Brian, 50 Avon 
Drive. Nordernoton NN5 
7HZ 
FINNISH AND Swedish 
penfnends. - Write for free 
detest Pen Fnend Service PL 
237. SF-2l. Turku BD. 
Finland. 
FLYING SAUCERS. photos. 
meetings. skywatchers. 
newsletter. - Details, SAE: 
British UFO Society, 47 
Belem, Square. London 
NVV3. 
GAY swocrisoAno, 24-
hour service for 
homosexuals. information. 
advice and entertainments 
guide on 01.837 7324. 
JANE SCOTT. gentone 
friends. introductions. op• 
posit. sex. with pricer., and 
thoughdulness. - Details 
free Stamp to. Jane Scott 
3,11M. North Street. 
Quadrant Brighton. Sussex. 
BN I 365 
HOW TO GET 
GIRLFRIENDS. What to say, 
how to overcome shyness, 
how to date any girl you 
fancy. - SAE for free details, 
Matchrile Publications. 
School Road, Frampton, 
Cotter». Bristol 8517 2fIX 
LONELY , WANT a new love 
every flight > Or senile.» 
more permanent , YOu need 
"Lovers and Mends". Lots of 
infornebon plus addresses. 
Its unique , C1.00 pinedne-
Hamilton Produchons. 
Stayeeton, Devon 
FRIENDS YOU need nor be 
alone send stamp for free 
derails and magazine to 
Prends for Leisure 120 
Church St, Boonton S. 

Special Notice 
MIST RO MARC may you 
ride your white swan 
through the heaven.. In 
loving memo, to such 
beauty and talent - Slider, 
Sandra . Hue. 
BOLAN FANS A »eclat 
'second anniversary 
magazine for only Xip to 
remember the King an the 
16th CO Cosmic Si. 16 
Sedated,' Grove Harmer. 
Water Bracknell, Berks. Ot 
Coerce Dee. 63 Waterloo 
Road. Wokmghen. Berk, 
MARC BOLAN. Beautiful 
memories you gave tO us 
will never doe. - Gal s 
MARC BOLAN, my life's a 
P.M/Mess horse. If I can't 
get across to you. in the 
Alligator rain my hearts all 
pain for you. Tears still tall. 
- Love. Nathan. Street 
Sanerser. 
MARC BOLAN high en your 
he above earth, boogie 
on. - Love Anne. 
Newcastle on Tyne. 

MARC MAN FAMILY 
eocarrceeveineet 
mi se now en 2§..• apeman 
ago." =ye es re Toan Nef 

teem. menu 
home mime no.. 

tom Id» 
CHIT 2 lientot Owdens 

Mete emen em 
Mrs CM. Pius 

owe«, eid ire ere 
St«. or«. CC Urea a Gas' 

an »la 

RADIO CAROUNE news 
plu, landbesed plier. 
coverage and free RN1 
suppiernent al Spondee.« 
issue 5 out now with free 
sticker 20 Pages f. only 
25p from Soundwaves. Box 
110, Orpmcdon. Kent 
THANKS. THE Blues Band 
for tentaste gig at Rye - 
Blues Fan. ilmongs 
KEITH MOON MI I P I Long 
live rock The kids will 
always be aloght There'll 
never be another substitute 
for you 

 .zdin  Sonsa, allas ur 
Baba Et (Mr Than.. 'oo foe 
Wembiey 
MARC MY Free Angel 
Thinking of you on Seto-
tomb. 16M - John 
&duff Nottingham 
MARC BOLAN It Fias been 
2 years since you left us. 
Hot Love always. - Ann. 
MARC "SUMMERS- sell 
tine in '79 - Bob and 
Gwen 
MARC BOLAN. - Kept m 
my heart -- Dave, W 
Hampstead 
BOLAN IS the space boss. 
- Alan London. Bridges« 
LESLIE RICHARD 
McKeokyn thane for giving 
us such a lovely teme at the 
lyceum on 26m Aug '79. 
We really loved ill We love 
• - Laraine El Jule. 
Northempton. Keep op the 
good work. caused. good 
ain't See ya babel xxxx 
MARC BOLAN. Much 
loved and deeply 
Love to Deems. Glona. 
Roden - 
MARC A ltrrAN even 
Mough vou ve pone away. 
my love remains each 
passing day If you you 
were here to see how very 
muCn you mean to me 
YOu re still my marnman 
Marc XXX Andrea, 
Carlisle 
MARC - TWO years is too 
long Love and miss you 
always - Rose bru 
MARC BOLAN untrl I die I'll 
always remember you, 
than, for being beauedul 
RIP from Me Sold Baby 
MARC - STILL enema» 
your music and treasuring 
your memmy Pea you. - 
Ian McDougall 

Disco Equipment 

COMPLETE DISCO, 200 
watts atrio speakers, Beyer 
Mic Boomstand [drone 
onsole two lalga light 
bones 300 singles 30 CPA 
with cases 1450 ono. - Tel 
Bob, Leeds 663486 

For Hire 

DISCO EQUIPMENT. PA 
systems, sound to light units, 
easonahlr rates Newham 

• 
Mobile Discos 

MICA. • 

travel uster 
106331 552043 
BARRABAS DISCO and 
light nna., soul. funk. pop, 
r f, r and rem* Mark. 
Steve end Gerry await your 
• - 01 328E648, 
NICK JEFFERY Stereo 
Roadshow, book for 
Christmas. - Harlow 
250(23. 
DISCO PARTY Sounds 
with County Disco DJ - 
Ring Mick 686 B392 
STEVE DAY. - 01 524 
4976 
DAVE JANSEN. - 699 
1010. 
VFMD. - 01 226E077, 

HALEFIRE ROADSHOW 
Superheated Sounds - 
Wewloovdte 7091 

KEITH LAYTON'S StereoROaCIShOw. Professional 

Descotheques - 01 521 
2322 
POWERHOUSE DISCO 
plus mote,» roadshow, the 
Menem in lite and sound. 
-013609902 

Fan Clubs 
SIOUXSIE ANO THE 
BANSHEES FILE - regular 
news Background in 
formation and photos Send 
cheque PO for C3 pp. 
Simms. and the Banshees, 
c. o 1 Certhusen Street, 
London EC1M 6E8 lot moue 
folder. phrzeos introductory 
letter and borne surprises. 
THE WHO official dub. - 
Send SAE for details to The 
Who Club. PO Box 107A. 
London N6 5TU 
OFFICIAL UK Subs Fan Club. 
- Send SAE to PO Box 12, 
Guildford Surrey. 
BLONDIE OFFICIAL fan club 
- Sa• to PO Box 63. Lon• 
don. W2 3111 
STATUS QUO official 
eupporters club. - SAE to 
PO Box 63, London, W2 313Z, 

SltuatIons Vacant 

"DISC JOCKEYS" teemed 
for ettek m Europe E 
penenced and professional 
DJs need only »phi Send 
now demo cassette and 
resume to a new and fast 
expandir» company. - "W 
Wes". Bo. 139 Lumen. 
bourg. Europe. 
DISC JOCKEYS required by 
expanding mobile 
discotheque compeny we 
supply equipment YOU 
supply records and transport. 
Addl./Ps must be prepared 
to cam foe *Me range of 
functions_ Training given 
where approon.te- - 
Watford 30789. 
BROADCASTING. IN. 
DUSTRIAL Radio Station 
reouiees men and woolen 
vodka» to become freelance 
presenters with a view to 
wealung on Pawn. Will Pen 
if not expenenced. - Reg 
Reading 481123 between 1 00 
and 6.00 can 
RESIDENT DJ wanted for 
Austria s leading nightspot. 
- Photo and details. Lees 
International, A4654 ~t-
ee., 
ALTERNATIVE EM-
PLOYMENT. Jobs with 
record compete«, metro 
stations. etc. Full time, pert 
time Eaperence un• 
necessary "Music Indust, 
Employment Guide." CI. 
"Riede, Employment GMcle" 
16th edits:ell CI. "British 
Muse Index" ...cad» 500 
essential addressee. Cl All 
three 12 40. - R S 
Productions. Hamilton 
Home, Stereeon, Devon 
RECORD COMPANY 
secretares Are you on our 
books , -- MEMO Emp Agy 
734 5774.5. 

ABSOLUTELY FREE 
"Twenty Songwr.t.ng 
Oumbons Answered" .• a 
booklet explain.ng 
copyright, promotion. 
Publishing. recording 
contracts, royalties song 
contests. wrong lyrics to 
rnubc without payment, 
etc, free horn - In. 
ternationar Songwriters 
Aseociation IRM/, Limerick 
Cut, Ireland 
LYRICS WANTED by 
Muse Publishing House. • 
11 Sr Albaris Avenue, 
London W4 

MARC-We eved you the you" ranci knOw and tria? s de 
sedge, pie of all"-Paui 
.12emeleCeneeer Rem 12 no.. note, - free Pepe rile 
Ws Flue Meelemearry Isere ol The Officiel Bolan 
alypealme. 
Una 35p and SAE to Paul Sec., II west Park Avenue 
Calhomee, Margate 
Coming mom Neck O Elmomn. Marble ;Owens Mr & Mis 
Feld and Steve Peregrine PM enlister. mermen 

VV.Inteirl 

SWEET HAMMERSMITH 
Odeon gig 1918 good 
recording dus photo, 
S Jones 192 Curnnor Hill 
Oxford 0X2 9PJ 
ANY SCOTT / Walker Tiros 
1mIkOrt records, scrapbooks, 
t.tlnds. Posters pics etc. 
- 5054316 

For Sale 
LED ZEPPELIN Mnebworthl. 
WHO 1Weenbley1 POLICE 
Gabriel, Wild Horses 
(Reading/. Amy Music, 
Scorpions. Rush. Limy, Doe 
Straits, Quo, Mototheed. 
Judas Priest, Jan, 1979. 
Colour concert photogrePh6 
Also Blondie, Borne. 
Genesis, Yes, Rainbow, 
Oueen, Dylan, Purple. 
Sabbath. Stranglers. Olivia 
etc. 45p each. C4 for 10. Send 
SAE for FREE sample and 15.1 
to- ALAN PERRY. PO Born, 
Upton. Weal. Mr...node. 
THIN LIZ2Y. BLACK ROSE 
T-shirts. SML (3 - T.I.T.S. 
12 Blenheim Street. 
Newcastle on Tyne. 
AC/DC - LOGO I -shins. 
SML (3. - TITS. 12 
Mennen, Street, Newcastle 
on Tyree 
YOUR NAME printed on 
white. self-adhesive labels. 
Identify records. cmeettes. 
tapes. etc. I.  quality labeis 
in handy dispenser. Bargain 
Pone (4.95, DOM irbe (UK 
only/. Cheques/PO's - 
JONACAST. Dept. Red PO 
Box 39. Banbury. Oxon, SAE 
S•mPieS. 
WRIST BANDS, black 
lOathe2, e wide, pointed 
brass studs tough thong 
lacing. kid C1.50 Iwo for 
(211131. Send SAE fo. fan-
uestrc catalogue of studded 
belts wrist bends and gone 

- Seagull Traded 
Company (Dept At, 9 Ten. 
minus Road Eastbourne. 
Sussex, 
WHO T-SHIRTS, hedges. 
stickers. - Sand SAE to The 
Who Club. PO Boo 107A, 
London >1136RU. 
GENESIS T-SHIRTS. books. 
badges, etc. - Send SAE to 
Geneses Information, PO Bo. 
¶01. London NO 5RU. 
JOKES, FART powder. 
donation sick, crept:elm tea 
bags, bloody mouth deem. 
punt explode» pens, sr,  • 
stink bombs. Crgai..• • . 
tempers. mucky Ma O. 
caramels. red hot sweets 
mucy suet when melts little 
Willie 110MS to top MOer 
masks, sea monkey, now 
wonder pets. t*it btd91 tun.-
over hundred reef kotres. 
Saucy posters, novelties. 
made treks. - Send SAE 
I. colourful brochure and 
FREE G. to Jokers Corner 
IDept Al, 67 Winches,. 
Roe. Bristol 854 3NJ 
BUTTON BADGES. T-Sttirn. 
stekers printed to your own 
deem, - Send SAE to 
Winston Ptomotions, 9 
Hatton Place, Hatton Garden. 
London ECIN 13110 01-406 
09084127. 
KATE BUSH 10 try/mutate 
posed colour snide photos 
also 5 Blonde studio shots 
and 10 Led Zeppelin close 
ups at Knebworth Set of 10 
314e, x Sin colour photos 
$4.20 15 for 12.3). 20 tor 
t2.701. Prices include VAT 
and p&p We also do 90 coder 
poems, including Presley 

Ouo, Abbe. Purple 
Kiss, Geneve Olnna. Blonde. 
Omen. Ferry, Rush. Rod. 
Stranglers. Wry, Van Helen, 
UFO. Who. Sharn and Clash, 
For free dlustrated proofs and 
lets send SAE. name the 
groups you want Sample 
print »p. Send enquiries and 
order to D.ck Wallis 
Photography, 159 Hartatton 
Road, London 5E27 9SW 
ELVIS PRESLEY genuine 
dear bills. SAE for deeds - 
D. Chaney 20 Etrnvale Dnm, 
Hutton. Wepon-Supee-Mant, 
Avon. 

FANTASTIC USA glitter 
designs on top quality 
teeshortS. SWISIdeuelS. Kees, 
Boston Queen. Disco Sucks. 
Bad Company, Punk. Rmh, 
D.sco, Rock Company, Rock 
Et Roll, Elvis loves Frampton. 
Rob Seeger Mtge be men to 
be believed, Teeshirts only. 
I-2.60. Sweatshirts 75. 
post free. State colour and 
Waal garment ex-L> 

design required 
Cheques/PO's to SPRINT 
PRINT, 120 Shaftesbury 
Avenue. Swedon. Wietshire 
UK SUBS &feel trier. 
chandising. "tomorrows 
Girls" badges. T-smrts. 
stickers. "Another Kind of 
Blues". Badges. T•shorts, 
stickers, colour posters. 
photographs, etc. Send SAE 
for FREE LISTING of up to 
date available Merchandise 
end once, to: UK SUBS 
PRODUCTS. PO Box 12, 
Geldfad, Surrey, 
T-SHIRTS. DESTROY. fifth. 
swastika (motif!. Sham le 
Ibioodstained). Skids, Clash. 
Jam (bloodstain•dl. 
Generation X. Adverts XTC. 
Small, medium. large (2 phis 
26p P & P - Stuart 
Reynolds, 361 T hornhill 
Road. RaStrrCk Breghouse, 
Yorkshire 
PUNK TIES, black leather, 
gram look patent. send CI 
Elentseeether. 45 ChHurch 
Lane, Whinnack, Cathie 
Lees, 
FANS. FANS, FANS. FANS. 
FANS. The dive with Jive A 
dirty, noisy, living Mop with 
the lot Its ed Fans. 63 
Charing Cross Road, London 
WC2 If you're after mpg« 
or posters, T • shots or 
trousers. phOhkgrePbs of 
females, put one loot un front 
of the other and shuffle down 
and see us. We're about t 
minute away frorn LeCeSter 
Square tube station, in case 
you live fer afield and can't 
make rt, we've gol a mail 
ceder kst Send I. It en 
closing an SAE It'll be worth 
il. More news soon. PS Eve, 
heard of a group called THE 
LAST WORDS , You will 
WRIST BANDS. Real 
leather Heavy thonged 
Send Cl -- flentlreatner, 45 
Cflui Crl Lane, Whotenck, 

 Low...woe ohm paw. •r • r cele 1111154 

T-SHIRTS. 5-SHIRTS. Stet 
Vicious, Ramones. Damned 
Jam, Strangles. Clash, Duey 
Boantown Rats, Blonde 
Led Zeppelin. Queen, Flesh 
AC,DC. Bowed, Thin Lery 
Kiss. Pink Floyd Status Quo 
Yes, Kate Bush, Black 
Sabbath, Wings, No 
Wucking Fumes, Elves. Che 
Guevara, Southern Comic., 
S.M.L. black, whet.. Tsherts 
C2,75, 5-shims C499, post 
free. - Gantry. 33 Queen' 
sway. Bellingham, Cleveland. 

RAINBOW BADGES 
Boomtown Rats, Bye Sex 
Pistols. Stranglers. Thin 
Cory, Be. Gees Lan Dury. 
Deets P I.L. Jaro. Quo, Clash, 
Blonde. 45p each SAE to 
Muss S Gouldeng. "Green. 
bank. Stroud Road. 
Nelsworth Ghat 
ANGELIC UPSTARTS. Logo 
T-shirts, S M L E3 - TIT S. 
12 Blenheim Street, 
Newcastle • on • Tym. 
CHEAP TRICK. Logo t-OsItt 
S.Mlf3 - T 1.7 S, 12 
Blenheim Sc Newcastle on 
Tyne. 
STIFF UTTLE FINGERS, T. 
shirts, SML O - TIT S. 
12 Blenheim Sr. Newcastle - 
on - Tyne. 
STRANGLERS. LIVE IX 
CERT) T•she S.M.L (3. - 
TIT 5, 12 Blenheim Street. 
Newcastle - on Tyne 
a TARGET T•SHIRTS 
ONLY 12 WHITE T SHIRT 
RED AND BLUE TARGET 
S.ML - TITS, 12 
Blenhean Street. Newcastle - 
on Tyne 
SPRINGTEEN, HE'S THE 
ONE T.Shirt, S M L O. 
T.I T S. 12 Blenwen Street, 
Newcastle - on . Time 
RUSH TOUR OF THE 
HEMISPERES T-Shirts. 
S.M I (3. - T I T.S. 12 
ElAtinheim Street. Newcastle. 
on Tyne 
SCORPIONS. LOVE DRIVE 
T•Sturts S M L (3. - 
T 1.1' S, 12 Blenhem Street. 
Newcastle on - Tyne 
SEX PISTOLS T -Slone Inmate 
which one) S.M L C3. - 
I T S. 12 BlerPrewn Street. 

Newcastle on Tyne. 
SHAM 60 - LAST STAND 
T.Shrts, S El. - 
T 1.7 S. 12 Blenheim Street, 
Newcastle - on - Tyne 

trialbel 

MOTORHEAD, OVERKILL T 
Shirts, S.M.L. £3. - T.I T.S 
12 Blenheim Street 
Newcastle on • Tyne. 
T.I.T.S. - SWEAT SHIRTS 
tame designs as on our T 
She's. only 14 95 - Tell it 
shirts. 12 Blenheim Sr 
Newcastle or Tyne 10632 
799471 
TUBEWAY ARMY 
REPLICAS T Shirts, S.M L 
C3 - TITS, 12 Blenheim 
Street. Newcastle on 
Tyne 

MARC BOLAN By the Light 
of the magical moon. Pewter 
Sudor Idemo) Glastonbury 
Payne, Futuristic Dragon 
autographed by Marc, offers 
please to Marc Bolen Pan, 
K.held Arms - 16 Glove 
lane. Camberwell Green, 5E5 
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS 
- Including LATEST FROM 
READING '79 - feitunng 
TOP BANDS Er ARTISTS In 
Concert' .. AC/DC, nine 
Brooks Blonde Boomtown 
Rats, Cheap Trek at Reading. 
The Clare. len Dory Et 
Mockheects David Essex. 
Peter Gabriel El Band at 
Reading Genes, Generation 
X, Rory Gallagher On Band, 
Steve Hackett Et Band at 
Reading Havnheds. Judas 
Priest The Jam. John Mars, 
Er Band Bill Nelson's Red 
Noise Sur. Ouatro, 
Ransoms, Stranglers, Status 
Ovo, the Sea, Squeete. 
Thin Lizzy lOcc UFO 
Naktesnake at Reading etc. 
Aje topmekty photos by 
professional photographers. 
Exclusive pack of 10 Offeent 
prints - see Sins a 34 ins, of 
same band - FOR ONLY 
f2 99. CrIko Is Et 12 par Pock 
UK32p, Overmati25p Buy 
now direct horn manufac-
turers • Send remittance to: 
Gepd. Colorpacks 1R431 P 0 
Box 22 15 Marks Road. 
Wokinglern, Berkshire, RG11 
1NW PLUS SUPER 
SPECIAL OFFER' Absolutely 
FREE won every order from 
this »Mee 1979 Reading 
Festival Souvenir poster 
featuring »med. full • 
COI." pia Of Star".'aandS, 
I Centrespread from this 

Offeuel Programme/ 
gig.. - the nantr to trust. 

haw@ 
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For Sale 
GOO SAVE TFIE QUEEN T. 
Sheds. SML C3 T IT S. 12 
Blenhern Street Newcastle 
on Tyne 
NEVER MINO THE 
BOLLOCKS T-Ovre. SML 
(3 - TITS, 12 Blenheim 
Street Newcastle on Tyne. 
RAINBOW LONG LIVE 
ROCK N ROLL T -Short, SAL 
13 TITS 12 Blenhern 
Street. Newcastle on Tose 
C2 MOD ARROWS T -Shirts 
0 on, S M L white T -Shirt 
red and blue arrows - 
T I T S. 12 ffienneerr Street. 
Newcastle - On - Tyne 
YOU TELL IT WE PRINT IT. 
Your slogan on a T -Shirt 
S ML State 3 colour 
choices. 0 to T I T S. 12 
Blenheim Street. Newcastle 
- Tyne 

THE WHO 1LOGO/ T-Shrds 
0 1 I T.S. 12 Blenheim 
Street Newcastle - on 
Tyne 
LOOK 6 Colour Concert 
Photos to met, set only 
0.50. Dever Esses Rod 
Stewart Slade Diana Ross. 
Dane. Lulu Leo Sayer. Also 4 
Marc Bolan f2 Please state 
mist and send to R Cleaver 
Actaeon The Green 
Wampum, Canterbury Kent 
STORY OF Pop 31 Mint 
Copes ot1ws SAE 60 
PoOes Grove Twickenham. 
TW1 4.1Y 
WRIST BANDS, best quality 
leather laced 3 inches wide 
emblems include E LO 
Stranglers. Ristoe. 
ETC, 'Sue Grow, Requiredl 
CI 95 including P & P 
Nelsen Flutter, 173A New 
Road Parley Cross. Ten-
down. Dorset BH27 8E0 
ABBA TICKETS Wembley 
November 8th offers - Fox, 
57 The Wes Road. Not 
t-
THE WHO - WEMBLEY - 
AUGUST 1979 -shirts. 
sML _ TITS 12 
Blenheim Street. Newcastle 
on Tyne. 
PERSONALISED BADGES 
linen photobadges Just send 
any magazine cutting. 
iihotograph drawing and 
+nee turn then into gawp, 
metal badges 2 en dense, 
Pp each, 5 different 11 12 
fifteen,. f2 post pied. Icee 
sce cutting is In puma. 
•icorporating 2 Tr in design 
I hanks tor as the corn 
;Iiment», letters and repeat 
-inlets If you've never tried 

speedy service send 
inane cuttings today and 
vault have Me most unorwa 
upto date badges posseble. 
Don't forget your address 
I'HOTOSIADGES 55. 

RUSH 2112 T-shets SML r3 
- TITS. 12 Blenheim 
Street. Newcastle on Tyne. 
XTC ILOGO/ T-shes SML 
f3. - TI T.S, 12 Blenheim 
Strew. Newcastle on Tone 
LED ZEPPEUN ILOGOI T 
shirts SML 13. - TITS. 12 
Blenheim Street. Newcastle 
on Tyne 
BONDAGE TROUSERS • 
TARTANS o red yellow 
green or black. Also PLAIN 
BLACK drill Alt with bum-
Raps. nps, leg straps SIZES 
guys 26. 28. 33,32. gels 8. 10, 
12, 14. ark, 119.00 T. 
SHIRTS Siousee, 999 Adam 
Ant ISML). 1951) YellOw 
leopard print IM L.. f4 CC. 
REAL LEATHER PUNK TIES. 
black or red. C3 50 WET 
LOOK CIRE JEANS, black. 
red, blue. yellow. Sizes 
Guys 26. 213. 30. 32, Gels 8, 
10, 12. 14. Amazing value at 
(9.50 CUT AWAY COLLAR 
SHIRTS - Glazed cotton 
Electric Blue 095 Cream. 
0 96 Satin Black red striper 
on cream. (I 50 ISMLI All 
items post Tree. menskil 
[heed ¡Ay refunded If not 
satisfied IT Leach. 500. 
1Basementl, Fiedcliffe 
Gardens, Chelsea London 
SW10 
PINK b GOLDEN oldies 
catalogue also TED GEAR 
large SAE Pk's 200 PO 
Record CAM. 12 Bargain 
Centre. Rye Lane, Peckham 
SE23 

Records For Sale 
3.000 SINGLES hum 
Bowie Bolan Beams 
Taenia pop foul, etc Large 
SAE 67 Albert Terrace. 
Newcastle Staffs 
OLDIES. 58-78 plus 1979 et 
lude boa some in charts now. 
SAE . 63 Jervoise Drive 
Northfield Efirnsngficen 8)1 
2XS 
TWO HUNDRED new 
singles British releases. (II 
itncpp - Box No 2099 
SIXTIES AUCTION Large 
SAE .IRC Cliff Shadows 
1Meehan Acetatesl. 
Donovan T Rex. Who Oast 
time) Early B Gees. Slade - 
Pre '71 Moodes - pre-

molested ' UK DJ sheet 
music. teat books, Monkees 
annuals 1966. Petticoats. 
19139 NME's - 64 St Peters 
Ave Ceversham 1 Berkshire 
RECORD ONDINts senesce 
Those you want and cen't 
find thousands rn stock, riel 
get it not. any erne any 
records hest pt down those 
you need and send with SAE 
- DONSDSC. 6.7 Edwards 
Walk, Malden Essex. 
121N SALE SAE lo details 
- Ward 28 West Street. 
Leomester. Herefordslee. 
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RECENT EX-JUKEBOX nits 
at bagger prices plus brand 
new singles from past 25 
Years. Always over 10.030 in 
stock including Pads of 
special otters Send 120 
stamps for list Gemini 
Records. 123 George Street, 
Mablethope, Locenshire 
SINGLES COLLECTION, 
1956.79, deny rare SAE lets. 
- 2 Waverley Street Groves, 
York 
TELEPHONE 0780 51026 
anherne and hear the superb 
new single from Zero 
Records featuring Andrew 
Allan two great songs on a 
double a side records 
BOLAN /ZEPPELIN moons 
For huge list. SAE. Kevin, 97 
Ultosem New Road. Derby, 
SEX PISTOLS complete 
singles collection No 
bootlegs including picture 
sleeves 12m. subrtmeon 
Anarchy Hands, etc All nsnt 
original UK's. (40 the lot 
Bob 01-9984528 
CLEARANCE SALE 
singles 18p New 1.z. 
Plus cassettes 
Stamp for Ial. - 
131 Baby Road, Doncaai-
South Yorkshire 
I HAVE GOT 21 LPs at 0 b. 
each. all in mint condt. 
top groups Bay City " • •• • 
Dedication. Once L. 
Star Wouldn't You I - 
The Real Thing. Send 
for lists please - Nicol.. 
Matthews, 13 Albany MobJ" 
Home Part Stubbengtor 
Earrhern, Hants P014 2PR 
1700 SINGLES, 1970 78 e 
different. 30p • 50p each 
Rollers. Darts O Esto. 
Gluier, H Chocolate 
Rubetles. Queen 
Showaddywaddy Sled.-
Smoliey Ouo, Sweet Disci 
Heavy Large SAE 64 S' 
Peter's Ave Caversharn ' 
Reading 
PASTBLASTERS. GOLDEN 
oldes available 56 76 0 
must for collectors. Godsee. 
for 0Js. - SAL • VAFC0 
Southwatk. 
Sussex. 

RECENT RELEASES 
bargain pr..] •. • 
advedisemeni and • •• . • 
free angle 18p 0171, 
Church Lane. Birmingham 
8207R1. 
LPs FROM 30o, 05s from 10p. 
SAE 24 Beaufort Avenue, 
Rlackpool 
ALL SIZE °Pies Too 75 
singles albums, no us 
releases Disco, punk, lens 
prices Laege SAE. A J 
Records 14 Bishop Sheet. 
morisciooe Shrewsbury 
SECONDHAND SINGLES 
for sale tuts guaranteed 25P 
lot lies to- Dave Ranks 36 
Stool Lane Chesterfield 
MOLDLESS OLDIES. 1030's 
mailable 1965:78 Imports. 
tercel . collector's 
Axonal UK labels singles. 
EP s. LP's - SAE Dekrey. 
86:87 Western Road Hove. 
Sussex Callers welcome 

INS till SIM 
*96 SWAM 

DIAltaff • LUTOS 
£2.45 C2.43 
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Caltille 

(It IS kl IS 
Wets wer 

510 VICIOUS'''. 
Su ilco( In 

lboa011 POLICE NIII 0 10 
JAM 1a11411 

JAM me% JACK 
MOOS ICAlAGIr 
LAM, TARGET 
MI CLASS 110,111 

SIX PISTON 
SUPRA,' UM 

GIN X 
STOPS RIP 

11111 GIANT 
4IGff. 0(1511 
044.11) LIAS 
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- 

ROuSTAOT 
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Dial% LI TO 

lall total III £5 .25 
DELIASE. 

1111111t1 re 

el 1101,1 STOCK 
011iIflINt 

OHMS P051185 

CHERYL LADD 

0101/1 01 ET Kt 

y 

It, SACROS 3111111 LItO 
DIS •••'" 
I TO 

DI 11111 III 70 

"CARDS It 
POSTERS" 

• 22 MOOR STREET, 
Tun II II OMITS I (I le IIRMINGHAN 

Sit 01 i COI 1.1010S IT • II 
(I SO TACS »rice 

011111 IOW ZIP IN 1•00Inf 

ADD If• ••••,••fAiff• far 1/1 
einsen, Se fah sore see 

redir ...41 
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fir , 

MASI 0141 1, 
,„........ wet 
Met WM, 

enrage eme HAS Nee M I £125. Me 211.M. Ow 3 VW ILA 
- 

19120s SINGLES. Crystals I 
Wonder Honeycombs 'It's 
So Hard', Scott McKenzie 
'Holy Man' Mark 
Stephens 25 Alston Avenue 
East Leamington Normenb 

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD 
album 'Sheer Magic' 
Simon Turner sap'', Petula 
Clark records from 1970 
onwards (Vs by the Wedier 
Brothers las group or as solo 
artistst lop rates paid State 
condition - Contact' John 
Fell, Jane Croft Farm,. 
Winseates Worliongton 
Cumbria CA14 ()G 

SLADE BOOTLEGS and 
concert tapen Wanted 
Mee Jan V, Ok,r Van 

CASSETTES OR SALE 
Secondhand, lolly 
guaranteed Send SAE for ipt 
to Dave Rank 36 Spdal 
Lane Chesterfied 

Records Wanted 
SHADOWS ALBUM EP s, 
singles tapes Write Adrian 
18 Matey Close Gosfort 
TOP PRICES paid for records 
and tapes LPs and 45s - 
Phone 639 8783 
CLIFF SINGLES Come 
Running and Its Only Me 
You've Left Behind - 
Please state price and 
condition 50 Montague 
Crescent, Rveihill Nor 
thanes., NN5 7RM 

, NOTIMIUSI 
LIIE-11.1/1 

Galanstraat 21 1971 DI 
Ymulden Holland 

T REX, BOLAN tapes 
wanted Yew price thee 
Must be o good [Condole", 
Please send details to Paul 
Johnson, 79 Canute Road 
Deal Kent C T 14 60X 

ALL RECORDS, tapes, 
bought exchanged. 10p 
1220 each cash paid 110p 
f2 50 exchanged, Absolute/ 
NONE refused Bring in ANY 
quantity in ANY condition to 
Record Er Tape Exchange 38 
Notting He Gate London 
W11101 /27 35391 ANY LPs 
cassettes inay be sent with 
SAL Or cash lestirnates on 
reinese 

DI I IS 

Av. ye"... One MI Om 
eesse team, e tee 
tem.twerveete re. ears a: 
14.4 ta byes In pow 

•• 
me 04 ef 11.4.11. 
«•en 1011%, »I .1f...tea ripe, 

pp, p ears %mg 

£1.11 
0.4•• •••••,» ••• 44•44.» 

04 » 
Use 0.5 PI0440., AM), 

1.•••••••40» Nome 1...» 
MI0•• Rant CrPOso 

SMALLS order form 
Retes L Condition 

Effective bele IM* October 1974 

UMW ,» »40.14-p, 
FAN CLUES PIN refill 
NIKalet IIFCCettes roe - 
«LIMOS WIWIED MST..., • 
TUITiON SOICIAL.TICE. 
SITUATIONS WANTED, 
isoil woe. premises» weweemen tee Pe 
see 
Lee Soe sae 
Mob. e NAP nee 00 444.... 

lOs semaseS 
AMte ree ansomointOo MI« • ilea 

See Metre 
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Cliesereor /* mammy, 

SIAM CeIGOATS 
Mr le enures. 
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i7sii Puppies 

rawer.. fen rie Crake err ore r 
sr.* Ph Poor Rena. Pre, 40 1.4,0 •et 
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1 WE 0041 I ALK ANYMORE, OM Naha., 

3 CARS. Daly Num. Reggan 94-c 
2 BANG RANG It A Rote.. 
11 DON T BRING Mt DOWN Elec. Logel Orceeeme 
1 STREET LITE. C.w.o. MCA 
4 ANGEL EVES. Rol. Muse Preen 
19 IF I SAUD YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL Bellamy BrotnereWeener 8.04 
9 JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST Randy Van...NH bard 
16 LOVE S GOTTA HOLD ON Mf Done Can, 
5 MONEY. Elena Lua. Vegan 
6 GANGSTERS. So.. Tvoo Tone 
13 GOTTA GO HOME. Bone, M AIIOOIC 140014 
12 DOH WHAT A EWE G.,, FLo4hert Wand 
15 DUCHESS. Stump. 
10 AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE Earth W.. S Eire 
8 I DON'T LIKE MONDAYS. Boom., Mee 
NI LOST IN MUSIC Soler Ser. 
27 REGGAE FOR IT NOW, Rie Lore., 

18 DUKE OF EARL. Dane Mae 
15 IS SHE REALLY GOING OUT WITH HIM. Joe Jackson 
25 GONE GONE GONE. Johnny Meows 1. 
1 / WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG. Jam Pan, 
26 STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF F.... 

34 Seel ON. Commodores MI"... 
28 BOY OH BOY Roc. 
22 CRUEL 10 BE KIND. Nee Lure 
40 TIME FOR ACTION. Secret A1144 
89 TOMORROWS GIRLS. UK Subs R. 
45 SOMETHING THAT I SAID, Run 
33 GET IT MIGHT NEXT TIME. Gen Renelb 
37 SPIRAL SCRATCH. butcocks 
53 SLAP AND TICKLE_ So.. 
- SINCE YOU'VE KEN GONE. Rant,. 
21 HEITSFIAM BOYS 5140,166 
- LIVE ON STAGE. Ken Bush 

21 SWEET LITTLE ROCK ROLLER. Show...Addy 4. 
51 THE PRINCE. Mean. Tern I• 
38 IN THE BROWNIES Rely Conn... 
10 REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL. . Os. b In. Blockheads • • 
29 ANGEL EYES VOUEE/ VOUS. Abbe 
36 LINES. Planets 
)0 BACK OF MY HAND. Jele 
23 MORNING DANC E. Soyro Cena 
35 YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT. Me Ti You L. 
50 WHEN YOU'RE NUMBER ONE. Geer Chand. Clos.. 

47 DIM ALL THE LIGHTS, Donne Sumner 
M MAKIN' IT, Ow. Owe. 
58 FEEL THE REAL. 0.4 Inerobon • 
56 WHEN WILL YOU TIE MINE. Avemge WP.Te Reed 
72 THE LONELIEST MAN IN THE WORLD, Tourists 
- DON'T STOP • TIC YOU GET ENOUGH. Melee Jackson 
31 THE DIARY OF HORACE WIMP, Elec. Orcoestra 

3111 WANTED. Duelen 
9) AMERICAN HEARTS, Bolly 

59 THE SIDEBOARD SONG. Chas Et Owe 
57 HIGHWAY TO HELL AC ' DC 
- NIGHTS IN WHITE SATIN, DIM. 
Xi TEENAGE WARNING. Ample Uourts Warne, f, 
EA WAR STORIES Swims 
61 GETTING CLOSER BABY'S REOUf ST. Wm. 
41 BORN TO BE ALIVE %Tick Hermon. 
14 LASER LOVE. Al. TI'. Fee 

SEXY CREAM. SAM 
46 LODRIN• FOR LOVE TONIGHT, F011.411,11.9 Ee 

'TOUCAN DO IT. AI HsdSos b The Soul Partmes 
42 BEAT THE CLOCK. Soong 
71 ROCK Fe ROLL HIGH SCHOOL. Rarnores 
43 STAY WITH AN TILL DAWN Jude 'nee 
95 SWITCH. Nenor Doe 
63 LOVE WILL MAKE YOU FAIL IN SCHOOE, 

Rocky Sharpe ti The Mo. 
- THE DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE. Coly Boo 
to CAN T STAND LOSING YOU Poe. 
- THIS TIME BABY JaCILle Moore 

5. GIRLS GIRLS CAR Lg . 
- BREAKFAST Ill BED. SITS. HATO. 

I RADIO ACT'S., Chew, 
2 TIME FOR ACTION. Sec. ARS., 
3 TOMORROWS GIRLS, UK Sc. 
4 THE PRINCE, Mein. 
5 THERE MUST BE HUNDREDS. Otene 
6 WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG. Jan, 
7 MILLIONS LIKE US. P.. Means 
8 SPIRAL SCRATCH. Buarco<1. 
9 SOMETHING 1HAT I SAID, MN 
10 WHERE'S THE BOY FOR RAF, Re.. 
11 DUCHESS. Sum.. 
12 ROWCHE RUMBLE, Tee Eel Step Foredo, 
13 COME INTO THE OPEN, Panetta/inn 
14 LANGUAGE SCHOOL. I es• Imes 
16 BOYS KEEP SWINGING. The Amocetes 
Com.. IN BRUCE'S 71Roee Stie. Einnbegn COI 7767104 

Two - 
Bog Bee R. 
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I IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR Leo Zepue. 

DISCOVERY. Electric LOOT Orcienn 
3 SLOW TRAIN COMING 8. Dven 
4 THE BEST DISCO ALBUM IN I He WORLD 
6 I AM Earth, Worel F. 
7 BREAKFAST IN AMERICA, St47A.H.0 
5 VOULEZ VOUS. Alro. 
8 PARALLEL LINES, Blonde 
9 OUTLANDOS 0' AMOUR, Poe. 
17 STREET LIFE, Crueler. rle 
11 REPLICAS, Toby. Anew Betters Bann 
22 MAROON/ MAGIC... Man.. 
18 NIGHT OWL. Gerry Reny. Une. An. 
16 TUBWVAY ARMY Be... Brio • 
10 DOWN TO EARTH, Rentem P.P. 1 
IS SOME PRODUCT CARRI ON SEX PISTOLS. Se. Pemls L - 
26 MIDNIGHT MAGIC. Corn... 
19 MORNING DANCE SP, Gee 
13 HIGHWAY TO HELL AC'DC Alta r 
14 WELCOME TO THE CRUISE. Jude Tn. Ro,. 
23 INTO THE MUSIC. Van Mennen 
21 BRIDGES, Jo. Waiaros 
23 MANIFESTO. Barry W.I. 
12 THE BEST OF THE DOOLETS 
20 E XROSE D. M. OBIlaNd 
37 BAT OUT OF HELL. Meat LoaT Ede ir 
24 LIVE KILLERS. 0.. 
35 BAD GIRLS Donna Summer 
- ROCK 'N' ROLL JUVENILE. C. Ached 
28 COMMUNIOUE Dee Sue. Vee • 
27 »GOLDEN GREATS Beach Bore o • 
32 OUT OF THE BLUE Fevre 0,01,15 

FEAR Of MUSIC leang Hoods 
44 DRUMS AND WIRES. X TC 
26 DO IT YOURSELF. Ian Dui, 
36 Pier STRAITS. Din Stools 
38 THE VERY REST OF LEO SAYER 

STRING Of HITS. SKABORA 
47 EDDIE COCHRAN SINGLES ALBUM Um, Ai.. 
45 LAST THE WHOLE NIGHT LONG James Last Pov 
69 NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES. Is Dory and The 131...f..a , 

31 89's 052s 
30 TEENAGE WARNING. Arg.. 1.51514(15 VI 
63 THE GREAT ROCK AND ROLL SWINDLE, Sea Plum 
43 WAR OF THE WORLDS. AM Wanes Musical Vemon 
46 AISOUE. 
so tOOK SHARP...1KM. A; 
42 AT BUDOK.. Bete 1)Wan 

SI NEVER MINO THE BOLLOCKS HERE'S THE SEX PISTOLS 
Vag.. 

W... B.. 

WHEN Brinley Schwan split in 1975 they had recorded 

unsuccessful albums despite the efforts of their record 

Crampon y. United Artists. Launched in 1970 and named 

after the band's leader the Brindeys never lived down the 
initial 'hype' which included a debut at Fillmore East for 

which rock journalists were flown in by the planeload. 

Unofficial reports at the bole suggested that UA spent over 

f200000 trying to 0000130 15e The, boon -1Tligcj1C not 

exceeded until CBS 'invested' over 1250,0)2 to launch 

Deed Eases in 1973, itOnically a full ten years after his 
recording debut. Despite being mauled by the cotics, 

(*Malay Schnitz were a fine band and III tecent years 
some of their early work has been much sought aher by 

their ever-growing cult following. 

Wee years after the grow, was formed. TWO of es members find 
ow-resolves Ill IT,C US hol hundred EN The VIESE I.e. Nick Lowe, 
bassist ano vecalole-dh the bare], and tferently num.. Jenny 
Cash's stop-claughiee Carless Caner. n toeing wen 'Cruel To Be 

Ittne ce ao,rren vnlh asierinsIey Ouneen IS, Cmaen own 
'Hold On' triroexed by ershehle AM Produce Malin 1 
nude a belated US chan del.t two weeks ago. Ironically. Gewn's 
mopes nuns Me US sinews chwt debut of me needy...Tn. 
StiffrEpiC label, though in Bream Ow disc was eased by Albion 
Records and is Ms avelabe on 12 inch. 

The man who gave his mane to Bream Schwas end ens 
guitarist throughout the bee yeem es Alva On the rage of US Chart 
success. Nowadays. Brireker rs a member of Graham %duet 
hocking gr.. The Runear whose Inuennel Troths' is melting II( • 

US ...POW. Pelee. version of the Jeckeen Five classic 
'I Want You Rack' cordinuen to bubble blow the)i0. IMndrerf 

Raines Sons, Girls has rimc Ned world tales of over two 
rrkoion and o now due for US mlease. Written by pe songsmiths 
Sticky Chem .ind Mike Chapman, Me record*, 'Sorne Gins WM' 
chorus ntre'y compIements /be KnlIck'S secOnd ha 'Good Girl's 
Don't procured by the same Mike Clepreurd Incidentally. 
Chapman Pas bettered Pb, astounding lea of Drake:no the 'Get 

The Knack album tor 18.0:/0 edam by 00.1dOTP53 El,. 94« Sob 
Cameo U, on a budget of 12,000 dears! . . John Slettert, whose 
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• • ....RONA The Knack 
ITYTHE LOVE HAS GONE. Fe,. Wind Et Fee 

rElf DIVA WENT DOWN TO GEORGIA 
Chad., Domes Band 
DON T BRING MF DOWN. Elector Lion, Orchastia 
LEAD ME ON, Moore Merioneree 
SAD EYES Roten Jo. 
LONESOME LOSER. Lithe Rove. Band 
Ell NEVER LOVE THIS WAY AGAIN, 0.anne Worm. 
GOOD TIMES. Cr.. 
SAIL ON Cornirodoree 
MAIN EVENtrfIGHT, Brno Street, 
RISE. Here Alowt 
MAMA CAN'T BUY YOU LOVE Elton 
LET'S co, INE Can 
GOODBYE STRANGER, Smeetrerno 
HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU. Bonne 
BAD CASE OF LOVING YOU, Roleo., P.. 
DRIVERS SEAT. Snoll n' The Teen 
POP M 
BORN TO RE ALIVE Ponce Henn., 
CRUEL TO BE KIND Nick Lame 
I DO LOVE YOU. G 0 
DIFFERENT WORLDS, MN.. ',Goy, Wen.-
HOT SUMMER NIGHTS. Noghl 
TIME BOSS, NV. .068 
TOWN' TOUCHIN SOMEZIN . mime, c. 
WHAT CHA GONNA DO WITH MY LOVIN' 
S... Kees 20ol, 
DON'T STOP 'TIE YOU GET ENOUGH. Me.. Jack. 
SUSPICIONS, Ed. Ronan 
SPOOKY Ark.. Reetnre Sect, 
BAD GIRL S. Donna Surnmer 
GET IT RIGHT NEXT TIME, Gerry %Mum 
WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE Or Moe 
MORNING DANCE. Some Gyra 
SATURDAY NIGHT. ...Brood b He Wed Roman, , 
WHERE WERE YOU Lo. 
DER NOW' ON YOU, Tho Docee Beano. 
AIN'T THAT A SHAME. Cheap T.CT 
DIM ALL THE UGHTS. Dan. Siemer Cam, • 
OH WYLI,, Ro[keta 
CHILDREN OF THE SUN. Bey ',woe 
ROLEN E. Moon Mime 
I KNOW A HEARTACHE Je.nae Wwnes 
FIRECRACKER, Ws Pm... 
GHOST DANCER. Add. Brothers 
THIS NIGHT WON'T LAST FOREVER Men., 
GOOD FRIEND. May MacGregor 
MIDNIGHT WIND. JOhn Stewart 
00013 GIRLS DON T. The Knack 
DIR TY WHITE BOY, foaegme 
REMEMBER WALKING IN 1HE SAND Toy 
FOLND A CURE, AsnIced ET Sewn. 
GE I A MOVE ON. Eck. MOney 
YOUNG/1E000 Re...Jones ' 
SO GOOD SO RIGHT. Bien. Roleill Maur, 
ARROW THROUGH ME, Mime Cohere. 
GROOVE ME. Fern Kine'., Mabee 
PLEASE DON I GO K C Fe T. Surenone Ruld TE 
HOED ON. MA Gomm Stet 
YOU DECORATED MY LIFE, Kmor Roam Um. Wims 
THEN YOU CAN TELL ME GOODBYE. OM Bee., RCA 
IF SOU REMEMBER MF Chin Thompson PISIIEI 
WHERE WILL YOUR HEART TAKE YOU. Buckeye PCNOce 
I'VE NEVER BEEN IN LOVE. Sun Outro ASO 
STREET LIEF C.a.., MCA 
GIRLS TALK, Clew f Owe. Senn Song 
BOOM BOOM, Pat Iran. Pewee 
SURE KNOW SOMETHING, K ea Cesablaree 

COME TO ME. Tue.!. 
FINS Jimmy Butt. MCA 
REASON TO BE. Km. Kirsh...m[11S 
ONE FINE DAY. RN Coolalloe Abet 
HELLO HELLO. HELLO Nee FM.. inarie 

If. CUT. Owlie Are. 
• t SAME. CaroNwe Naas 

none 

To. 10 WI by duet.; only.. I ou Friend'. 
Al. Ameecan can can is Mr teaming of Olerte IllemoreJohn 

and Andy Gab ori the Bee Gem' lies, You Lore On Me'. The 
song Sahel recording bendy., UNICEF 'Yee 01 The Child' TV 
,,pecire. Fmn ICInelweillOgrageoblve US Sil 'Groove Mr was 
originally a hit for King Floyd in Amok* in 1970, reaching 
Si. Though Maid disco text:one not onmehelnerg I 

Fern regatta US hit wan the rim is relemed he. 
Herb Alpen's doodled iehb seventh Ameba 
Preview* hatrhes hed • amber One with 
WM You — his only vocal halide)). • 
Of Honey' INO 7/. Zeta TE. Gre* ISo l 
and 'Mane* (NO lie, ell retturnentals. scored 
1982 and 1988... 

Lare week record week meetly dareseed. r ock bottom. 

0•01,de Met» he lad Zippier% and se ovir, album sales 
reached an le year WM. Singlet tared Sole better, with dealers 
moan tba third lowest Wee total an far des year The comet et 
e tira wh Billbeerd repels Seta mange' trt the US market s 
WMch Vall•Ina•inalMy pen eiloatkin Only • few weeks po. TT. 
Olsluenn, Bower*, sees en unprecedented line-up of sie albums 
doe for release which should see big ales in the Mom Mae, 
011innort, eywn at this early gage, ere pre-Christnus Mums by The 
Bee Gees Ithe double). Blonde (la To Tin Beal, Boomtown 
Rats ("The Fee Art 01 $s.i'fac,ng'l flRidurd (*Rock h' Rod 
Juvenile/. Dons Mat Attack 'I. Chicago l'Sirealheyerl, 
Fleetwood Mac's double album (lusit'l. Eaglet elong Runs I 
Stevie Wonder The Seem, Life Of Plants' on 4 umpteenth 
or, scnerlià.el r, .11 as Me Le1.1 beater Lott Steely Dan, Elton 
JolNc Valero Pe0010, Gerbot Saban& Jethro T. Marvin Gen. 
Sister Sled, Tote, Came SlangolMe. FeeefFell• E?a.so. Le" 
& Palm... Slntana. Jelferson Sunnis, Berm M end The RoBoT9. 
Stones WM mom big nornes to be ridded, the find release 
schedule we inevitably nail in lam dun carluelges due to ..uctu 
mho... bin 11 mks dont bounce book on Me ettength of Me fine 
Queues 'product' blitz tothething is moet conainty Meng. 

ALANJONES 
• 
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10 IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR. Led Zeou,  SwaY 
2 I GET THE KNACK. The Knack 
3 3 CANDY O. Can 
4 2 BREAKFAST IN AMERICA, Superhenty 
5 5 MILLION MILE REFLECTIONS. Cane Dana Mal 

6 1 R1SOUE, 
7 4 1AM, Earth. Wed Et Fire 
8 9 MIDNIGHT MAGIC, Comm:dorm 

9 23 OFF THE WALL 1144.4. Jackson 
10 12 REALITY WHAT A CONCEPT. Robin...a Cta 
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/ I STREET LIFE. CowaRms 
2 2 STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF. Frame. 
3 5 LOOK'S FOR LOVE TONIGHT. FLO 
4 4 001e. WHAT A UFE, Gaon Mahan 
5 3 GOOD TIMES Chic 
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14 19 FEEL THE REAL Dave Reo-bo- Seca& 12e• 
15 22 WHEN YOU'RE NUMBER 1 Gene Chandler CN-Sound 12,E 
16 13 AFTER THE LOVE IS GONE. Earth Wrnd Et Frre CBS 
I7 14 THE BITCH, Olen. Ronan Paydn 12, 
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19 27 ANGEL EYES. lidor IA. Paw. 11,-
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27 33 DEJA VU.I.OVE TILL THE END OF TIME' TAKE IT ON U9 

PNAnho De COMP PEIPO Tocley LP •. 
28 26 YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT .6 You LIner 12 , 
29 32 PUT YOUR BODY IN IT Wear CHA GONNA DO MOH NY 
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31 24 GROOWN• YOU. Ham Mason Asa 11a. 
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313 59 MAKIN' It , Dad Naughton Ils 
20 36 FIRST T1ME AROUND. SY yy San 
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44 48 KNIGHTS Of FANTASY SPACE DUST SHERLOCK 
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WALKING ON SUNSHINE Eildr &ant 

IT'S A DISCO NIGHT lay Mahan 
58 SWEET LADY Chan %amen 

90 REACHIN OUT Lee Moore 
5I CONSCIOUS MAN Jolly Moan 
43 BEAT THE CLOCK Spent 

57 UVING ON THE FRONTLINE, Eddy Grant 
DIM All THE LIGHTS. Donna Sumner 

W WE ARE FAMILY, Salo S.. 
78 GROOVE ME Fern Kin. 

Ice I? 

US Jam Sow,, 

81 65 TURN OUT THE LIGHTS COME Govsn. ME. 
Ted, Pen... 
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64 71 DO YOU WANT TO DANCE. 

McFedden fr Whim.. 
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• - IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER WHAT YOU WAITIN FOR 

LOCK IT DOWN PAZAZZ. BAD MOT HER FUNK ER. 
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frown 12.1 
Casaleanc 
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Ph.1 It., LP 

Mercury I1rn 
Fenno,- 17 

71 81 CATCH ME, Pocket US eMar 
'7 54 LOVE WHEN I'M IN YOUR ARMS SAY 1 HE W04112 

SWEET N LOW THE GCE00 LIFE 
• Elohle • US Ev , 

73 FEEL THE MIA T OANCING LADY WALKING ON SOM.,' 
Bill Stamen Pat. 12 ro, LS' 

IS STILL GETTIN IT MIDNIGHT MAGIC SEAT LADY , 
WONDERLAND. Coma.. Moto.., 

75 73 IDONIWANT TO RF A FREAK SA T ;SFr 
Ovnwe US Saar 12 rn 

76 56 HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU, Bonnre Prentor Motown 1: 
77 46 LIFE IN THE CITY. SIR, &awe Ero 
7.3 LOVING YOU... KW PV. 
79 80 BANG BANG, B. A Raenson 
99 72 GOT bOIVE IN TO LOVE, Bonne Boyer CRS 17. 
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Stanley Tun.., US ENK. , 

132 MY FEET KEEP DANCING MY FORBIDDEN LOVER WIL 
YOU CR Y. CPR 

63 NEW YORK CITY Taos. We. Wear - 
84 63 WE ALL NEED LOVE, Dora. Troia. Cat • , • 

95 75 ARGENTINA Ronne Fater 
86 SI JUST A FEELING. Stan. Clone US Ea. 17 
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89 TSAI'S A G000 ONE. Men. Ped.cm Jr US Ph, mr 
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FOR YOU Hama b Earth US Marcum , 
90 REGGAE FOR IT NOW RP Uwe.. ChArtsma 
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